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Eliinination of sec .discrimination itnd provision of/eqiial

' opportunity for all women and men is one of our htest
priorities. Because I know that you share this commit--"--
ment to equality for women in every aspect of American

life, I ampleased to send you this copy of Taking Sexism
Out of Edukatan. This documcpt reprints a series of
articles which originally were published in our iagazine,
American Education. The articles 'are based on reports of
ths findings and recommendations of the National Pro-
jeft on Women. in Education, a stn carried out. by the
Institute for Educational Leadership under contract to
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education,
'Department of 'Health, Education, and Welfare.

I hope that this volume will provide valu*ble resource
materials. I would be happy to recehie any.cornynents you

well as suggestions
inate seisbias and

',Aides, and publica-

may have about this publication,
for other efforts we can make to el
sac discrimination in the progiams,,
tions of the Education Divisiok/

4.
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Mary F,'Berry.
Assistant.Secretary for Education
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Much dialogue and paper have beeNgenerated about
,.., 4 women over the last years: their status, qualifica-

tions, the fOrces that limit their progress, the changet that
moist "come. It seemed imperative for us to ascertain the

... basic problems that existed for women in education and
suggest effective solutions A thoiWugh assessment of the
situation, however; convinced us that there is no clinsen
sus in the %field about what the bask issues arc, their rel-

. atilt! importance, or what immediate and longrange
steps should be taken toward filling answers.

Lt i; not just a matter of documenting discrimination,
implementing affirmative action, or mandating laws, such
a_s Title IX. Deep-:...eated, inNidiiiiis, emotiolial and attitu-

4inal conflicts arc int oh ed- for both woilnen and men.
TW7esolutio*n of these conflicts require, changing funda-
mental human tiVerstandings and relationshipsand that
can be very disturbing. .1,

4. to
. Much of the blame for prevailing sex biases can be

attributed to education and' the Rart it plays hi the social-
iialLion process. Lnttryjng to pinpoint the crucial i ucs in
education, we examined (in the National ci on
Women in Education) .every aspect from c entary
school through higher education. Higher educatis as

been the focal point of more ferment and, therefore, has
made some progress. By contrast, elementary and second-
ary education has yet to adopt a mode of thinking that

,ricogn,Pes the significAnce of eliminating sex-biased.

pact .1tices and politics
4 ' ,1. The primary result of,Pour assessment e ct wa learn-

', ing how math riforVneeds to be learned before ting
soluticins to sexiiiti in education can ,he offered Sophis-
ticated research to accumulate more baseline data must
continue in etery Area from how to make women more

-.,

aware:,of their capibilities and ho to raise the conscious-
ness of educational pglic.yrniiker4. Jo how real partner-
ships can be formed 19 marriage and how we all can come
to bet considered Perscos first, and women and men,

' second. '- ,

:,
1 ,

Virginia r. Trotter 1.,-/

i-, 4 ilfo Assistant Secretary for EliketiOR
-.,

". (June 1974 January 197 7),:, ,
,-:Ftepronted by perrmsson from COMMENT On Research About Women
'April 167* ,
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In uly of 1979, the Education Division of the Department
of H alth, Education, and Welfare, under the leadership of
then ssistant Secretary forl Education Virginia V. Trotter,.
gave contract to the Institu 'te for Educational Leadership-to
undettidce a National Project on Women in Education. The
projert was to a.sses,ccurrelit practices in sexrole stereotyping.
throgghout the educational' process and at the same time to link
expeits and practitioners in the field of ,sex roles with policy-
makirs, the objective being to, plan for change,. Tote job teas
seen of as sponsoiing new researth but as collectingand coordi-
natillg the multitudeot work already availablefrorn various
universities, research projects, foundation efforts, curricolurp-

. devepopirient efforts, and experimental programs.
S. task forces, each composed of individUals cwripeiint in

edu ational research and ctio ojects in the sex:roles area,
we joined with polic c t help define the issues. Each

,

' task
I
force conducted briefings a d_org. anized itself to work on

an ue paper.
. ne of the significant products that came out of the work of

the task forces before the project closed in July of 1976 was a
set of issue papers that 'give a comprehettsiveicture of the
de 9th and scope of sex-role concerns confronting the education
co munit) today. In four consecutive issues beginning in April
19 7, American Education published a series of articles based
on ese papers presenting the substance of the work done by the

e....7Natiopal Project oni Women in Education. These articles
constitute the contenteof this 'volumo.

f
0

ALICE G. SARGENT. Ed.D.1
Coordinator,
National Project on Women

in Education
Institute _for Educational Leadership

J
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'IPS IX: ANTISEXISMS BIG .LEGAL
... t .. by Bemice.Sandler

s

:r

Until very recently, sex discrimination in schools was
lariely unnoticed, unchallenged, and unchecked. All educa-

7 tional institutions could legal]) discriminate against females as
. students, staff, and faculty. .
. The 92d Congress (1971-72), in a little-noticed legislative

explosion, articulated a national policy to end sex chscrimina-
. tion on the campus. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964 was as ve ded to cover einplornent in all educational in-
stitutions w Cher or not they 'receive Federal moneys. The
Equal Pay Act ainended to cover all adininistratiVe, exeou-

.. live; and professional employees, including faculty. Titles VII
and VIII of the Public Health Service were amended to pro-
hibit sex discrimination in admissions to all federally assisted
programs that train health professionalsi the U.S. Cominission
on CiVil Rights was given jurisdiction over sex discrimination;
and last, butt certainly not feast, the Congress enacted Title
IX of the Education Amentlipents Wet of '1972 to forbid' sex
discrimit"lation against `students and' employees in' federally
assisted education programs.'

fhere Was virtually no opposition to the passage of these,
laws by either the education community or the public at large.
Sex disfrirnitsaticfn, once only a jihilosophical or moral issue,
ts now a legal issueas well. I .

The key provision in tide IX reads: "No person in the
United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from pat
ticipation in, b? denied the benefits isf, or Ae subjected to
crirninaticrn under any education program or activity receiving"'
Federal financial assistaisceN t

I

. . l
Dr Sandler is director of The 'Association of Ametican Colleges' .
Project on the Status and Education of Women. Her article is re- ,
printed with the permission of Trial Magazine (October 1976); Judi- .

fished the Adociation of Trial Lawyers of America. . ,
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Title IX covers virtually all areas of student life: Adinis-
sions,finan'cial aid, health services, sports, testing, differential

t rules and regulations, and the like Title IX is patterned after
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. which prohibits dis-
crimination in all federally asisted programs on the basis of.
race, color, and national origin. However, Title IX is nar-
rower in that it covers only federally assisted education pro-

. grams rather than 'all -federally assisted programs; on the other
hand; Title IX. broader in that it coters both students and
employees, where Title VI is in most instances restricted to ..
coverage of stude ts. N.

.

Both Title VI ntl Title IX-are efiforced by the Ofific of
Civil Rights of the U.S. Department of lieaph. Education,
and Welfare. Individuals and o anizations can challenge any
discriminatory policy or practi by writing a letteriof cojm-

e plaint to the Secretary of HE% . They may file on their own
behalf or on behalf of someone else or a group Complaintst
can be filed on a class-action basis, with or without specific ag.
grieved individuals being named. If discrimination is found,.
the statute requires that the Government first attempt to re-
solve the problem through informed concilition and per-
siias;on 1 .

'The ligal sanctions for noncompliance are identical for
Titles VI and IXThe Government may delay or terminate
awards, or debar nntitutions from eligibility for future awards.
Although a formal administrative fie5ring is required before
funds can be cut of! or before the institution san be debarred
from future aid, no hearing is required for HEW to delay
awards Such delays in awards- can occur while HEW infoi-
many "negotiates" with an institution to bring about compli-
ance, HEW can also request the Departinent of Justice to-
bring suit in the event of noncompliance.

Since Title IX is patterned alter Title VI, precedents de-
veloped . ,under Title VI are hi,ely to be applied to Title IX..
Individuals may have a private right, to sue institutions that
allegedly discriminite. Therefore, it may be possible for indi-
viduals and organintions to bypass HEW and go directly into

. court, thus a:oiding long delays. r-

IVIzieh Institutions Are Covered?

Any educational institution, 'public or private, which re-
ceives Fsderal -nionCys by way of a grant, loan, pr contract

4v I

2 , ' ?

e
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(other than a contract of insurance or guaranty) is' required
to comply with Title IX Schools at all levels are covered,
preschools to graduate schools alike.

The 'statute exempts military schools Only when the pri-
mary purpose is to tram indikiduals for the military services.
An institution controlled by religious organizations is exempt
only to the extent that the antidiscrimination provisions of
Title IX are not consistent with th,e refigious tenets qf the or-
ganization thus scrimmatiOn on the basis, of custom or con-
venience is prohibi d.

Title IX exempt admissions to private undergraduate in-
stitutions, preschools, elementary, and secondary schools (other
than vocational schools), and single-sex public undergraduate
institutions, Although exempt*. from the Omissions require-

' ments of Title IX, these schools are not exempt from the obli-
gation.to treat students in a nondiscriminatory manner in all .

"areas other than admissions. Thus a private undergraduate
chool, by virtue. of its admissions exemption, could legally
hold down the number of wairien it allows to attend. However,
haling admitted students ofilpoth sexes (in whatever propor-
tion), it cannot' discriminate after admission on the 1191is of
sex.

,

The statute was amended ig 1974 to exempt the member-
ship practices of social fraternities and sororities at the post-
secondary .level, the Boy Scouts, Gar Scouts, Campfire Girls:
YWCA, YMCA, and certain voluntary youth service

organizations.
"

What Constitutes Discrimination?

One of the problems encountered under Title IX and other
civil-rights laws is the answer to the question What con' stitutes
discrimination? Policies and practices that clearly and sped'
cifically apply to one sex are generally easy to assess as dis-
criminatory. Admission's quotas, for women, for-example, or
rules that require dormitOry residence for women but not for
men, are overtly discriinin5fory and violation of Title IX.
Other examples of overt discrimination are:

reqttiNf different courses for males and females;
allowing boys but not girls to be crossing guirds;

sponsoring a. summer science camp for male students..
only, r

3
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awarding academic credit to males, but not to fernajes,)
... who participate in interscholastic athletics; ,,

Providink an' after-schoo\ bus for boys sehoyarticipate
ell. in after-school athletics buktnaking girls thil,:pr prOilde .

their own, transpor ta tiop i 't,,,

prohibiting -women from ttr of athletic facilities er
equipment unless a male sigat_up for them ; . , N

--requiring higher grades for adtnis:sibn.(cn women tlian 4.

"flf`oin..croett, :,

While many of these gales and practices are often "ex-
'.....- ,,

"ex-
plained" on the basis Of supposed differences"' between males
and females, they are nonetheref.s aiscnminatory and violate
Title 1X. . /

The indirett forms of discrimination are far harder, to
identify and correct. , ),tiny of the principles developed in the
courts,under the Constitution and civil ri Oghts laws are used as

' precedents in assessing sex discrimination in - education., For
example,fOr some time, the intent to discriminate has been
considered "la-rgely irrelevan in determining whether a specific
policy, or praciice is discriminatory. In). a landmark decision
(Griggs v. Duk ,Power Co.) the §}sprerne Court noted that
the intent ora policy is not what coirosi ibis. the effr of the
policy or practice that is important. Any Policy or practice that
is fair omits face balms disproportionate effect on a protected
class (that'is, women and minorities), and cannot be justified
by business necessity, isAdiscriminatory. While the GriAlelov
cision occurred in connection with employment discrkinieW
the same prricipk has been utilized by the Courts in 'civil
rightgissues, and is bing applied to sex discrimination intiuca-
tion. Indeed, this prinCiple enunciated by Chief. Justice Aiarren

4
Burger, i'Ho wroteetheopinion for tfie unanimous court, is
likely! to be the touchstone in evaluating the,more subtle (Onus
of discrimination against women: in education.

Thus at the college, level, nepotism rules prohibiting the em-
ployment of spouses might well be considered a violation to
Title IX because women are more likely to be the spouses kept
out of work. Similarly, women's groups are claiming that re;
stfictions on p,art-tirne attendance or on part-time financial aid
might be zit.vio,lation of Title IX because women are more likely,
due to child-rearing responsibilitiesyto need to attend school on
a part-time bitsis. Although pariltime policies' arc ostehsibly,

4 .
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neutral, they often have a disproportionate effect on restricting
oppoctunities for women.

Anot her example of policies which at first gfance seem neu-
tral and fair would be that of giving preference in admission
to a nonathletic program or activity to persons who have par-
ticipated in interscholastic or intercollegiateaathletics. Such ex-
perience is often viewed as evidence of being "well-rounded"
or "competitive." However, becaust athletic oppixtunities have
been se%trely limited for females at most institutions, paiticipa-
tion in athletics as a criterion for on or finanical aid
is hea%ily biased,.v.en though it se s to be neutral on its.fare,

The Title IX Regulation
The Title IX regulation, which went into effect on July 21,"

1975, details the impact of Title IX on students and employees
Recruiting, admissions, financial aids differential rules or regu-
lations, housing rules and facilities, physical education and
athletics, health care and insurance, student employment op-
portunities, extracurricular activities, touttseling and testing,
single-sex courses an'd programs, graduation requirements, vo-
cational-education programs.

The employment section of the regulation coven all con-
ditions of employment including parttirne emgloyment, ma-
ternity leave, and fringe benefits. In generil, the employment

'provisions are similar to those'd otheinondiscrimination laws
and regulations. Wonien's groups are highly critical of the
regulation for iing.too week. Some education administrators
and some representatives of male athletic interests ace highly.
critical of the regulations for being too strong. Others are simply
confused.

Some hig hlights from the regulation follow(
In general, the regulation does not require or forbid insti-

tutions from taking affirmative action when there is a limited
participation by one sex without a Specific finditii of discrimi-
nation. Institutions that have previously discriminated are re-
quired to take "remedial action" to overcome the effects of past
discrim ination.

The regulation required all recipients (including State
departments of education that receive Federal aid) to Wave
done a self-evaluation study by July 21, 1976.1n thus examin-
ing their policies and practices fonsex bias, many institutions

5 -.
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have disco%ereck numerous examples of inadvertent discrimina-
tion.

) Institutions must also set up a grievance procedure for stu- '
. dent and employee complaints concerning sex discrimination.

However, there is no requirement forcing people to use the
grievance procedure; persons can fik a complaint directly with
HEW without using the grievance procedure.

- Additionally, institutiorA must appoint one person to bean
charge of Title IX activities. Employees. students. and parents
of elementary and secondary students must also be notified
that the institution has a nCindiscninmator policy

Although some schoolr.. arc ertempt, from coverage with
regard to drnissions. all schools mustreat their students with-
out discrimination on the basis of sex: This includes course
offerings. extracurricular activities. including student organiza-
tions and competitive atgleties. all benefits, services, and finan-
cial aid; and facilities. and housing. In-all ofithese. the institu-
tions cannot provide, different aid, benefits, or services, or pro-
vide them in a different manner, or have different rules and
regulations on the basis of sex. In other words, schools cannot
toe sex as a category to classify students.

A sehool that wants to "protect" its, students by requiring
only women students to sign in and out would have to apply
the same rule for both sexes. Girls 'could not be required to
'take a course in home economics unless boy, were required to
take it; uor could girls be excluded from courses. in industrial
arts. Similarly women college Students could not be excluded
from a criminology course because it involved working with
male prisoners. Title IX does not tell an institution what it
should do, only that whatever fhe institution does, it does the

. same for both sexes. r
In genets!, financial aid, including scholarships, -loans,

grants-in-aid. work-stud programs, and fellowships cannot
be restricted to one se; nor'can criteria be different for each
sex. . -.

Thus, offering a woman a loan and 'giving a comparably
qualified male a fellowship would be g violation. Denying or
limiting financial aid to married women (while not similarly
denying such aid to married men), or offering financial aid to
married women, and married men on a different basis would
also be illegal. At some institution& financial-aid 'committees

e ,
6 i
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have automatically assumed that a married women needs less
assistance because her husband will support her, while a mar-
ried man needs more assistance beCause he is the "head of the
household." Whiles this assumption may be correct m some in-
stances, it is .obviously not correct in all instances. Policies such
as these'which are based do assumFkions about women or girls
as a group are likely to come under question. ,Individuals must'
be considered on the basis of their individual capabilities and
qualifications,.arul not on the basis of characteristics attributed
to the group.

Single-sex scholarshipt that are established by a will, bequest,
or trust are nevertheless allowed; however, institutions with
such scholarships must follow a complicated pooling procedure
to ensure that there is no sex discrimination in awarding finan-
cial aid. As a result of that procedure, institutions in some in-
stances may have to Rrovide additional funds to "match" the. .
single-sex restricted aOards.

The regulation prohibits discrirninaton in counseling and
. guidance.'dance. If a school finds that a class is `disproportionately

female (or 'pale) it must make sure that it's not a result of sex
bias stemming from counseling or testing. Counselors encourag-
ing girls to take one course (such as home economics) while
encburaging boys to talcc.another (such as industrial arts) are
in violation Tide IX. .

Schools cannot use separate tests or other materials which
permit different treatment, unless the different materials cover
the same occupation and interest and the use of /different
materials is shown to-be essential to remove sex, bias. Thus,
using the old forms of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank
with its separate blue and pink forms is prohibited, but ma-
terials encobtaging women to consider engineering would be
allowed.

Institutions are required to develop an internal procedure to
insure that their materials are not sex biased.

Institutions cannot treat students differently in terms of
actual or potential marital or parental status, nor can they ask
marital status for admission purposes. If an institution wants
to include all married students it coulcl do so, but it could not
exclutlepnly married females while it allowed married males to
'attend. Again, Title IX doesn't tell what to do, it only says that
whatever is done must be fair.

tJ
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A school roust treat pregnancy-related disabilities in the

same way it treats any other temporary disability in medical
plans, or benefit policies it offers to students. Pregnancy must
be treated as a justifitttion for leave if tile student's physician
considers it necessary. A student cannot be required to have a
physician's ndte 'certifying her ability to stay in school.unless the
institution requires a physician's certification for student! with

-.....,...

other conditions, O.
Title IX permits i stitutions to maintain separate living facil-

ities
.

for each sex, a though housing for students of both sexes
on the whole must be comparable in quantity, quality, and cost
to the student. Housinegulations cannot be different foe each-
sex ,

. .
. ,

It is iliegal,therefore to
.
charge both sexes the same housing. , .

fee but to provide maid service only to male students, of to pro- - ,i./,
tide different security provisions, such as guards or locks, to only i
one sex: / .

Title IX does not require integrated locker rooms, bathroom," ,
or coeducational housing. However, a school could not use 44 ,

of facilities or housing as an artificial excuse to exclude or !kilt ).
participation.by women. Some facilities might" have to be real-

, partitions might have to be built, and some facilities
might have to be shared on an alternating basis. .

. .
What About Single-Sex Organizations artil.Froframt?

With few exceptions, programs operated by iostitutionssan-
not provide different' benefits r services, or treat students dif-
ferently on the basis of sex. H ever, programs aimed at wom-
en need not be abolished,althoug some modifications may be
needed.

Women's Studies Courses: All such courses must be open
to both sexes. *The courses, when open to 'both sexes, do not
violate Title IX. .

v.

Continuing-Education Programs: Programs and services
which are aimed at persons continuing their education must be
opert to both sexes. . .

Program& Aimed at Improving the Status of Women:
Remedial programs and services provided by the institution and
aimed at special groups (such as older women who have been
out of school and out of the work :force fora number of years)
may continue, provided that men who wish to participate are
not excluded.

_
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Campus Committees on the Status of Women: Such corn-
.

mittees do not violate Tide IX. Ifewever, membership cannot
; ie restricted on the basis of sex. Hiving a predominantly

--it male committee would also not violate Title IX if-the members
had been chosen on some basis other than sex (such as their
ability to contribute constructively to the committee's activities).

Title IX covers the activities and programs of education in-
stitutions which receive Federal funds. Unless it falls under one
of the exemptions listed earlier, any.orgnization which receives
-significant assistance" from such institutionseven if the pro-
gram is not operated by themcannot discriminate on the basis
of 'sex in any way, including membership, programs, services, -

or benefits. Organizations which operate off campus without
significant assiAance from institutions (Mid which do not re-
ceive.direct Federal funding) are not covered by Title IX.

Business and Professional Fraternities, Sororities, and So- .

defies: Wften the organization receives significant assistance
from the institution, its membership must be open to both sexes,
SiMilarly, it programs, services; and benefits must be offered

,'without discrimination on the basis 01 sex: °

Women's Organizations, such as women's honorary socie-
tiesAfortar Board, Association of' Women StlIdents: When
these groups receive significant assistance from the institution,
their membership *must be open to loth sexes, HoWever, the
purpose of such groups (fo example, to develop leadership,
in women) does not violate ide IX. Males who subscribe
to the general purpose of the organization ana wish to join
cannot be denied membership because of theirsex. (Pcograms,
services, and benefits 'Must ajso be offered to both, sexes.) In
.pr'actice, few males are likely to join, and those who do are
likely to be sympathetic a'the,aims of the group. The situation
is somewhat analogous to that of a campus chapter of NAACP,
a group which aims to better the status of blacks, and allows
whites to join. . ..t *

Women's Centers: Campus women's centers, whether op-
irated by the institution or by students ,with'aisistance from
the institution, can continue without changing,theit purpose
( to improve the status of women) , However, their membership,
programs, and services, Must be opep to both sexes. A great
Many centers already allow men to use their services and to
participate in their programs.

,244-109 0-714-2
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Employment of Studints
Employment of students is covered by other legislation as

well as by Tide IX. Jobs within an institution as well as those
handled by a student-placement service cannot be limited to
one sex, nor can there be differences in pay or conditions of
employment basecCon sex. Thus, women dormitory managers
must be paid the same a.s men dormitory managers. Women,
students cannot be excluded from night jobs or grounds-main-
tenance jobs on the basis of sex.

Athletics dd Physical Education
Apart frlinv the pressures of the organized male athletic

hierachy that fifids it difficult, to give a woman a sporting
chanCe, the sports issue is one of the most complex to deal

. with. More than most areas of our education system, athletics
and physical education reflect the essenre of our most stereo-
type. cultural .norms: Men are "supposed" to be 'strong and
aggressive and Women are "supposed" to be weak and passive.
Women aiid"gfrls have generally not been .encouraged to
participatb:in physical activities partly because the traits as
sociated with athletic excellence such as achievement, self -
conttlence, 'cadetship, and strength, are often seen as being
in ."contradiction" with the expected role females are vsup-

kl.posed SP to play.

Another difficulty in dealing with the 'sports ,issue is that
the legal precedents are far frohi clear. In almost other
areas of discrimination, .the precedents developing out, of race
discrimination'cases can readily and easily be applied to sex
disciimination. Because of the general physical differences be-
tween men and women, the principles developed in other
discriminatiori areas do not easily apply to athletic issues,

icularly in the area of competitive sports, *there the issue
of s'ifigte-sex teams' and integrated teams, is one, that is hardly
spiv by the regulation. "Se te.but-equal;" which is a
disc dited theory in to of civil rights, .may have some
limited validity when plied to the athletics issue.

Generally, schools cannot discriminate in interscholastic.
intercollegiate, club, or intramural, athletics. Schools can offer
separate teams for males and females when team selection is
based on competitive skill or in contact sports, such as boxing,
wrestling, rugby, football, and basketball. In noncontact sports,
ifla school has only one team and it is single sex, the other

11
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sex Flint be allowed to try out for it if the overall athletic
oppoitunities have.been previou.sly limited. In contrast, a
single -sec team in contact sports can remain single sex; the
- school does not hate to let persons of the other sex try
out. Thus, an all-male football team can remain all male.

-1-lotteter, schools in general must provide overall equal op-
portunities in athletics for both sexes. A school could not,
for example, offer only contact sports for men and hate no
program for women,
-. Among the factors HEW will assess in determining whether
or not, equal opportunity in athletics exists are :.the following

whether the selection of sports and levels of competition
"effectively accommodate the interests and,A Hines" of

%. students of both sexes: , 4

equipment and supplies;.
schedulitig of games and practice times;
travel and per diem allowanCes; .
provision of locker rooms, space for practice, and other

facilities;
assignment ancrcompensation of coaches:

t --opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutoring; ,

. '..- -- provision of medical and training facilities and serv-
ices; and

' publicity, ' 7.

Equal funding is not required, although HEW "may con-
sider-the- failure to provide,necess.ary funds" in assessing equal
opportunity.
' There is a 3-year transition period for high schools and
colleges 49. comply with the physical-education and athletic

.,' requirement (July 21, 108) ;. elementary schools were given
a, 1-year transition period (July '21, 1976) .. The transition
period is not a'grace, period or waiting time. .,

Certainly upgrading momen's athletics will cost money:
Unless there is an influx of new money from contributions,
which is not likely, the money will have to come from some-
where else. One means would be reducing the amount that .

is currently being spent on men's spores, It is not unusual, for
example, for the budget for men's athletics to be 100 or even
1,000 times greater than the budget for women's athletics:
Higher education in general ikretrenching, and it may well be
that male athletic,. programs raitiy also live to retrench. Male.
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athletic programs, of which nine out of ten run at a deficit,
have, been highly subsidiled at the dcietise of wpflion's pri '.

grams. ." \ .
.1

The sports issue will be an interesting one to watch-sin ce
it is drawing support not only frqm wolirrt and girls, mothers
and daughters, but also from fathers ,,,apd brothers all of
whom have an interest in seeing that. athletic 'programs do
not discriminate against their daughterseand sitters:

Women and those allied wiih thent.initliet battle for equal..
oppoitunity have come around ti) bellevin that the hand
that rocks the cradle'can indeed rock the boa ..-
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TOWARD A 'NONSEXIST SCHOOL
. , , i,

... Among a good many thoughlfs
-who have bothered to examine t e inst icti6a1 material's

and f7minded people

/ A'
used in elementary schools today, the notifin prevails that these.
Materials are pretty sharp etching 11s in 'stereotyping sex,

4. roles. Heightening/thetredrts*rs'Over sexism in the schools is
a. rgal bugbear Of a statimie Although instructional materials
accourit. f Aitrrf-fefeent of schdbl budgets teachers report
t at' 5 percent of their teachino. time involves the usetof thesea
materials..

The crisecia brought .to bear in judging materials as sexist
are:. (1) ff' they demean females by using patronizing tan;
guage, (21. if they omit-the actions and achievements-of worn-
en, and (3) if they, show females and males only in stereo- ,
typed roles less than the 'full range of human interests,
traits, and cipabilities. . .

ma-
terials of women in achieving roles and men in nurturing mild

The relative omission from, textbooks and instructional-

and the depiction of wo'nen in only the most restricted and
dependent situation have been documented at alts edaca-
tional levels. :rfy.ra and David Sadker discuss these pointi at
length in their book, Now Upon a Time: A Contemporary
View of Children's Literature.' As grade level increases, texts. ,

correspondingly portray a world of greater, complexIty and
sophistication.," one in which women and girls emerge less fre-
quently and, b% implication, become less significant. Moreovet,
minority females suffer particular exclusion, ids* they are pic-
tured only half as many times as are minority males.

A comprehensive study of sexism in children's readers called
Dick and Jane asVictims, published by Women in Wordi and

V

The following had key roles in prodiking the report on w ide% this
article is based:- Myra Sadker, Associate Professor in EchicatiOn at
American University, Lisa Serbin, Professor of Psychology, State Uni-

yersity of New York, Selma Greenberg, Department of Elementary
Education, ofstra University; David ,Ulrey, Principal of The Chil-
dren's Sfligol, San Diego, and Ian McNett, education writer.

V
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images, Prinleton, ew jersey, showed that in 2:760 stones
in 134.books from different national publishers; boys and
men-outnumIered gi and women in the following ratios:

Boy - centered s ies to girl-centered stories-:-5:2

-Adult
male m *characters to adult female main

characters --3:I
Male biographies emale biographies --6 :_1
-Male animal Stories female animal stories-2:1
yak folk or fantasy ries to female folk or fantasy

storks-4: 1 *- ,

When Bales are presented children's books, their mpst
prevalent roles are more thane ly those of teacher, maid,
ni.rse, fairy godmother, and nun hey are frequently shown*4,

-`as emotionally and psychological! alc, passive, unachieving,
unadventurous; and dominated r, 4r subservient to admir-
ing Men and boys. Seldom is a worit6* depicted its any kind of
job r profession, and when she is: is usually referred to

iss, a hot-too-shy 'or 'too-acciiik suggestion that the
only omen in the work force are unma*d.

N does the sex biasirt school mat tilt 'only against
tem Stereotyping of ale characters.,\ denies boys a
full r ge of ctivities an emotions. Too ten the image
involves an absurdly rigid c e of be ior f41 , demanding
that they be consistently i e nt,and britJe that they be
perennial winners. They are rarely allowed to healthy re-
lease of tears, even in situations involving sick and death.
Books stress, the unlimited potential of male c eters, the
message being that boys should aim Highbecom volved in
adventures, aspire to prestigious 'occupations an to great
leadership. They are rarely shown in service functicos or in
performing .household tasks.

If any rule should apply to the acquisition and use of*ass-
roorntnarenals, it is that everything in the environment rrkst
be apprdpriate for all children, 'Materials, and activities t*
cannot be enjoyed freely by all chirdpen should be discardeit
or rnbdified for nonsexist pedagogical use: It is a poor _learning.
environment that teaches children they are in effect 'denied
access tsscr.tain materials and activities. The preseise-of ma-

, terials not clearly suitable for 'all children will keep alive and
well the questions most youngsters have already learned to

14
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c
ask: Is this for boys' Is this for-girls? Is this something I can
do without being laughed at of called a sissy? Or a tomboy'

The mist specific' and potentially far-reaching response to
this problem that thelast few years have seen lies in the publi-
cation of guidelines by arious publishing companies to ensure ,
tie future deelopthent of bias-free texts. The first enunciation
ot sPecific criteria for nonsexist materials came in 1972 with
Scot Foresnian's Gutddintirlor Improving the image of

on n rn Textbooks. Sincg then, other publishing companies
have d fled guidelines for eliminating bias in books.

In ge eral, the guidelines urge that females and males
should be cquitabl represented in instructional materials and
that each sex should be presented in a manner Tree of bias
and stereot.k Guidelines stress that females and males of all
ethnic groups should be accurately portrayed in terms of char-
acter, temperarrient, and traits. They should exhibit a full.

-range of human emotions and behavior and particiPition in
all walks of life and I; a wide rage of occupatiOna,1 endeavors.

The guidelines further urge that texts'presenting khistorical
perspective should include a'fair portion of materialsabout or

, by women. Greitei emphasis should be placed on sq,cial o,r cul-
tural history where women have mAde particularly significant
contribUtions, and texts should clearly identify the legal, eco-
nomic, and social (barriers of different places and times and
the impact they have had on individual activity and achieve-
ment. These guidelines also emphasize the need to reflect the
diversity of family life, including single-parent families, work-,
ing mothers, couples without children, only children, and other

.patterns that do not replicate the stereotype of the family with
two parents and two children, the older child a boy, the younger
a girl.

One of the more difficult challenges these guidelines have
taken on is to reduce the sexism inherent in the language itself,
and they specify.the means,to avoid such bias. Not only do they

call for the elimination of biased statements about females or
males, they urge strategies like the following: (1) Using univer-
sal rather than masculine terms when referring to all people
(substitute humanity; person, people for the generic "man") ;

(2) ,avoiding personification of inanimate .objects (eliminate
the female refren'ce to ships, cars, hurricanes) z (3) avoiding
the masculine pl'arioun to cover both sexes by substituting arti-

15
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°ties For pronouns, using the passive yoke, the plural, or speci-
fyi, he or she, sire /he; (5) using neutral rather than mascu-
line/occupational terms (firefighter for fireman, police officer

.for policeman) , (6) using parallel terms like women and men,
girls and boys rather than men and girls to refer to male -andale-and

female adults; (71 avoiding modifiers of generic occupational
terms (women doctor) or feminine inflections (authoress).

In the same vein teachers' 'manuals are being commissioned
1-11:1 teachers nn their own initiative are developing materials

for their necessary learning. Teachers and other school per-
qonnel can alco develop ttand3rds for the evaluation of sex bias
in instructional materials. The California State Department of
Education has set forth guidelines for eliminating sexism in
school materials.

While it is essential that an effort be made to create non-
sexist textbooks and materials, the problem of sexism in educa
tion extends far Im.ond Earning materials. The teacher's be-

-havjoris -probably -the- most -c. itical factorindetermining-
whether what happens in a classroom will encourage the de-
velopment of flexibility and proper sex attitudes or the reten-
don of old stereotyping practices. The "hidden curriculum" of
sexist teacher-pupil interaction has been directly addressed by .

State University of New York, psychologist Lisa erbin, whose
extensive research, and videotape records indicate that both
male and lemaIe preschool and elementary teachers tend to
reinforce problem-solving skies in boys and dependency be-
havior in girls.

..

In one study carried out In 15 different preschool classrooms,
teachers were observed to respond more often to boys' aggres-
sive And disniptiyg behavior and to use more loud reprimands-
when scolding trail than girls. These teacher reactions tos boys'

antisocjnI behavior coincided with behavior patterns that were
found actually to reinforce aggression and disruption. . .
The teachers were also found to reinforcemproximity-seeking"

in little girls. That is to say the girls received More attention
from the teacher when they were within arm's teach than.when
they were farther away. For boys, no such differential attention
pattern was observed. Boys working ,across the table or in
another area of the room were as likely to be reinforced by
praise lir instruction as those working directly ugder theteach
er's nose. This pattern of response in techers304 result in the
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greater rates of, proximity-seeking and the lower rates of ex- t
ploration on the part cif girls tlyit have been widely reported. , .

Since the teachers were not aware of their different response
natterhs, it seems highly likel) that the bo)s' behav ior. whether .
social or antisocial, was somehow more conspicuous to the
teachers, causing them to notice the boys more .tiind give them
more attention and instruction. Alternatively, 4 course, the
teacher's exOectasions .of sexlyped behavioraggression and
exploration by boist proximity - seeking and inhibition of aggres-
sidn by girlsma) predispose them to'notice ancrrespond to be-
haviors that conform to their expectations. In'bther words, the
teachers are likely to see the patterns theysiticpect tofincl, and

. thus are apt inadvertently to reinforcethese patterns with high
rates of attention. Behaviors that are not expected, like aggres-
sion by girls, are less effective in eliciting a reactions thus.
those behaviors gradually decline.. .

4 Differentill teacher response observed by Professor Sezbin
and others also occurred in instruction, information., and praise . -

of classroom activities.,Most striking was the disproportionate
rat; of detailed, step-61,-step instruction.in-how to solve a prob- I"

lem or acquire a specific skill!, the very instruction aimed at
, facilitating a child's independence. The rate Of this kind of in- .

dividualized instruction was more than eight times greater for
boys than for girls. Instructional interactions with boys tended

, to be longer and more detailed as well
Although functional sex bias often exists beneath the level of

awareness, teachers can increase their consciousness of how they
.
m;ay affect sexik practices and how their behavior and attitudes
may perpetuate sexism. One method enhancing awareness isfor
teachers themselves to evaluate the degree of sex discrimina- ,

ti" ' don and' sex-role stereotyping in the school. Each teacher needs
to be able to answer certain questions abouther or his own be-
havior in the classroom. These would inctude questionsJike Do
I treat boys and giils differently? Do I expect different stand-
arcls tot academic performance from boys girls, and do I

. award grades according to these expectatiorlDo I encourage
...--

certain kinds of classroom activities fo; boys and different kinds
_..,5 for ,girls? '

Often it is difficult for people to be objective abotitAtteir own
behavior and attitudes. Teachers may find it useful to study
videotapes of their own classroom behavior or have other teach- .-

,
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.
sera observ'e their behiiitioi. The latter exercise would be less
threatening if teachers toe up and evaluated etch other.

Planning a Nonsexist ariculum
Educators Myra and David Sadker define three levels of con-

cern for helping teachers confront and reduce sex stereotyping
in the classroom. The first level is awareness or, as it is more
often called, consciousness4aising about the forms of sexism in
the curriculum textbook, teacher-pupil
interaction. The second le4e1 is clarification:tat is, helping
students clarify their fee ngs about sexism and examine their
values with regard to- it. he third level is action, which can
include changing some as is of their own behavior or of their
school or home environment-nvironmen .

Develbpei of a number cif consciousness-raising activities is
Prof. Selma dreenberg. Ari example of a consciousness-raising`
activity would be.:ta ask ihildren to clip from inagazines et;
amples,of advertisements ithat place one sex in occupationally
stereotyped roles. Then they could 'be asked to make their own
nonseubt advertisements for school activities and events.

Another consciousness- raising activity involves role exchange,
using a this:sic fairy tale or a famous tall tale as the medium.
In stories like "Stone Soup," "The Emperor's New Clothes,"
and "Little' Red Riding hood," role reversal is quite easily
btoughi about. For instance, in the stories mentioned and in

:practically all fairy tales, boys, on the one hand, learn to ex-
tend themselvesto be tall, heroic, masterful. Girls, on the
other hand, learn to belittle theniselves-.to shrink, to be quiet,
to be passed as merchandise from one generation to another.
If good things happen to girls, it is because they have been
favored by a fairy godmother or a -handsome prince; girls
achieve nothing material for themselves, and through joyful

-.., obedience, compliance,,end service to others stronger than
they and more powerful, they achieve protection and safety.

To set this record straight a teacher often need do nothing
more than substitute a woman's name or the name of some
girl in the cliss for that of the story's central male character.

Direct contact With men and women working in non-
traditional fields offets a way. to expand learners' awareness
and to counteract the paralyzing effects of sexist curriculum.'
materials. Although imale nurses and female firefighters may
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be difficult to find, the effort must be made if young`eopie
aft to'beliee that they really can be what they want tribe.

That the rearing of a family is in reality a work 6xperience
should nor be overlooked in clarifying a child's feelings about
sexism. Family role playing atid're%erse sex-role playing will
afford each class member an opportunity to experience the
viewpoint of the opposite sex. Children need to\see their on
and other children's parents as complex people with varying
interests, skills. and abilities. To achieke this. teachers should
encourage_ children to use the people at home as resources
for answering questions such as. My father has fun when he

My mother has fun when she
brother's favorite. TV program My sister's
favorite TV program WA, . In the same vein ques-
wits cleating. with problems can be deseloped. In my family

does the cooking. Why? In my family
takes out the garbage. Why?

Using the completed question forms as guidelines. children
may then be asked to niose to level three to help bring abottt
change in sexist home or school environments. ,

Fringe Free Play
Since society aftes little time in exposing children 'to its

sexist notions and practices. it follows that youngsters need
to be acquainted as soon as possible with materials that en,
courage nonsexist attitudes. Thts means the preschool level and
such things as dramatic p4y. the housekeeping corner, doll
play. and self-care. each b(sshich may be ,structured to chip
away at any sexist attitudes that'inay already have been ac-
quired and to turp aside the acquisition of others.

The housekeeping cornet for example, is a traditional Part
of mainstream early -childhoott environments, but it needs to be
treated as a Jearning center if sexist behaviors are to be altered.
Free play is, after all, sexist play. A romantic respect for
children's :`natural" desires runs through early-childhood edu-
cation. This attiiude gives the so-called "free play" opportuni-
ties an airnosemstieal reverence. There is something para-
doxical in this because thoughmost early-childhood teachers,
have great respect for the influence of ern-iron' ment on devel-
opment. they have difficulty believing the child's prior leamings
have bent' free choice to reflect what children believe they
should appropriately and piperly do. Thus it is possible to
'honor children's chokes that may grow from no more acImir-
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able motives than a fear of failure, a nervousness about par-
ticipating in something new, and a sensitivity to per
disapproval.

Barbara Sprung's book Non - Sexist Education for Young
Children: A Practical Guide offers many fine suggestions on
how teachers can produce the necessarily specific nonsexist
materials and indicates what commercial nonsexist material is
now available. Irf the issue of materials, the early-childhood
environment may be the most fortiMate of all school environ-
ments Teachers of older children. often under pressure to

"cover" certain curricular areas, are tempted to retain the use
of stereotypic sexist materials. Earh-childhood educators can
simply discard offensive matenal, since each is in most cases
also the curriculum coordinator.

The Role of Parents
Parents are essential colleagues in carrying out a "de-stereo-

typing.' program, as they are often eager to observe and con-
tribute to the education of their Children. By working together,
teachers and parents can more effectively present a nonsexist
educational experience to students.
a In the case of sex-role stereotyping it is important that
parents be made to understand the goal of.providing increased

.options and flexibility for their children. and the importance
of early experiences in later career and social development.
Toward this same 'end, one of the most significant interventions
that teachers can make is to encourage cross-sex play. Vork

of this kind is being carried on attThe Children's School in
San Diego under its principal. David Clrey.

The Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education has some
suggestions for parents who wish to help de-stereotype their
children's education:

Review the textbooks and materials that yoiir children are
using and identify sources of bias where they exist.

Meet with your children's teachers and principals to learn
what they are doing about expanding role options in the
classroom.

!Work with other parents or groups to raise their awareness
of the pmblem of biased materials.

Meet with school board members to make known your
concern.. Support expenditures for supplemehtary materials
and in-service training for school personnel. .

20
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Help to organize a community workshop - that makes
available new nonsexist multi-ethnic-books. .

Meet with local TV station officials to talk about sex -
stereotyped rolei.-.'s

Help to launch a study of the bias of textbooks used
in your community schools, and publicize the results along

..
with recommendations for change.

Help establish a special collection of books in the school
or public library that features nonracist, nonsexist, and multi-,
ethnic books.

Write to or meet with persons responsible for textbook
selection at local and state le% els to voice sour concerns, urging
purchase of quart} materials and inclusion of supplementary
inaiterials.

k,

A Write textbook publishers and indicate dissatisfaction with
biased material. Support examples of nonracist, nonsexist books
that have been developed.

Recognize the efforts of teachers and admInistrators who
,are taking positive actions td deal.with the problem.

American society is changing so rapidly that children need
to be educated to develop all their cogniti% e, social, and physical
abilities. Both boys and girls profit from a variety of activities
and a broad repertoire of skills. One of the teacher's roles is
to encourage this broad participation and to help develop many
skills that are frbe of sex roles. Children IA he are with a teacher
only one year early in their lies will live at least three-quarters
of a century after they leave that classroom. The pertinent
question is, Will that teacher have done as much as possible
toward enabling the children to continue growing and par-
ticipating through those coming years? ,

.
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT SEX BIAS 'lN Tj-IE.

CURRICULUM
by Adeline Naiman

There are a nu ber of issues on sexism that schools face,
and in so v must take into account the guidelines set
by their own systems and communities. One such issue arousing
controversy is sex-fair versus sex-affirmative teaching materials.
In the light of the great inequalities to be overcome, do schools
need a more aggressive stance on sex bias in curriculum? Should
schools make do with the often sexist materials they own and
expect teachers to provide the disclaimers and cautions, or
should new materials be prepared or bought? How can schools
deal with the impact of television, and what should an individ-
ual teacher or school do about biased educational programs.
beamed into the classroom? Even the most sophisticated and
egalitarian `ctirriculum is not "teacher proof"; thus, how can
teacher training contribute to a teacher's successful use of non-
sexist-4 even biasedmaterials?

A particular question for schools is whether it is better to
institute courses in women's studies, particularly on the second-
ary level and for teachers, or to revamp as extensively as pos-
sible the whole curriculum, giving attention to language, role
models, stereotypes, and balanced historical and cultural per-
spectives. Should studying ancreliminating sex bias remain the
province of a particular component of the school structure or
curriculum, or should this effort pervade 'the entire curriculum
(mainstreaming)? Should'a women's studies course be an elec-
tive, and if so, under which departrnen't? Courses on women's
issues are currently taught in high-school ciepartments as diverse
as media, history, Etillish, home economics, social studies,
guidance, and health.

Ms. Neiman is Director of Publications and Assistant to the President,
Education Development Center. She is also Director of the Rote of
Women in American Society Project.
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Schools must also recognize pressures from the community; °'
whicfi may challenge Federal legislation on"the ground that its
beliefs and right of hie speech are being threatened. Parental
uproar has already been provoked by the Title IX requirements
which elithinate sex discrimination ip school athletic programs.
How does a school or school board handle the difersity .of
values, the fears, and the expectations of parertts? How par-
ticularly can schooli.help studghts to make their own life
choices free from the a priori constraints ithposed by traditional
socialization. Girls 'choose" limited options, not realizing that
their chokes are Heavily conditioned by the expectations of
others. Where does "curriculum" leave off and society begin?,

Perhaps there is a curriculum for the school and the larger
society to pursue in combating sex bias. Through the schools,
parents, teachers, and, administrators can be helped to in-
crease their vivo Al.areness of the process-and costs of sex bias.
Schools can xtend participation in curriculum development
to the users nd provide curriculum materials, training, and
support syste s to teachers. Colleges and teacher- training in-
stitutions have a special responsibility to attend .to the pre-
service curriculum and to offer resources td inservice teachers
who seek retraining. There are also.,1 0 general assistance centers
around the country to further these efforts, and other projectS
have been funded under the Woinen's Educational Equity Act.
The higher-education establishment can work with public and
private research and avelopment agencies to develop materials, e

programs, and guidelines for bias-free and sex-affirmative ma-
terials. Publishers can be encouraged to go beAd the letter of
the law in preparing and,revising curricular materials. Guide-
lines, such as the ones developedby the National Council of
Teachers of English ("Guidelines for Nonsexist. bse of Lan-

. guage," single copies of which may be had by writing to the ,

Council, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801), should be
standardized and shared across the educational publishing in-
dustry and throughout schools.VItimately, however, the respon-
sibility for assuring bias-free curriculun% belongs to governing
bodies; school boards and State bards.

What are the realistic constraints on instituting bias-free
curriculums in schools at 'this time? Parorttal pressures and the
traditional social attitudes as expressed in the. all-pervasive
media are obvious, albeit hard to trhck clown: Other con-
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/
straints are easier to pinpoint: Budgets are tight and sirtrii.-
ing. flia can schools allocate funds for new curricular ma-
terials or teaCherktratning when declining enrollments. tenured
faculties, and a *pressed economy are squeving the already
strangled dollar' for example, in many system where school
budgets are suppoited by real-estate taxes. most of the operat-
ing costs of Gosekrinient are assignable to the schokls; yet
only a small percenfige of those costs is subject to debate over
ust. Teacher iontracts, building mortgagesI, and fixed ex-
penditure:can take 435 percent or more of the total school
budget. With lituitcd options. how is a school system to set
priorities' Title IX. calls for an immediate expenditure of
already limited iincls. ill schools see curricular reform as
an equallit high /priority? , ,

Important /too. is the problem of affecting teachers and
others in aeti area not, easily reached by programs or legisla-
tion: attipcles. Attitudinalichange in any poPtilatiors is hard

... ;oachiele and hard to measure. How can regard for the rights
of individuals be maintairt,cd ;bile carrying out the broader
obligatioin of respeci for stattitoolnd moral law?

In the face of this large task., policymfiakers in' education
need to set their 'own priorities for helping the, schools. With

leregard to curricular materials in particular, policymakers
should implement selection policies for new materials ttat
will ensure bias-free curriculums. Where complete revision or
replacement is not possible, they should pros ide supplemental
materials to 'balance those, currently in use. They should0ex-
press their concern for consistent observation of bias-free
guidelines to the commercial sector and topublic and private
agencies. They should enlist the support okteachers in using
these guidelines in the classroom and in monitoring all ac-.
quired materials Abme all, policymakers should support the
development of new materials that will meet the present need
for addressing se* bias and that, over time and with use,, will
he,lp to bring about the change in attitudes necessary to guar-
antee an end to sex bias in schools.

V

Rreornmendations

h following are suggestions for actions that can be taken
by school boards and administrators:
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I. Develop a,policy statement outlining your concern
about the elimination of racist and sexist stereotypes in
textbooks andlibrary books.

2. Appoint a task force to investigate the racist and
sexist problems in your community and make recom-
mendations for action. -

3. Develop guidelines for all personnel to follow in
purchasing and using textboOks and other instructional
materials.

4. Earmark a proportion of funds to be used for the
purchase of nonracist, nonsexist supplementary materials.

5. Develop and implement a plan for inservice train-
ing of all personnel who select, purchase, recommend, or
use textbooks and other instructional( materials.

6. Direct supervisors and curriculum specialikts.to de-
velop resources and materials for assisting crave:corn
teachers in reducing the impact of biased materials.

7. Call on State departments of education, teacher-
training institutions, and professional associations to pro-

' vide materials, workshops, and technical assistance.
8. Interpret the problems of biased textbooks and ma-

terials to parents, community groups, and policymaking
boards. Let them .know of your concerns and how they°

may assist in solving the problem. Hold book fairs that
offer nonracist, nonsexist books to parents.

State boards And education departments can be instrumental
in implementing the above recommendations. In additions
they can assist local systems by providins centralized resources,
both for the State as a whole and for regional centers. The
following are some particular supports the State cah provide:

1. CoMpile a reference library of bias-free materials
for supervisors and teachers.

2. Provide a centralized lending library of books, peri-
odicals, audiovisual materials (particularly films), cur-
ricular materials, documents relating to legislation arid
guidelines for implerentation. (Many of these documents
are available from the Office of Education as a resplt
of the Women's Educational Equity Act.)

3. Mandate workshops for teachers and administra
tors on dealing with sex bias in the curriculum, in exist-
ing materials, and in the media. Provide funding for work-

4., - -
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shop leaders who can act as resources to-local schools on
a continuing basis.

. Communicate concern about bias in textbooks -and
other educalional materials to publishers and to legislators.

5. Establish a review committee in State adoption and
recommendation procedures to monitor curricular ma-
terials for bias.

.

`6. Support the local development of new curricular
materials- for use.in local schools and classrooms. Encour-
age innovative solutions on the part of classroom teachers,
curriculum specialists, and local administrators.

7. invoke community groups and parents in the ef-
fort to eliminate sex bias. .

.
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POTENTIAL SUPERIbM13 AG NST SEXISM

by M Elku Verheyderrailliard

The requirement to elimi ate sexism in counseling practice
and procedures is no longer a matter of debate. It is %matter of
Federal law. Title IX of the Education 'Amendments of 1972
prohibits sex discrimination and states: "No person in the

. United States shall, on the basis sif sex, be excluded from'par-
ticipation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to dis-
crimination under any education program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance."

In considering the responsibility and influence of counselors,
it becomes clear why Title IX extends to counseling. Counselors
are the official resource persons for students at all educational.

levelt who seek help concerning educational plans, career goals,
and personal and interpersonal decisions. They are the official
referral sources for parents and for eduators concemed'about,
the behaviors and attitudes of students at all levels of educa-
tion. The counselor who is also educator trains new counselors,
teaches those counselors who return to school for further train-
ing, and conducts inservice courses in local school systems.
Counselors thus hair the potential to influence not onpeatt-
dents and the counseling profession but classroom teachirs and
'administrators. 4

Clearly, counselors can provide critical intervention services
supportingling sex-fair education, or they can remain gatekeepers
of the status quo, Presently the research and literature indicate
that counselor preparation and practice are perceived to bE,
with few and notable exceptions, sexist and discriminatory; the
field clin. gs to outmoded procedures based on male-centered
psychology and counseling theory, to male-centered vocational

Ms. Verheyden-Hilliard, an education consultant in Wpshington, D.C.,
worked with the task force.
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development, and to 19th-century notions of what is "normal"
and 4appropriate" for women and men to do and to be. In-
dividual counselors are not solely responsible for the sexist social
values reflected in the educational structure, and counselors in
geheral are not the only educators perceived as behaving in a
sexually discriminatory manner. However, counselors can be
charged with the responsibility to apply special scrutiny to both
their programs and their individual practices.

The fact that sex bias is imbedded in counseling practices and
training is doturnented in Sex Discrimination in Guidance and
Counseling. This massive.zeRgrt, produced for the Commis-
sioner of Education to fulgira reuirernent of the Women's
Educational Equity Act of 1974 for a. "national, comprehen-
sive review of sec discrimination in education," was released in
February 1976 by the Higher Education Research Institute.

Further evidence of sex bias can be found by comulting the
Education Resources Information Center (EMC) retrieval sys-
tem, which lists nearly 300 items based on key Wordi such as
counselor, woman, girl, counselor education, sexism. In light
of the evidence, it is impossible to ignore the fact thht much
is and has been unsatisfactoriabout counseling practice and

`44 training as it relates to women and girls.
The concept of androgyny is increasingly providing a way to

look afresh asex roses by Challenging norms inherent in per-
sonality theories and counseling practices which assume that
healthy males and females are those who adhere strictly to, re-

. spectively, 4masculkne" and "feminine" stereotypic behavior.
This challenge to traditional -polarities of sex.role identifica-
tion stems note from a desire to promote "unisex" but from
thoughtful, common-sensq consideration of the realities of life.
Says ,Sandra Bern, psych+logist at Stanford University. "For
fully effective and healtlaVigunan functioning, both masculin-
ity and femininity must each be tempered by the other and
the two must be integiated into a balanced, more fully human,
truly androgynous personality."

The most integrated functioning personality,will incorporate
both male-associateltand female-associated traits to a high'
degree. Thus, counseling that prornotes stereotypic masculine
and feminine roles is at odds with the helping profession's man-
date to work toward the development of the full potential of
every individual. In order to function optimally! every indi-
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' vidual, male or female, needs assertiveness; independence,
strength, and the ability to relate to other human beings in a
'considerate, caring way. The question becomes: Where and
how can the counseling profession aid in achieving this goal?

Elementary School

According-to so ciologist Alice' Rossi, the "childhood model
of the quiet, good, sweet girl will not produce many women
scientists or scholars, doctors or engineers." Not every girl need
be 'a scientist, scholar, doctor, or engineer, but it has become
increasingly apparent that allowing the feminine stereotype to
go unchallenged, even in elementary school, may,hae long-
range cognitive consequences.

Psychologist Eleanor Nfaccoby asked the people who worked
on the Fels Research Institute longitudinal study of gifted chil-
dren, "What kind of developmental history is necessary to make

. a girl into an intellectual person?" The answer: "She must be
a tomboy at some point in her childhood." The Fels study also
indicated that the girls and boys whose IQ's rose during ele-
mentary school were those who were indeptndent, self-assertive,
and dominant in interaction with other children. The girls and
boys whose IQ's fell during elementary school were the children
who were passive, shy, and dependent.

It does not take a great deal of scholarly thought to figure
° out which list of adjectives is more likely to be associated with

traditional expectations for girls and which for boys. Educators
and yarents are more likely to view with alarm the'elementary-
school boy who is passive; shy, and dependent than a girl behav-
ing in the same way. The girl would be viewed as naturally
conforming to the sex-roleexpectations held for her.

Some related consequences of such expectations may be in-
dicated in the report of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress: Nitionwide, girls who were equal to their brothers
at age 9 were by age 13 falling behind in math, science, and

.16-aal studies. The decline continued through their late/ teens
and into young adulthood

Counselors, if they aro indeed to be facilitators of human
growth, must be helped to understand the lasting consequences
of sex stereotyping. For example, die girls encouraged-to be-
lave that mathematics is of no significant importance to their

, lives are, at best, receiving totally inadequate preparation for

,%
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adulthood in an increasingly technological wald. As mathe-
. matician John Ern' st and others have noted,IgrfOrance of math

will climinateany chance of entering such fields as architecture,
biology. engineering. physics. and economics. Mathematics is,
according to sociologist Lucy Sells. "the critical filter." With-
out prerequisite courses. young women may not even enter
the training programs of occupations in which they have apti-
tude or interest.

The pattern of falling behind in math, science, and social
studies is similar'to the pattern of limiting occupational aspira-
tion. Past studies have indicated that by age 5, girls had already
limited' their occupational aspirations to teacher. nurse, were:
tarn, or mother. Although a more recent study found that some
girls are beginning to consider a somewhat larger variety of oc-
cupations. the research also indicates that these girls cannot
describe in any detail the career they aspire to. Young boys, on
the other hand, can 'describe in detail what 4key would be
doing in a chosen occupation.

A counselor's opportunities for supporting and promoting
new occupational choices by girls may be greatest at the ele-
mentary-school level. PTA meetings, assemblies, career-educa-
tion projects. and classroom activities provide myriad. oppor-
tunities for the elementary-school counselor to keep openor
to widenthe horizons of girls and to win the support of

- parents.
I .

Many schools arc currently .involved in careereducation
programs and career days. though, unfortunately, some of these
activities are tradition bound and therefore sex biased. Many
bookiand films on career education prirbarily portrayiwodien in
traditional female occupatiOns and it istherefore important to.
make students and their parents pare of those women who
have expanded their occupational hoiizoris. One way to do this,
votes the Chamber of Commerce hookfet Career Education, is
through' emplIsis on classroom visits andspecial career days.
in which women employed in nonstereotypic jobs participate,

Though educators tend to sec vocatiorial planning as some-
thing dial begins in secondary school, the researchat least on
'kirls--notes that high school may be too late. Decisions .are
made by age 9, failure in pecupartionally linked, subjects begins
by age 13, and planning by parents for the financial costs*of
education for theit daughters should begin long before senior

30
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Summary of Survey of Counselor Preparation
Program

In the spring of 1976, a questionnaire was distributed
to all 420 counselor-education programs listed in
Counselor Education Directory; 173 institutions filled
in and returned the forms. ,

While not definitive in arty sense, the survey pr.?-
. _

vides some interesting preliminary information to those
concerned about the counseliniof girls and women:

22 percent of the institutions offer a separate
course in the general area of counseling girls and

r ". 0women.
5 percent offer a sepprateicourse on counseling 1

boys and men. /
39 percent Kaye made a copy of Title IX or

Section 86.36 available to all members of the de- 0

partment. 0

The questionnaire concluded with a scaled response
to the question "What is your view on the importance
of training counselors to deal with the special needs 0

of girls and women?" I

, 17 percent of respondents said the nee d was
critical.
52 percent thought it very important. -

0

23 percent thought it soihewin at important. 0

0.01 percent found it unimportant., 0

6 percent did not reply to the question. 0

It should be. noted that though 69 percent of the .!
respondents ,felt training counselors to deal with the 0

special needs of girls and women was critical or very 0

important, only 22 percent offered, a separate course 0

in the general area of counteling girls and women. 0

. . 4%. 0

$

high school.,Therefore, the elementary school counselor can
intervene at a critical time to help parents, children, and *hoot
staff prepiie for the reality, necessity, and acceptability of the
changing role of adult women.

1

1

I

1

I

1

I

0

0

I
I
I
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Secondfl SAool
On 1973 the, AmeriAan College -Testing Program conducted

a nationwide career-. 'telopment study of 32,000 representa-
tive stuctentg-inj,ItiOS, ools: The research revealed that over
half of the yofiig women :in the'l Ith grade had chosen occu-

.pations 'from' 410-hree job categories: Clerical andsecre4
tarial, educatiiiribl and oeial services, and nursing and human
care. Eighth grklers tested at the same time made choices
similar to thote oT he111,1th graders. Boys tested in the study
haff thotees paralleling', those of the girls only 7 percent of

- .

the time. Nearly hati of the bo,s' choices %ere scattered among.
the technolc0 and trades categories.

This study seems to re ute the belief that times are changing
-and that this school rationis beginning to disregard tra-
ditionalrolef. The oecupkionschosen by the girls are thesame
ones actulty pursued E.r women in the current labor force.,
The largest number of wioKking women (48 percent) are in
clnical and service jobs Iservice meaning jobs such as beau-
tician and waitress), and h, Majority of women in fields de-
fined as professional are teitcciePs in elementary and secondary
schools, with health worker clliming the next largest number.
'Girls continue ti? choose thle careers of secretary and teacher
because they 'have a betteirgundetstanding of these careers;
they have observed many 1)inales in those roles, and they can
see that those careers awiceeptable and possible for women.

Girls also choose traditional female careers because these-,

careers are perceived ,to be compatible with a primary role
of wife, mother, and housekeeper. Moreover, girlsand their
parentscontinue believe that the choicilof whether oriot
to work nutsickisthe ome when they are adults tests with the&
In addition ttoclia le*ng the assumption that dependence is
a satisfactory key f life for an adult woman, tounselors and
other educatoth ve a responsibility to point ,out the follow-.

Bing statistics to th r students:
54 perc t s American women., between the ages of

18 and 6 are currently in the work force. 44,
40 percent of the total American work force is female-
-If a woman is married, she can expect to work an

4v,eae f125i ears--and 45 years if she is single.
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Even though a woman has children; she can expect to
work; 13.million women in the labor forte have chil-
dren.
Even 4.8 million worrien with preschool children work.

One out of (en women in the labor force and one out
of five minority women are heads of families. "-

The divorce rate is up 109 peicent since 1962 and is
still rising.

Fathers by and large contribute less than half the sup-,
port of children in broken families, and enforcemeht of
payment obligations seldom occurs. ;

Wolper) live lorigr than men. The longevity rate has

_ .increased 20.16 years, while the men's rate has in-s.

creased-orly 13.9%
-

, . ; )

Mort*thn two-thirds 'of the po6r over age 65 are
womkn: !II:A statistic clearly refute many of the-

ste `ty II' notions girls have of their futures'
Applying the ory,,cf,occupational choice to what the litera-

,--- ture tells us about female;. we can demonstrate that girls, as
;a result of socializationitire making compromises about theirs

future. Eli . cliii rg. ectomist and educator, hypothesizedtv
that. boys oplto 4in ice "fantasy choices" about occupa-
tions because at th ii they do not or cannot assess caps-

, ' biliiies-and sine.to be whatever interests them. Girls,
however, do: fantasy choices. They limit themselves
primarily to tea .health worker. secretary, and mother.
The socializatiol its b 4so intense that girls apparently May
not even dream.

(ow ...
Dr Ginzberg's theory then suggests that children after age

11 move on:.to Make ,tentative occupational choices by con -
sidering the various possibilities and the satistaction they of
fer A study of the occupational choices of 12-year-olds, which
was basedjon Dr. Gilibereoccupational theory, presented

A
some ititereAng dirty bout "mature" choices. Using Dr.
GinzbeVs maturity )441;, the study found that 74 percent
or the girls but only 41 iiticents of the boys at age 12 were
making ttntative occupation& choices. These childrenblack,
white, middle-class and loweriklass --Are also tested for in-
telligence. The findings indicated th t more mature choices
correlate .with intelligence and fem but not with race
or soOloeconomic en%ironment. In sym the most meture

i
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40.

choices were made by intelligent girls, whether they were
black or white. rich or poor. Whatever the occupational'
choices were, the 12-year-old girls were prepared to expect
that only certain jobs here open to them, and they were thus
acting on the message they had received.

Dr. Ginzberg suggested that, after age 17, young people
make realistic. occupational chokes based on interest, ability,
and opportunity. Obviously. "realistic.' has an entire!) different
meaning for girls because their choices have lints to do with
intelligence or demonstrated ability and much to do with the
special eircumstarkes of their socialization. . .

Finally, any discussion of students in secondary school is
incomplete without observing that peer pressure to conform
to peer norms is fierce at the..zdolescent level. But adults are
also responsible for encouraging adolescent conformity. As
parents and as school personnel; .adults consistently encourage
and reward conforming girls who are popular with male's and
well-liked by all.

What are the conleirences of such socialization art.:\ pres-
sure for girls -- particularly for the capable, intelligent, acjiiev-
ing girl? In school she continues to do well. encouraged by her
own abilities. But the girl v.:tio maintains into her teens the
freedom a movenlent, competitiveness. and outspokenness
associated with "tomboy" behavior is not generally viewed
as behaving normally Indeed, she may provoke much anxiety
among traditionally minded adults. Yet, the bold, assertive
girl, far from needing to be counseled to be softer and more
feminine, might well be the very person .e shduld support
and look to for leadership and academic success.

High school counselors can provide support and encourage-
ment to the rkonconfaming but achieving girl. They can pre-
sent challenging alternatives to the girls who continue to lock
themselves into stereot) pie, traditional roles. Counselors can
also hell, parents who are in need of nontraditional information
and encouragementto pro. ide emotional and financial support
for their daughter's new -found options. Counselors rightly do-
not, want to force their values on anyone else; however, those
who allow high school girls to,graduate still locked into the .,
"Cinderella Syndrome" (the belief that girls and women need
npt pursue a lif m ependent of or'cven pagellel to their tradi-
tional roles of wife, :nigher. and housekeiper.),*bdicate their
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responsibility to provide accurate information and guidance to
. 1.
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the student.
,

Postsecondary .

Whether in saddle shoes and sweater sets of another genera-
tion or in the frayed jeans of today, a college woman; unlike her
male peer, is more likely to be judged by her appearance than
her capabilities. In addition she Often brings with her 4 bundle
of sex stereotype feelings and responses that have now become
so much a part of her that neither she nor those who work with
her can be sure which goals she would choose if unencumbered
by traditional expectations.

Young women attending college today may be more aware
of the goals of the women's movement and may profess their

. independence and career aspirations. However, feelings of pet-
sonal liberation often have little to do with understanding what,
it takes to_achieve and maintain a career goal.

Norma -Simon, who formerly chaired the Commission on
Women of the American Personnel and Guidance Association,

\., has said: "These young college women often are in- conflict.
, The emotional drag of years of traditional training and beliefs
( about being a woman and about what women ought to aspire

to has a powerful clutch on each woman's innerlife. ,. . .

The counselor must, Of necessity, interweaxe all areas of the
It young woman's life and particularly those which affect aca-

demic and career decisions." To aid in that decisionmaking
process, the college counselor needs not/only sensitivity to sex
role stereotypes but knowledge of the impact traditional collegt
behaviors and expectatiOns may have on collfge women.
- Counseling psychologist L. W. Oliver indicated that a woman
opting for traditional roles has a high need for affiliationtand
a low need for achievement. Conversely, the young woman who,
is career oriented has a low need for affiliation and a high need
for achievement..Sandra Tangri, a psychologist, found that self-
reliance, independence, somewhat untraditional attitudesahout
sex roles, and tolerance for postponing marriage were factors in
maintaining new roles among some women. The possible effects
of coeducation on women's aspirations should be recognized by
counselors in Order to provide the,counteracting support women
students may need. .

The presence of males on campus does not seem to affect
-women's academic achievement. Three studies.by the American

I
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Council on Education indicated that women achieved substan-
tiaily higher grade-point averages than men. Yet 'women set
lower educational goals. for themselves, even when their in-
tellectual abilities were equal.

Males on campus seem to promote an atmosphere that
may.not be supportive of nontraditionalism on the part of col-
lege women. Researcher Grey-Shellberg has shown college men
to. be significantly more "anti-feminist" than noncollege men.
Another researcher, MarleRe Katz of the Educational Testing
Service, found college men to react punitively to stories of wom-
en successful in nontraditional roles. Sociologist Cynthia Ep-
stein has noted: "Girls are not only led to believe that thereli--
danger their heterosexual relationship by aggressiveness in
thinking, initiating, and exploring, but they in fact encounter
punishment by their male peers who may support their activi
ties ideologically but reject them in favor of girls who make
thern.kel ini tent." The fact, demonstrated by C. Tornilson-
&line?, that yo ger unmarried college women had signifi-

4 candy ,more r of success than married college women sup-
ports the notion that women fear men's reactions_ to their suc-
cess. Indeed, youn54vomen may need to learn to deal with their
fear of male disapproval ritherihap, as is more commonly sup-
posed, their fear of success. yx

The counselor 'who genuinblyllsvaitts to open Or keep open
the door of choice and options for women-must prepare an in-
tervention strategy which may be at odds with traditional col-
legiate myths and stereotypes. Counselor Rita Whit4ly hvostri-
gested establishing innovative groups in which women can ex-
plore.the impact of feminism on educated women and in which
self-worth can be self-defined rather than male defined.

Wfiether in counseling centers, women's centers, or individ-
ual consultation, a young college woman needs a support sys-
terri for her goals that is independent -of male approval. She
needs to discover some of the research on colfege women and
the reality of adult women's lives,, and she needs a place where
she can find others who are like-minded. Thus, a critical campus
counseling activity that has long-range implications is building
a support system for women seeking a self-determined life plan
and for those seeking the information, incentive, and support to
exorcise fears of male disapproval which fuel their fear of
success.

. .
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Continuing Education t
Of increasing impoitance in education is counseling the re-

entry woman who has already made life choices that she wants
to reconsider or rebegotiate through continued education. Ma-
ture womenthose beyond the traditional college age who also
may be married and have'Aildrerioften consider themselves
free to expand their roles and pursue their own educational and
eareer interests. Although it is commonly believed that all these
women are white -and middle class, growing numbers, accbrding
to educator B. J. Miller, are from the workilig class and from
minority and pov gfoups. The increase of women consider-Iv
ing and undertaki eg educatiki and careers outside the home
is reflected in the, expanding continuing-education programs
and community counseling centers serving mature. women.

Counselors need to urglerstand'where - the re-entry woman
Chas been and where she wants to go. As has been noted, pres-
suir from family and community are particularly hard on the
re-entry woman, requiring counsekirs to be sensitive and sup-
portive. alleviating the mature woman's lack of confidence
and preventing her from settling for training and education
that are not in line with her interests and abilities.

Counseling psychologists B. S. Farmer and M. J. Bohn
have demonstrated the benefits of active counselor interven-
tion and the importance of training counselors to provide
positive intervention for women and girls. They gave an ."in-
terest inventory" using standard instructions to 50 working
women-25 married, 25 single, and all over 40 years of age.
Before taking the same test a second time, the women were
giver. an exhortatory talk introducing them to research that
found women to be afraid to appear too intelligent or to choose
demanding traitiing_because they thought it woulli be iricom-

patible.with raising a family. The instructocalso wrote on the
chalkboard that men like intelligent worden, that men and
women are promoted equally irrbusiness and the professions,
and that raising a family is possible for a career !woman. The
women were asked 'to "pretend" that all men believed this and
that it was generally true., With this in mind, they were

. to take the test again. The result was that within what the
authors called a "sympathetic set," the wemeni career aspire-,
bons rose so much that it affected career interpretations. The

.. authors suggested that the change in career aspiraiiions of
young girls, would 'be even greaterOn that of these older
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women. Clearly, women were snore likely to reveal their true
aspiratio'ns if they thought 'their career goals sere possible
(nd accerable.

This stAltreveals that oldery:omen impose the same limita-
tions on thernsels es as do lounger women and girls. The pattern

r.
and possibly widowhood The situation of a ssOT n who has

of sell...limitation and compromise based on sex stereotyping
es Wendy begins call) and stays late. Aside from personal' re-
wards in continuiiiWtheir edutational and career development,
women face a serious practical problem: Support in old age

been dependent on helqiusband all her life.is c y a poignant
one: -The older [people] are, the poorer they are and thq
greater the proportion fif women," salsa report.from //Out
trial Gerontolos.'y called "Pioblem Potentials o'ork an
Age. -This baleful situation results from these.realities: N st
wives. outlhe their huibands, married women often depend
upon their husband's incomes; socPl- security benefits for
widows are loss, and pris ate pensions generally do not provide
for widow's benefits. The future may be better, but probably
not much." Counselor training programs must thus 'ensure
that counselors understand how this terrible waste occurs at
all ages and levels of education. and they must provide coun-
selors with inters ention m hods and techniques.

Counselor Preparation: ANA erspectiue

The traditional counseling t xtbooks and theories not only.
reinforce sex-role stereotypes bu , however inadvertently, pose
discrimination as a norm: Re timbering that "tomboy" be-
havior, independence. and asseraeness were cited as precursors
to feMlle academic achievement, one can see the harm inherent
in traditional psychological and c unselink tlieory promoting
passivity and dependence in girls an omen.

The need to infuse counseling t ry with a nonstereotypical
view of appropriate behavior, and expectations for girls and
women is np longer a point for debate. Independertr research,
major nationwide studies, Census Bureau statistics, and the
findings o)se National Assessment of Educational Progress
all indicate that counseling practice is either overtly or covertly

-

sex biased.
However, nonsexist coun ng theory, though important,

will do little to eliminate sexist counseling practice unless it is
translated into trainini programs. Counselor training, both
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preservice andinservice, must be restructured to include major
components on thee new psychology of women, the concept
-of androgyny, the reality of women's lives, and the changing
woman in a changing world.

The responsibility for counselor-prepa;ation programs tests
presently with male administrators. They should be held ac-
countable for programs that continue to discourage and limit
the aspirations of women. Chief state school officers, who are
responsible for inservice programs for counselors, should be
held similarly accountable. Administrators can influence their
departments or systems, and on them lies the responsibility for
getting out the message that counselor preparation and coun-
selor inservice programs must take an affirmative stance on
eliminating sex bias and sex discrimination..

There is no one place in to intervene to solve all
the problems of sex-role stereotype in the'educauonal system
at society. It is imbedded, internal 'd, and supported by every
social institution one could name. However, sex -role concep-
tions are malleable, and 'research indicates that even brief
attempts to hammer them out of their old cultural stereotypic
shapes can'yied good results. Now theretis a new and potent
tool to help: the requirement to comply ,kith Title IX.

Eliminating sexism in counseling must begin everywhere and
at once: with elementary-school children before themold is
cast, with secondary.school students before it is too late, with
college students before they make irreversible educational and

, career decisions, and with continuing-education students who
have what is likely to be their last chance. The concern here
is not with a numerical minority. Or even a majority". The con- -

% tern is with all those whom sex-role stereotypy affectsand
that is everybody.

Counselors are potential change agents who already have
roles in almost every educational institution in the Nation. They
are trained for group work and responsiveness to individual
needs. Now much of that training is derivid from a philosophi-
cal and theoretical base that is sex stereotyped. Thus; even
the most skilled persons can bring into their work a destruc-
tive orientation. If that base and the sexist practice resulting
from it were to be changed, counselors could use their skills

. to develop nonstereotypic concepts in students, parents, and
colleagues. '
,..
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. To do so, however, counselors need preservice and inservice.
training, material; and support. Sex discrimination in educa-
tion is agAnst the 1kw. The need is great. The time is now. 0
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SEXISM'S UNIVERSAL CURRICULUM

by Kathleen Bonk and Jo Ann Evans

I

s.

ardnCr

Television is part of the educator's reality. Regardless of what
is taught in school, students will use television as a major ref-
erence source about the world.

Writing in Psychology Today,- George perbner and Larry
Gross put this thought 'in broader context: "Unlike newspapers
and magazines, television does not require literacy. Unlike the
mdvies, it runs continuously, and once Jarchased, bests almost
nothing. Unlike radio, it can show as well as tell. Unlike theater
or the movies, it does not require leaving the home. With vir-
tually unlimited access, television both precedes literature and-
increisingly preempts it. 41,

"Never before have such large and varied publicsfrom the
nursery to the 'nursing home, from ghetto tenement to pent-
houseshared so much of the same cultural messages and
images, and the assumptions embedded in them. Television
offers a universal curriculum that everyone can learn."

It is not surprising that concern about harmful adventitious
learning from television is rarlidly becoming acute. Advoclres
of equality between women and men are well aware that, as
an educational tool, television has enormous potential, both
constructive and distorting.

Consider the statistics: There are approximately 112 Mil-
lion television ,sets in the 65.8 million American homes. Ninety-
seven percent of all homes have one or more sets. The pumbgr
of homes with television sets outnumbers 'those with indaor
plumbing. The average set is turned on 6 hours and 49 minates
per dayor almost 2,500 hours per year. By the time a student
graduates from high school, he or she will have spent rough)',7 >
Ms Bonk chaired the Media Task Force o( the NItional Orgallikation
for 'Women; Ms. Gardner is a psychdbgist in . Pittsburgh. Caroline
Isber, a consultant for the Corporation for Public BrOadcasting, also
contributed to this article
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1I,000 hours in the classroom and 15,000 hours in Iront of a
television set, bombarded by more than 640,0b0 commercial
messages..

The consensus of a large number of studies is that
children typically begin viewing television regularly

or 4 years before entering.thfirst grade;
.the amount of viewing increases during the elesientary-

school years, then decireases during the high -`school years;
children develop tastes in television programs as early

as age 3, and tastes relate to age, sex, and race.
Given the im rtanCe of television as an educational tool and

the fact that t 1 ton magnifies the biases of the culture re-
garding females an males, together with recommendations of
how educators can m nitor TV for fair treatment in program-
ing, it might be inferred that educators, in the interest of fair-
ness to girls and boys, will be able to compensate for sexism
over the airwaves through a variety of means. Until very re-
cently, remarkably little systematic attention has been directed
toward 'television's capacity. to teach or to the nature of the
curriculum. Those who have worked on eliminating or at least
reducing sexism in textbooks can point to guidelines written
and published by at least six major textbook publishers. No
comparable "successes" have been achieved from attempts to
changettelevi!ion programing practices.

Alberta Siegel, a member of the Surgeon General's Scientific
Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior gives
five possible reasons for this neglect: (1) The nonresults from
studies of the effeZts of movies carried out in the 1920s and
1930s discouraged study 6f the effects of television. (2) At the
time TV developed,' psychologists were preoccupied with
stimulus-response models of behavior and the idea that rein-
forcements contingent upon response were crucial for learning.
Nothing about TV is contingent on the-behavior of the viewer
except turning it on or.off. (3) It is expehsive to do research on
TV, and even-ivhen money had been available, most'research-
ers were of the opinion that it could be better used on more
urgent matters. (4) Psychologists are committed to the idea
that to experiment is better than to study correlations. And ex-
periments are not well suited to the study of gradual, long-term,
possibly insidious effects. So it was not until Albert Bandura
demonstrated experimentally that children can acquire new,
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responses through observation and imitation of filmed or video-
taped models (without external reinforcements) that serious
interest inithe problem developed. (3) There is no animal
model

Accent studies about how and what television teaches, how-
ever, have provided "ammunition': for educators and women's
advocate groups in their battle with TV producers, sponsori,
broadcasters, and regulator!, agencies: One of these studies was
the work and conclusions of the Surgeon General's Stientific
Advisory Committee on Tele% ision and Social Behavior, which
"proved" that adventitious learning occurs. Initiated in t969
by the action of Senator John Pastore, an inquiry which lasted
nearly 3 years and cost otter $1.8 million culminated in a re-
port that ooncluded:. "Thus. the two sets of findings (experi-

1 mental and survey '+ converge in three respects: a preliminary .
and tentative indication of a causal relation between viewing
violence on telesision and aggressise behavior: an indication
that any such causal relation operates only one some children
( who are predisposed to be aggressive) : and an indication that
it operates only in some environniental contexts... ."

Recogniing the potential of television as a teacher, several
Government agencies and private foundatioqs announced
in 1968 that they had jointly appropriated $8 million to sup-
pOrt Joan Gan, Cooney's ''"l'elevisjori for Pre-school Children."
By the summer of 1969. enough progress had been made
that Gerald Lesser; chairman of the board of advisors of
Children's Tele.% ision Workshop, was able to show several
sequences from Sesame Sheet to a symposium at the convin-

.. ,ticni of tilliAtnericao Psychological Association. Said Mr.
Lesser, "Sesame Street uses direct inethods to teach basic in-
tellectual skills but adopts indirect teaching methods to display
certain social attitudes such as people treating each ether with
kindness and courtesy. respect for racial differences, taking an-
other person's point- of view, modes of conflict resolution,
and accepting rules of justice and fair play."

Sesame Street provided the first real evidence, beyond scat-
tered anecdotes from parents, of the remarkable rate at which
young children can learn from television, :cording to Mr.
Lesser. Thus. with the Surgeon General's Report and Sesame
Street, there was available for the first time substantial scien-
tific evidence that children learn from television. This includes
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not only what they are intended to learn, but much that many
thoughtful pelaple would rather they didn't learn.

Criticism of the universal curriculum offered on TV does not
rest on over-simplification and repetition, but strikeout at the
unrepresentation and the misrepresentation of society's pallia-
tion. Although women make up slightly more than half the
population, only 20 percent of all characters on television
are Amale. On children's prog7hIns, minority haracters are
presented as uniformly pleasant and well-mannered, a formula .
that erases the diversitytf char:1(yr and personality with which
they as a group are endowed.

To the , extent 'that tele. ision does not reflect reality, it
introduces children into a fictitious and distorted social system
where,criminals arh always caught or eliminated, usually the
instant before committing some additional heinous act, the
guilty al:says, break down and admit their guilt in the court-
room, the most difficult problems are solved in an hour,. and
it's normal for things to work out for the best. All this comes
about with little help from minorities or the elderly, who are

' rarely seen: Many viewers, having only the sketchiest notion
of what goes on inside a courtroom, a police station, or hos-
pital. Rite full credence to TV programs, as witness the fact
that.Marcus Welby. M.D, received 250.000 letters diving his
3-year television practice. most of them containing reqdests for
medical advice.

irr addition to commerciiland public television, which is
lly viewed by students during after-school hours, Instruc-

tional Television (ITV) is widely used as a teaching tool. The
core Of instructional programing, or ITV, is material broadcast

'-for use by teachers and students in schoolrooms from kinder-.
garten to 12th grade. the daytime schedule contains a variety
of programs seldom encountered by people outside the ITV
community. These programs are seen by tens of thOusa'nds, woo.

if not millions, of schoolchildren across the cquntry (Totals
vary widely by program. And estimates are not fully reliable).
In addition, ITV,programipg includes teaching - training mate-
rials broadcast during or after school hotirs, college -level courses
broadcast for students enrolled for credit, and continuing-edu-
cation and high-school equivalency courses broadcast for adults
who wish to"use television for,education in their homes. There-
fore, television has become not only a teaching tool in the
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classroom, but also a vehicle after school for instruction and
entertainment.

An early alarm concerning sex-role stereotyping on telisision
was raised by women who worked in advertising and public
relations. They understood; professionally, the power oftCom-
inercial TV to get its message across and the fact that much ,
of esery atheruser's message was 'conVeyed indirectly.1When
they looked at the ( °seri messages about women thactelevision
was propagating, illf were appalled. By 1970, These women

a fronr the ad%erthing industiy had set up the Image of Women
, Task Force of the National Organisation for Women (NOW).

Their first action was to develop a fist of proposals for "con-
suousness-raising in the media" meant to improve the images
of women and men on TV.

..
..-

Later some women psychologists developed nationwide con-
cern for sex-role stereotyping in television and its potential
harm to children, especially in educational television. Sesame

Street. the first target for feminist criticisfn because it was the
first systeniat:c effort to fuse educatibn and entertainment in
a preschool program. received a "flood" Of protest mail, and
a meeting between th4lisychglogists and Joan Ganz Cooney! .

the show's producer, was arranged. At the meeting were two'
. of the developers of the Sex-Role Stereotypes 'Questionnaire

who later prepared a critical" analysis of the program's sex
stereotyping with kuggektions for its elimination.

, . - Another outcome of the meeting was that the producer, of
Sesame Street - }aired tuoNOW consultants to study the issue.
They compiled a substantially similar .reprcrt which docu-
inenteil the show's sexism.' KNOW; Inc.. a feminist publish-
ing compam, reproduced arttl diqemin5ted hothiapers widely
and also published "Sexism on Sesame Street." an 8.000 word
critique of a single show, which furths4 documented the pro-
gram's imbalance. ..

. .
Although the promoters of Sesame Street complained

that i4iticism of the show on such small samples was unfair,
they also tacitly admitted that th0 imbalance was deliberate:
Gerald Lesser.ss rote "We had decided to stress the importance
of strong male- identification figures for inner -city children. In
most pii.§lic edileatinn for young children, women teachers
peecIoinIiiate. and, possibly as a cf.insequence, girls seem to meet
teachers' expectations with less difficulty than boys. For both
reasons, we decided to show men on Sesame Street in .warm,
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nurturing relationships with ;Zug children. We did not intend,
'however,. to bolster mate identifiCation'at the expense of mis-
representingrepresenting or excludingfeminine models, and as tire went
on, we searched for opportunities to present females in positive,

e toles. I to ever. since some trade-offs are necessary
' when competing optitins are encountered, we knew that me

Could not be eve7thing to ev erybody."
, In the Report of the 7 Force' on k'onten :72 Public Broad:

casting, Capi%n Isber and Mune Cantor write with respect to
-Sesame Street: "The few female characters shown were likely
to be in% olved in themes f teaching numbers, words, and
sounds, and men were of in% olved in themes associated with
career awareness and easoning and problem-solving. 'Males

foLlnd ,to initiate ction strongly more often than female
characters, and males lked more than female characters.
Feiiiales were in nonact e roles three times 4s often as males.
Males were seen for 1 nger periods ibf time than females."
The report, released in '1975,, clearly indicates feminist criticism
had had little effect on Sesame Street in spite of the fact that
Mr. Lesser Itimself,stresses that children learn by watching and
listening tb others even in the absence of reinforcement and

,ckert prictice and that opportunities for modeling have be.en
vastly increased by television.

Another decent study, Channeling Children, documents eco-
nomic and behavioral- patterns of women and men in com-
mercial programing and advertisemendurin the 1973-74
top-rated prime-time network shows. The pact concludes,
"Mdre males than females appear on all sho analyzed. Large
differences in numbers of male and female c aracters are evi-
dent when adventure shows are compared xith situation
comedies." The report goes on-to, state,' "Perhaps. the most
interesting finding on male/ female behaviors is'in the area of
competence. . . Women on the 'shows studied spent 2d

percent of their total behivior in incompetent acts. Men, on
the other hand, were incdrnpetent for only 9 percent of their
total behavior`.': -*

When ascribing commercial messages, the report states,
commercials are part of the overall television viewing

exurience, and for many children as well as adults, the com-
mercial 'message appears. to be just one more piece of infor-
mation from the television setinformation kat is Presented



, -er

more explicitly and- more persuasively than most. Children
are not aj, able as adults to separate tr411 in acherusing from
fiction, particularly when the 'fiction is presented in catelt
music, compelling words. and striking images. Wien an au-
thoritatiNe %owe is heard summarizing the products' sirtues
and urging their purchase and use. the .nice is ahnost alwa.s
male. .

The report summarizes. "They [children] see more men
than women on their tel ision screens. on the el.:( lung ads en-
ture show, the see n" six times asinany men The men
they see work in dire cupanons, nearly twice the number
of those held by women character, They see Ithree-quarters
of the adult males in shosi...s about families contribunrrz to
tframil support, and only one-third of adult females helping
with the support. . . . The prime-time message of the tele-
vision screen is that there are more men around,and that
they are dominant, authoritative, and competent."

In 1974, the Journal of Commumeattons (Volume 24, No.
2) featured a,symposium on women which col tained nine
reports on Women's role and image in the media. Comparing
the findings and methods used in four content studies of the
images of women and men projected in television commercials.
the conclusion was "that men and women are presente41ii-
ferently in'advertising and that women are not portrayed as
autonomous, independent human beitigs, brit are primarily
sex typed.

In October 1975, "the Corporation. for Public Broadcasting
(CPB1 *fished the.Repbrt of the Task Forde on Women in
Public 13?oa4astang, which examined the placg 9f women in
programing and emillo)ritent. A. underbing rationale for.
monitoring programing distributed. through the Public.
Biliadcasting Sersice was that "the portra%al Of women and
girls through the media is a dnamic force in determining at-
titudes about women, and television in particular is a major
socializing agent." The monitoring forms were designed by
the staff so that characters and participants could be counted;
their appearances timed: their occultation, stx: and race re-
carded; and the topic discussed or activity performed noted.

The report stated:, "In all there were 37 television pro-
grams, consisting of 58 individual episodes monitored. For
analytical purposes. the programing was divided into five
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categories: (1) general adult programing7-panej, documen-
tary, news, interview, public affairs, and general informition;
(2) promotions; (3) drama; (4) music; and (S) children's
programing."

. In the adult-television p ams monitored, 200 men and
only 36 women appeared. Oft e 28 adult programs, 11 (repre-
seating a total of 6 hours, 17 minutes of the available 18
hours) had no women participants. There were only 4 black

' women out of the total of 236 participants. Of the 11 public-
affairt programs, 7 excluded women completely. In the re-
mainidt, there were 11. females and 90 males. Moreover, only
one program ,dealt .With a ,woman's issue,. Other categories

-showed similar findings.
But it is in 'children's programing that ,the data aremost

distuibing. Not only does children's programing account for
a large segment of time (1S'% hours) but it attracts the largest
audience. In all, there were 792 male characters,and 362 fe-
male characters. The variations from program to program are

large.'
The principal finding from the studies conduct was that

women are hiked vastly underrepresented in public broad-
casting both on the air and at policyrnaking levels. 'Based on
its finding, Mt task force developed recommendations designed
to make public broadcasting perform up to its responsibilities
with respect to the interests of women in the United States:

In -order to correct or compensate for the antifemale bias
- in television, itis important to look carefully at the Report of
the Task Force on

.
Woolen in Public Broadcasting. The find-

ings and methods for assessing fair treatment could provide
q a useful model for educators .who. may wish to. conduct their

own program-content analysis. ,
The Commission on the Observance of International Wom-

en's Year (IWY) developed guidelines or minimum"standards
of fairness and accuracy in the treatment of women in the
media. Two of these guidelines relate to employment 4d
recommend that w.-komen in .media should be employed at

/fob levels and should be paid 'equally with men for w of
equal value; and that a special effort should be made to ploy
women wlio are knowledgeable about and sensitive to omen's
changing roles.
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Additionally, these' guidelines- call for the 'enlargement of
the Media's conception of how news relates to women and the
desegregation of its presentation, immediate changes in sexual
exploitation, revisions in sender designation and titles, and

cowerage of activities of the feminist movement.
Except for the IWY Commission recommendations, there

are no guidelines for the treatment of women on televigion to
match the excellent ones developed. by textbook and trade-
book companiei A logical explanation for this lack may be
found in the difficuity experienced by advocacy groups in
demonstrating unequi?cally tfie essential dangers of sexist pro-
graming. The technical burdens of monitoring and analyzing
television. as compared w ith textbooks or print media, very
often discourage' pressure groups from collecting and disserni:
nating information on the content and effects of that medium.

Television's fast-moving, difficult-to-collect messages require
'costly monitoring devicesvideotape equipment, for ex-
ampleas well as trained monitors and professional statisti-
cians. 'Moreover, limiting data collection to pertineht factors
and designing monitoring forms for the multidimensions of tele-
vision can, on the one hand, become an endless problem for the
novice. Textbooks, on the other hand, can be monitored by
parents and edwators.

The mass'nia generally and television specifically have
as great potential for social change as for maintaining the status
quo. Television can exercise a significant influence in helping to ,.

'remove prejudices and stereotype; or it can accelefate existing
sex-role stereotypesAelevision.cln increase thy acceptance of

f women's and men's new and expanding roles in society and pro-
mote their full integration into the development process as
equal `partners or it can continue to stunt the pitential of every

' little girl -arid boy.
Until, as a society, we identify television as a lifelong learning-

experience and ut*ii-there is general recognition that sexism is
a serious political concern, improvements on the "tubed school"
will be minimal. No checklist or set of guidelines can ensure
that misconceptions about women and men are not perpetu-
ated. This will require conscious, sustained efforts to change
fundamental attitudes. Educators must pay immediatattention
to television, the teacher an4 the entertainer, band to the learn-
ing experience television provides.
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NO-ROOM AT THE TOP?

A

. .

Women aspiring to careers in educational adminift tion
'are more than likely to be surrounded. by problems and beset. :....._,

with frustrations. And this despite a body of research which con-
sistently documents the finding that in schools with women ad-
ministrators the self-image and career aspirations of female stun
dents and, in fact, the total school climate is generally of higher
than usual_cafibe,r and quality.

The undwiIsed and untapped talents of aspiring women ad--
ministratois are needed to improve the quality of education on
all levels. While equality of opportunity for women in educa-
tion is an admirable goal in itself, the advantages to thteduca-
tional system and to societhat can be expected when women
achieve positions of education leadership in sigriifintca num-
bers are too persuasive to be ign\ d or delayed.

An argument that gives women a footing equal to that now
enjoyed by men in educational administration is easily shot full
of holes by statistics. Consider the status of women in 'ele-
mentary and secondary education: where they constitute ap-
proximately 66 percent of the teaching force but make up only
15 percent of the school principals. Nor can this dismal pro-
portion be shrugged off with an assumption that things are
getting bettor. The number of female administrators {has in .

fact decreased rather than increased.
Although the number of degrees in educational administra-

,.
non conferred on women Has decreased slightly between 1960
and 1970, the percentage drop in the number of fimale princi-
pals is startling. in 1928, women were actually a majority of

.."117 (
Major contributors to this article are Jacqueline P. Clement, assistant
superintendent of schobls, Brookline, Massachusetts; Cecilia M. Di Bala
associateplonntr, Massachusetts iDepartment of Education; Ruth B.
Eckstromi research psychologist, Educational Testing Service; Sheila
Tobias. associate provost, Wesleyan University; and research assistance
Non Kay .BartoleSyracuse University, and staff assistance from Mar-
garita Alban, Ngional Conference of Women in Education. - .
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elementary- school principals, holding down 55 percent of the
posts. In 1973, however, only 158,864 elementary and secondary
principais were women.

in 1974 -74 there were 158.864 elementary and seconclan.
administrators- -print ipals; superintendents: deputy', associate.
and assistant superintendents. and other central of celstaff
members Of these. 12.581 were superintendents in basic units
andan additional estimated 1.500 superintendents were at the
intermediate le. el. Most of these administrators were decision-

.,

d makers in stnall systems [ 300-2,999 students). Large ssterns.
with an enrollment of 23.000 or more, had 102 superintendents.
Medium -Aied s.sterns,' enrolling 3,000-241499 students. had
an estimated 3.000 superintendentt The medium and latge
systems together repres'ented 80 percent of all supermtendencies
in the United States, and men occupied 99.4 percent of these
positions.

At present it is widely believed that there is not a sufficient
number of qualified women aailable to eliminate the sex.im:
balance. in leadership positions. Nevertheless, the differences
in professional training are not sufficient to justify the substan-
tial difference in the number of men an& women in adminis-
trative positions.

The evidence suggests.?that criteria other"than task corn-
petence and qualifications are employed iri)tihe selection of
educa`tional admiiiiitrators. One researcher has cliscoverdd that
"among the informal ingredients of a superintendent's back-
ground one finds that the chances are almost 8 in 10 that the
person has coached a sport." Another study 8f selection of
administrators for elementary and secondary schoolsfoundthat
the only fact& that appeared to have any sigheicarice in hiring
for edeational administration .vas sex. Age, lype of position,
length of exPerience. background, size of school or district have
ho ialid correlation with the hiring process. A ,third ot;serva-,
tion ret ealed that men 1,1.-ho have been in the military are pre-
ferrechn the positions of school administrators. .

.

in 1971-72, women received 6 percent of tht tjtictoral de-
grees and 21 percent of the master's degrees in educ al
administration. Yet in the following year, only three oi-a, he
adnlinistratite categories had more than 6 percent women-
piincipals and assistant principals in elementai-y and junior
high schools, and "other central office administrators," a cate-./
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gory that dolts not include a rank as high as superintendent.
Obviouslx, women have received a far greater number of de-
grees in edticatienal administration than their ranki in the pro-
fession would suggiot. in both elementary and secondary and
in higher education, `INfell7trained, credentialed women are
simply not being promoted.

Hand in hand with the dearth of .%;:Fnien in adminiarative
positions in education are pay discrepanciesiUti.vr wen and
women in education. The National Bureau of the ribsus re-
ported in 1970 that the average salary of female adminiiti:atb*
in elementary and secondary education was almost $5,000 lest.
than that of males. These salary differehees between adminis-
trative men and women might be Attributed in part to the
fact that the women are working in smaller-districts where
pay and prestige are less. The qualification part" is neces-
sary because it is well established that women are also paid
less than men who perform the same functions in districts of
the same size.

Unlike higher education, traditionally a male-ddrninated
profession that has only recently begun to allow real access
tb women, elementary and secondary education has been a
woman's occupation that has only recently become more and
more -male dominated. Several researchers have sought to
determine the reasorefor the decline in the number of female
administrators. Gross and Trask suggest five possible explana-
tions for the reduction in the number of women elementary -
school principals:

.. outright discrirniqation acainst women in the promotion
practices of many school districts;

informal male - preference policy by school boards, based
On the belief that more men are needed in elementary
schools;

school board overreattiori to criticisms that elementary
schools lack male role models and'autherity figures; '

little concern for sex imbalance in school principalships
shown by colleges and universities that train educa-
tion administrators, and these institutions' use of finan-
cial aid and recruitment practices that favor males;
and

marked drop in the . proportion , of women teachers
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The decrease in the number of female administrators in
elementary and secondary education is sometimes attributed
to the increased prestige that administrative positions have
bestowed in the post-World War II years. This prestige is a'
reflection of the higher salaries administrators now command,
the entry of %derails into education, and the popularity of
the " executive image- that sprung up in the.1950s and 1960s.
As eementary and. set:ondary administrators began to get high
salaries and an "executive image," the myth of the male
administrator's superiority mer the female administrator
IN( ked up momentum

In a study of 'elementary-school administrators. Cross and
Ttask found that the ( aliber of performance of both iSup is
and teachers was on the a% erage of a higher quality in schools
administeaed h women than )n those managed by men." In
the same -study they shattered anoiltet myth that both men
and women are unhappy working for women, finding instead
"no significant difference in the morale in schools adminis-
tered by men and by women."

Eduard J. Van.Meir. riling .in the Journal published by
the National Association of Women Deans, Administrators-and
Counselors, cites more reasons for the lack of women in leader-
ship roles in elerrientary and secondary, education. First, he says
that women are less %%ell prepared academically to assume lead-
ership roles Secontl.women szem to be less moth ated to attain
leadership roles"...Third,women appear to be more "transitory':4
than men. And fourth. women interrupt their careers to raise
families

One reason women are not motivated to enter education
administration is the resistance thie:'must overcome to attain
high salaritd. prestige positions And, the statements that
female career arhic.ement is lower because women arc mote
transitnry and interrupt their careers for child rearing are
simply not so. To be sure, the ages of men teachers represent
a normal curve u(kdistribution. strongly skewed to the younger -

groups. With the peak at 25-29 %ears, while the ages of women
are in ,a bimodal distribution, with peaks at tinder 25 years
and at 55-54 tears. Wt. as jaqueline Clement. assistant super-
intendent of Brookline (Nlassachlisettsl school system, makes
clear, the Gross and Trask studies further indicate that not only
,do women have more teaching experience that men, but
that "63 pereeqt of the men, M comparison with 33 percent
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of the omen, became principals tars after entering teach-
ing?'

Ms. lenient supports the hypothesis that the reason for
the Ne small number of women superintendents and school
adminis I aters may be that attention in recent years has been
focused n attracting more men into the profession of teach-
ing. The increase in male teachers in the elementary systems
kom 195 68 v.as from I2.8'to 14.6 percents and the increase
at the se ondary level went from 50.5 to 52.9 percent. The
increase. owever, could not alone account for the decline in
siomen pr ncipals, which was 16 percent in the same decade.
Women st 1 predominate in the professional ranks from whicht
school adm- nistrators are recruited.

The Status ,1 Women in Higher 4.elueation 4

Of the 500 institutions of higher education surveyed by
the Americ n Council on Education's Office of Women in
Higher Edu ation, only 148 could claim a woman as their chief
executive o cer. Three-fourths of those institutions were
church relat d. Only four institutions of higher education
with an en Ilment of more than 0,000 are ,headed by
women (Cali ornia State College, Sonoma State, Hunter Col-
lege, and the University of Texas), and a woman Also serves
as chancellor of the Indiana University regional campuses.
Well over hal of the women's colleges a're headed by men.
Four promine t women's colleges (Goucher, Hood, Smith,
and Wheaton) have each recently named a first woman presi-
dent. .

In considerin whether these data indicate a lack of women
qualified for a ministrative posts in higher education or
whether they ar evidence of discrimination against women in
higher educatio it is necessary to look at the sources froni
which administr tors can be selected. These differ between
elementary and condary on the one hand and higher educa-
tion on the othe Higher education has traditionally drawn
its policy,making administrators from the faculty ranks. It is
now beginning t recruit administrators who are trained in
management skill , and some programs in educational ad-
ministration now offer a degree in higher-education adminis-

-tratiom -These pr rams, however, do not provide access to
positions of acade is administration ; rather they are paths
to financial or stu eni-affairs- administration. In recent yews,

..
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vice-presidents and presidents of institutions of higher educa-
tion hive also been recruited from the fields of Iaw,'business,
gavernme,nt, and research, or nonprofit foundations and in-
stitutions.

Since many administrators in colleges and universities are
still recruited from among faculty, comparative statistics on'
men and women faculty provide a kind of base-line figure for
the talent pool potentially available as higher-education ad-
ministrators. The 1973-76 statistics indicate that women made
up 24 percent of all ranks of faculty. While this is an increase
oef. preceding .cars, it is largely'concentrated in !he.category
of instructors. "Female representation in all other ranks stayed
virtually constant between .1962-63 and 072773," says the
National Center for Education Statistics.

The'nnmber of doctoral degrees conferred on women, after
having declined for several decades, has increased from 10.4
percent of the total in 1960 to 19 percent of the total in 1974.
The number of women who attain full professorships is not in

4 proportion tc the increase in the number of doctoral degrees
conferred on women, however. According to the Newman re-
port on higher education, women faculty arefforced to wait
2 to 10 years longer for promotion than their male colleagues.
Thus, one of the problems in higher education is that women
do not- rise to the ranks from which they can be promoted
to administrative positions. i a

Study of- ihstitutional variations in the status of academic
women revealed that women do not participate in the career
ladder to the same degree as men. They tend to.remain in
academic positions that are entry-level pits for men. Another
study found that women faculty in general serve less often
kid on less prestigious committees than do men, and that
women ficulty have low participation rates in all facitIty-

. dominated administrative tasks. Bernice Sandler, director of
the Women's Project of the Association of American Colleges,

...says that the "higher the pre'stige of an institution, the less
likely, there are to be any woMen.in administrative posts."

As in eldnientary and secondary education. statistics for
higher education indicate that the mean salaries of men con-
tinued to exceed the mean salaries of women at every academic-
rank and at every institutional .level both, in publicly and pri-
vately controlled institutions. For facultj, members, mean sal-
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aries differed by $3,848 in public institutions and by $3,708
in private institutions. Of 950 respondents in a National Edu-
cation Association study in 1973, the 32 women presidents
had a median salary of $25,214; the 918 men presidents had
a median salary of $29,932.

Leadership,Posttions at Federal and State Levels

.Women find themselves in pretty much the same cir-
cumstances whether in academe or meshed into the State and
'Federal layers of education. Only four chief State school offi-
cers are female (Arizona, Nebraska, Montana, and Wiscon:"+
sin), and in 1972, no State deputy commissioner or assistant
commissioner wag female.

At the time this was written, of the full-time professional
staff in the Office of Education and the Office of the Assistant

'Secretary for Education, women held 1 of 6 grade 18 posi-
tions; 1 of 13 grade 17,slots; 3 of 35 grade 16 jobs; 23 of 158
grade 15 positions and 57 of 301 grade 14 jobi. The average
grade for women in the Office of Education is '7; the average j
grade for men is 14.

Most of the written material on women in administration
deals with the lack of women in "leverage" posts. They make
up only about 20 percent of school board membership, only
13 percent of all college trustees, and only 8 percent of the
trustees of 4-year coeducation_colleges and universities.

If educational administration is to befair on a basis of sex,
women need greater access to administrative jobs at all levels,
particularly those at the top. This could be brop.ght about by
affording women the same opportunity to ascend the educa-

, tional career ladder in the same length of time and with the
same ease as Men. The promotion of a few women to key'
positions does not help the access of womemenerally to pOsi-
tions of leadership. It merely facilitates the acCess.or the spe-

. cific women who are promoted, and it triggers a host of
detrimental side effects. For one, it jeopardizes the chance for
success of these women because they are left alone in.the sys-
tem to combat all the factors that have traditionally impeded
their access to these positiOns; attitudinal barriers, socialization
factors, discriminatory hiring criteria, and inadequate mari:
agemeneskills.
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Attitudinal Barriers,
Women who aspire to leadership positions arc directly com-

peting with men Some men feel threatened by this and fear
they hill lose jobs *Id doh opportunities to female applicants.
Their reasistn.ng is as follows. Educational institutions, in an,
elToit to compls huh Title IX. will implement employment
polities of -reterse discrimination,- and as the pool of women
appli. ants for adintrastratisc positions increases in size, women.1
will be hired instead of men.

Ire Aritibtac Regulations of Unaerszties; Faculty Problems
and Mir Solution., Richard Lester articulates the fears of a
number of people, contending- that affirmatise action is detri-
mental t., ethic anon Ile argues that the Department of Ifealth,
Education. and Welfare has osviestimated the degree of dis-
crimination alga gist women in higher education, and as a
result pressure is built for res erne discrimination in an attempt
to meet inflatecrequai emploment goals. Since, he contends,
in certain field, there are not many qualified women. Mr.
I.Cster fears that timsersities will hire women in these fields
no matter what their lesel of competence. He goes on to cite,
as an example ofigre dearth of qualified women, the fact that,
in the field of engineering. women hold less than 1 percent of
the doctoral degiees .-

Iii her critique of \Ir. Lester' report. Bernice Sandler re- .

seals that The **National Academy of Sciences reports that the
tinernploment rate Of women firth doctorates in science, en-
gineering,. And social '.denies is more than four times as high

. as the unemployment rate of their pale colleagues." he

argues against the contention' that "unqualified worgen af in-
sading th.e tenured rani.:,.' pointing it that not 'o.,..4.yis Pref-
erential hiring of women not a prevalent practice, but of.ihe
few 'Amen who are hired:most are hired at the lower 9,n Its.

In any event, the law does not require that women ix pre-
ferred, it requires that women be given equal opporturtity. Ms.,.
Sandler states that the law has three requirements: a kenuine
of o.rt to recruit women and minorities, specification of job:
related criteria before the hiring process. and equal applicatibn
to women and minorities of whatever criteria are set for white
men .

A
Edur ators do not. then. have to hire people with lower quali-

\ica ons Through misinterpretation of the law, they may in

246-399 0- -7C--r,
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fact do so, but they are not required to have a policy of re.
terse discriminhtion. Affinitatire action plans should increase
'father than decrease the caliber of education because its ob.
jec tire is to facilitate access to all qualified applicants, regard-
less of race or gentler. A first step, therefore, is to increase_the
applicant pool. -

It is true that if job tompetition increases, less qualified white
males still not be hired %%hen au employer or committee finds
that a female or minority applicant is more qualified for the
"job. White males may tel resent the competition of women
and minonties in a job market that is already tight. But edu.
ration, like pm ate industry. has every right and should feel
obliged to hire the most qualified applicant, regardless of race
or gender.

Socialization Factors
Women are not ..socialized"to have high career expectations,

with the effect that, unlike most men, they are ambivalent
4001

about their professional ambitions. Those who do aspire to
leadership positions often find it difficult to fit this priority
into their own value system. When discouraged by external
factors, they wonder if they are right in pursuing leadership

apositions, revealing lack of confidence that a inb's inter-
nalized value system provides him. In some ways, then, women
need more support than men from peers, supervisors, and sub-
ordinates because many women art unable to reconcile their
ambitions and their values, induced by parents, teachers, and
colleagues. IR other words, the absence of external support
may have a greater effect on a woman than on a man because
men arc socialised to persevere and seek professional success

,
while women are not.

Many women may be reluctant to pursue jobs in which they
know they will not be able to benefit from the same kinds of sup-
port systems and rewards its their male colleagues. According
to kosabeth Moss Kanter, a sociology professor at Yale, "Peer
relations of a woman's decision not to seek promotion into
managerial ranks, %there she will no longer kr part of a group
of Women; for men, of,course, peer relations are a given tractor)
throughout managerial ranks." But a woman administrator
gives up-more than the camaraderie of-female co-workers. She
must also gain access without the professional support that men
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receive from one another. This is a real concern in the field of
education, where men enjoy the benefits of the 'old boy" sys-
tem. an informal network through which men provide infor-
mation to colleagues and mentorship-to younger i ale aspirants. s
The "old boy" network is not open to o d consequently,
unless a woman is singular!. well contected, she svill.not re-
r else the job information that normally flows tliroi h the net-
work. It is often true that qualified women ar not recorn-
mended unless an institutiorl specifieS that it ants women
candidates.

In schools of education administration only 2 percent of.the
faculty are women, hardly enough to provide the support and/
encouragenient that females need. A study of the University
of Chicago graduate school found that it provided the female
students with a "null ens ironbienl." the conclusion being that in
Most graduate si hools of consequence women are admitted but
thereafter barely tolerated. and that this "null environment"
contribided to less successful graduate careers for women and
lowered their expectations and aspiratidts toward postgradu-
ate employment.

Because there are not enough successful women to pfaide
mentorship to young aspiring women, the job falls to men
willing to cl.:!. it. Yet mentorship provided by men does not com- ,-

pletely erase the handicap btought about by the lack of "svotrien
in positions of educational administration. For who, other thap
a, woman, can better serve as a role model for another woman? :.

The lack of societal support for women .aspiring to leader-
ship positions limits the access of women in three ways: First,
the system directly restricts the visibility of quialified mtomen;
second, it denies women the possibility of gaining support and
confjence from other women: and third, lit reminds women
that should they gain job access they will still not have the same
support that men have: ..

.

Further effects of socialization include the ways in which -°
sec-role stereotypes interfere with how men. and woitrii per-
ceive the status. role, and spheres of influence of a woman in a
power situation The premise that men tend to judge women's
performance in jobs in terms of their behavior rather than by
their successful completion of the task is documented in a'study
by researcher Martha Kent. She interviewed hundreds of fe-
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..Vta e graduate students over several years in an effort to under;

II; stand the kind of comments they cceived from colleagues and
male superiors. $/fe concluded that women receive from men
a disproportionate amount of "person-centered feedbaCk,"
both positive and negative. That is to say, in place of comments
about work done 'or `:task - centered feet% " a woman will
be told she is a goodor a difficultpersdn o work with. Per;
son-Centered feedback; Ms. Kent notes, is nsidered inappro-
priate and destructiVe to the development o internal standards
in the profession. It is better to say, "This job was sloppily done,"
ratheethan, "You are a sloppy person."

Jean Lipman?Blumen. sodblogy researcher at the National
Institute of Education, points out that. women are socialized to
choose the' path of indirect or vicarious achievement rather
that that of direct achievement. They are supposed to experi-
ence achievement and satisfaction through in alliance with a
"significant othel-," their interactions with this "other" being
of a supportive nature. If a woman breaks away from this
stereotype, she is labeled as deviant and asexual.

A strong leader 'cannot have this vicarious orientation ex-
elusively. Therefore, if a woman cooperates with the stereo-
type, it is at the cost of her administrath e effectiveness. Good
leaders need both a direct and vicarious achievement style. Mn e
tend to display only the direct style, which fits with present
Organizational norms, but they would profit from the use of
the .indirecf style as much as women w2uld benefit from the
use of' the direct style. It is important to the-success of women
that tlicy retain aij appreciation of indirect'achievement wale,
acquiring a knack for direct achievement.

Ms. Kanter contends that women are pressured to conform'
to a picture of womanhood while performing as competent,
professionals. Since many women feel they will be rejected if
die!: seem overly competent, they hesitate to assume the leader-
ship role' even if they are in the official leadership position.
Moremec, even when a woman administrator or manager has
authority.. she may find that she is not accepted as a leader
by her subordinates, male or female. This serves to 'reinforce
any ambivalence toward the po*er of the female administrator,
for women are consistently 'reinforced only for those behaviors
that are conrucnt with sex-sole stereotypes.
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Discriminatory Hirtng Cri
.

liven if a %%man has the-a n and confidence to:pursue
a leadership position in spite o e absence of .support from
others, she still must overcome sexist hiring criteria. In a.stud.

i of 235 business students who reviewed job applications, it
has found that all else being equal. males here evaluated more
favorably on kenera( job suitability than females. The same
study also indicated that the more demanding a position
seemed to be. the more likek it vv as that women would be
given low evaluations and rejected for the job. The resumes.
with female names herdratec) siimifi< and. low et on -technical
potenual,"potential far long service to the organization,"
and potential -for,fitting in sell. 'his finding would seem

to account for 1970 statistic that said female school admiriis-
- itrat6rs in North' Carolina ssere)more intelligent than 91.8 per-

cent of the general population. the indication being that in
order to gain entry into a leadership position. a Woman must
be far more qualified than her male competitors.

Successful women have two artertiatise means of access, how-
ever. The first is to take advantage-of ever! goodconnection
that friendship or kinshtp provides, Of course, men have this
option too &it it appears that in tije past many successful
women owed their entr:. leel job to'a friend. rel2ative, or hus-
band. A ie'cottcl alternative presents itself to women who find
male mentors. Often these men, when promoted, take their
proteges with them to better opportunities..This is a risky career
path. obviousl., since it 'means that the honian's success is

. dependent on that of her mentor

Inadequate Management Skills .

For reasons related to sOciaIwation, women are less' likely
= 'than !lien trfr lime pursued tr.tinine, (breed. for administratidir

For [dans homen in achninistiatie and nianarrial positions.
hoteen it is not their lad; of irianag,erne.rit skills that hinder
their sure ess but rather their inability to recognize that they
have these sisills Since ssainen are not rewarded on the basis of
leadership skills, they hase ;no means for judging how many
of these skills t actually
the employ ar he most effective. But the lack of specific

I rosess or -ivhich of the strategies
y'

tiaining in management skills also means that %%omen will allow
tItemselses to be evaluated in their interpersonal rather, than

13
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their administrative skills. Mid-career training would probably
4. do a great deal toward alle%iating this situation.

Strategies for Change
A comprehensive strategy tobring more closely to balance

the proportion of women and men administrators at all levels
must focus on the major barriers women encounter in aspiring
to careers in educational leadership. These have been identi-
fied as attitudinal barriers, socialization factors, discriminatory
hieing criteria, ana inadequate management skills, The fol-
lowing areas emphasize cbmponents of a sstematic effort to
break down 'and eliminate those barriers which deter women

Vocational Counseling and Career Guidance Services for'
Women Students. Women and men students need beiter guid-
ance and counseling services throughout their educational
careers and stand to benefit mote from services that are based
on current aril nonsexist_ information and materiaIs,Utmost
attebtion must be given to developing nonsexist materials that
advance women toward career options assoiiatedwith their
oi.vrt skills and interests rather than sex-role stereotypes. Train-

, ing for counselors seeing women students-is needed to guar-
antee that capable women are encodraged towardirather than

- dissuaded from aspiring to administrative and managerial
careers. .

Access, Visibility, and Networking. Increased mentor-
s*, experienc are needed to facilitate and maintain access
to career ?dv cement oppnrtunities for women. Benefits in-
clude greater fessional visibility for women, access to local
networks and ontacts for information about jobs and career
options, opportunity' for aspiring women administrators
to develop their own support systems.

Professional visibility means taking a dominant or authori-
tative role in a professional situation and thereby becoming a
focus of attention. Women in education can become visible
by Volunteering for committees within their on school or
university and by taking an active part in pfofessional %ssoci-
ations. By making the most of, these opportunities, women
can gain management skills, develop self-confidence, and over-
come barriers to visibility, access, and career developmeitt. -

Training and Support Services. Many excellent institute
models currently.exist for deteloOng skills and personal traits
of' aspiring women administrators. During the next 2 years

. . .
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many more training modules wiff be det eloped with Federal
.Women's Educational Equity Act moneys It is hoped thatt
:navy of these modules mill address the particular training
needs of mid-career women who have managerial skill through
related work experieuges but who lack expertise in weer plan.
ring. placement, and,other area's InacIdttion. tt omen should
seek out opportunities to diagnose' their potential for mana-
gerial ()anions and apply their adnunistratite skills to career
ad. abcement.

Formal and informal support systems can serve a variety of
f tpictrons for aspiring %%omen educational leaders. cntil,momen
are better represerbted in eduCational leadership positions, sup-
port ,ststems are needed to help them atercorrie the psYcho-
logical. artlitclinal,lsocialication, And other barriers they face
in mile-dominated societies .

Enforceitant of Federal Regulations and Legislation.
Careful, deliberate, and persistent effort must be maintained
to assure s.t`stematic comprance tith all Federal and State
statutes that apply to hiring And promotion. practices. Dis-
crinunatory ,practices in hiring or promotional, opportunities i
that deter ..omen's career advancement must be vigorously . ' '
challerniecl through the court system. Class-action suits and
fundin cut -offs b. Federal 'agericies are two' ways of facing
school districts and higher-education institutions .to comply
vlith these statutes, The Federal Government must take an
aggressive posture to guaiantee women's Constituticinal rights.

ith the establishment and assidtibus operation ,of these
strategies. it is hard to see how the barriers that hate thus
far blOc ed momen from attaining their rightful place in odu-

. cational eadership an endure. Thlt the task of batteringthem
diatyn is a just and proper one there can be no question. The
question is. How long must justice wait?
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TEACHER /EDUCATION: A NEW\ SET d
GOALS

by Shirle% McCune, Martha 'Matthews, ind Janice Earle
t

, _

With4tFie passage of Title IX of the 1972 Education
Amendments, elimination of sex discrimination. old sexrole
stereotyping became not only a matter of sound cational
policy and practice, but also.a matter of compliance with Fed-

'. era.1 law: Institutions.that train education personnel shouideo
a poublq burden:under this law: They must not only assure

". theirbown.co411fnete with -Title IX, but they must also prepare
... students to prooide die, leadership and technical capability

A
'1.

1 1.
''''firtessary for the Implejnentation of Title IX anal the attain-

1

i
mont of sexual equality. *By.fhe very nattge of the .functions..
they perform, these institutions impinge directly on or affect
indirectly a large number of the people who provide educe- .

'dorm, services as well as the students in training for professional:
roles. These functions include:

.the preparation of School personnel for professional pc.-
, t. "isitions in the staffing of. schools and educational insti-

tutions,
.

the provision of a major resource for the .research and i
investigation of profession'al issues related to education,

4. the determination of'the changing body of knOwledge
and technology that,is relevant to education,

the development of toomms or curriculums for use
in schools, and . . .G

the provision of a major source of continuing inserVIce
education for educational practitioners.

There is evidence to suggest that teacher education has func-
tioned to model and pdpetuat6 stereotyped expectations arid
rpks rather than to assume lead ershipior educational change.
Sex stereotyping and sex discrimination are evident in the in-.

- I

The authors are on tht staff of the Resource Center on Sex Rbles
in Education, Nltional Foundation for the Improvement' o Education,
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.,
stitutionil structures, the curriculum, the research and develop-
ment efforts, and the behavior of faculty, and administrators..
within these institutions. In institutional structures, for ex-.
ample, sex discrimination is often reflected in the empl ) ment

question-
naire

Data obtained from 208 responses to a 1974 uestion.
noire mailed to 000 departments or schools of education in-.
dscated that in those institutions responding, 73 percent or:
all tenured faculty Nere males A further indication of sex 'typ-
ing 'within ,education facilities is that females are most' fre-
quently t'epresented in areas such as human development or
curriculum. tt hile males are the strong majority in educationkl
administration, educational research, and educational phil-
osophy.

In the matter of curriculum, more than 5,000 courses in t

worn'en's studies were offered in institutidns of higher educa-
non ,trt 1973, yet surveys tricliciod that only 184 coursesof-
fered in 94 institutionsrelating to women's studies 'on sex-
role stereotyping could be identified in schools or departments
of education from 1973 to 1975. This general lack of aware-
ndi of the issues of sex-role stereotyping and sex discrimination
is further demonstrated in -the "Standards for Accreditation *

of Teacher Education." The 540 accredited institutions ac-
count for the preparation 9f 82 pereent of t 'teachers and
a majority Of the counselors and administrate who graduate
from institutions of higher education each ye r. Although the
proposed revision of standard's represents substantial im-
pros ement in earlier standards 13y recogni ng the values of
diverse cultural groups and need for educational programs
that include the general principles of multicultural education,
there is not a single reference to the need fo'r attention to
sex-role socialization and sex discrimination...in educational

...programs.
In research and development, the, third set of evidence of

discritninatior,i. institutions of higher education frequently op-
erate apart front practitiontrs, and their research and develop-.

ni-efforts often reflect this isolation.. review of the eon-
ent of doctoral dissertation titles in the field of education re-

+Sealed that 32 dissertations completed in 1975 -76 deal with
issues rated to sex-role stereotyping, whereas 96 such disserta-

tion; were carried out in the field of psychology. While this,,
demonstrates 'a growing attention to research that delineates '

'
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the nature of ;ex-role socialization and its individual and so-
cietal outcomes, it rakes a question about the amount of such
research that k being carried out in schools and departatents
of edut anon Among other Reg lec 0. researc lt and des elopment
efforts have. for the most part, failed to include the in estiga-
lion of issues or the development of prciducts that relate to
lkx-role sociali;zation, sex-role stercoqping, or sex discrimina-
tion. Seldom hale education facult members encouraged and
supported' student research and \delopment in these areas.
The cumulative effect of multiple investigations initiated and
supported by faculty could make\ a substantial contribution
to a. reit:. ant isstie facing practitiohers and the larger society.

Finally, education faculties, like all groups in our society,
have been socialized both persrai v and professionally on the
basis of sexist assumptions and yal es. Their Geliefs regarding
appropriate roles and behaviors for members of each sex.affect

. not only their. own behaviors and careers but also those of stu-
dents Schools and departments of education,like higher edbca-
don in general. make little pros ision for `the systematic inservice
development of their faculty. AM a result, many faculty mem,
hers remain unaware of their part in the perpetuation of sex -
rbte stereotyping as they conduct classes, engage in research,
and influence departmenlal policies and practices.

ttainm6nt of nonsexist teacher education will require work-
ing toward a set of clearly stated goals;

(1) To instruct students in how cultural and sexual iclenti- .

s influence the gromth and development of individuals,
) To give students a basis for appreciation of multicul-

tural (includes racial-ethnit cultures and sex-role cultures),
identity and diversity as factors to be considered in the organi-
ation of educational instittitions and services.

(3) To elucidate the general ptmciples relating to educa-
tional equity and the specific issues of sex-role stereotyping and
sex'iliscrimination in education. -

(4) To dartf4 the specific requirements of the 'Tide IX.
regulation an'd other Federal and, State nondiscrimination laws.

f51 To provide stuilents with the khowledge and skills for
the identification and correction of 'discriminatory policies,

A - 4
practices, and programs. -

16) To extend curriculum into areas such as nonsexist, inter -,
personal-rclationsh'ip skills, nonracist, nonsexist curriculum de-

-
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veloprnenti equal employment t)ersonnel management ; and
development and'itnplementation of strategies and technology
for achieving equity in education --for example, affirmative
action, grievance handlirl, and institutional self-eValnation

Some of the actions that adininis dors and organizations can
take to attain these goals are-.

Deans of Education

( I' Review existing curricu tin to ensure provision of infor-
mation and experiences that could achieve the goals of non-
seist education and the correction of areas of omission or bias.
This could be cahied out through formation of faculty-student
task forces: development of guidelines for faculty to create and
establish nonsexist programs, icletoification of cross-disciplinary
resources and programs for caliculum revision and enrich-
ment; identification of areas for research and development re-
lated to issues of sex -role socialization, sexism in education, and
sex cliscrirtiination .s.,..hichcOuId to used-for stuttkt and faculty
research efforts; and development of 'cross dePartmental and
practitioner sharing of expertise in research, methods, and prac-
tice related to sex-role socialization.

(2.) Development of a capability to conduct inservice train-
ing programs on sexism -in education for practitioners.

(3) Development and incorporation of research and training
efforts:that could delineate and remediate those forms of sex-
bias fonnd in teacher behaviors and educational practice.

(4) ftill implementation of .an institutional self-evaluation to
determine overt, and covert,Korms of bias and the development
of corrective actions. / ..

(5) Development of rograms that could provide education
and'training for facult members.

National and Regpimal Accreditation Agencies

fill)evelop (I include accreditation standards requiring
conte: t and periences related to sex,role socialization, sex-, role ereotyping, and sex scrimmation.

(2)''Pevelop evaluation criteria for the review of oacher-
,

edtteetio0 programs to enti e considerationlof equity conceins
jn accreffitation review.

(3V Develop polictes requiring that actredilaticitn.review
tea s include persOns with expertise in the area of sex -role
st wotyping and iris manifestation in education.
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' (4) Develop and ineltide in accreditation standards criteria
for the prevision of equalOpportunity employment in.depart-,
mental policies and piactices.

federal Agencies
(1) Support research and deielopment of guidelines to

modify accreditation and4 certification standards, so as to in-
clude requirement; for education content relating to sex-role
socialization and sex-role stereotyping.

( 2) Support the develcipment.of a competency-based multi-
cultural curriculurrrmodel that would pros ide methods for af-
firm; - sex roles in various cultures.

) Support models that could increase the knowledge and
skills of all faculty members and prepare-them for a variety ofit
career roles in education. ., . .

.

(4) Support the development of g major curriculum study
and of guidelines and materials that, eflect changing kuowl-
edge. changing methodologies. and multicultural concepts. a
State Education Agenciel.

1 ,

(1, Develop accreditation and certification guidelines that
rcquire,course content dealing with sex-role socialization, sex
role ktereotyping. and their subsequent implications for edu-
cational practice. . e

(2) Develop workshops, conferences, and collaborative proj--
ects for faculty of higher-educatibri iristitutions which assist un-

,, Orstanding and implementation of women's equity.
(3) flevelop regulations and guidelines that include multi-

cultural and sex-role education issues for re of P nal
certificates. ,

(4) Sponsor educational prig' ms and conferences on multi,
eultural concerns and the tech ology for achieving educational
equity.. ,

(5) Develop training models for\tsa- by local eduation
aOncies In inservice training. . . ,

(6) Develop policies ensuring that state standards boards in-
clude representations:if practitioners and persons with expertise
in set-role sterktyping and sex discrimination.
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WORK, WOMEN, AND VOCATIONAL -

EDUCATION

by Corinne H. Rieder

. Most of the 17 million Nornen who are now working HI the
United States ate occuriaubnally segregated. That is to sat'. they

itre \ictiinized bi cokert discrimination. often unintentional.
and by socialization practices that effectively limit their careers.
What's more, 1.2 million women who w ill join them this year
will erAer the same low-pay. low-status Jot:< that women have
traditiolialjy held. In addressing this issue, a fair question would
be: Do %ocational-education programs contribute to this job
and pay segregation' If indeed they do. a further question must
be answered.. What can be done about it?

The struggle for equity for -women in work and training
should not be confused with some of the more inflaininatory
and highly pliblicized aspects of the feminist 'movement. Al-
though it tn4y lack dip theatrics to win headlines, that struggle
is the essence of the moNernent and a 'resolution in American
society. Any discussion of women and work must begin with the'
extraordinary and largely unforeseen number of women enter-
ing the work force.

In the first 40 years of this century, the labor-force-participa-
Ion rate of women rote slowly from 20 percent in 1900 to 29
ercent in 1940. This situation ch:tnged drimatical)y when,

after America entered World War 11, women replaced men in,
many' traaitionally all-male occupations. Instead of declining
after the wart women's entry into the labor market accelerated.
In the 25-yedr period between 1949 and l974% the number of
American women who w9rked fo.opay outside the home more
than doubled-and they continue to enter the la.bor force at an
extraordinary rate, making up 33 percent of the national work
force in 1260, 38 percent in 1970. and more than 40 percent in

Ms Rieder is Associate Director for Education and 'Work at the Na- \
tionai Institute of Education
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1976, a figure they were not expected to reach until 1985, ac-
cording to U.S Labor Department forecasts made as recently
as three years arc Econotnists arc now saying that half of
Americin women over 16 will be in the work farce within 2 or
3 years.

Eli Ginsberg, chairman of the National Commission for Man-
power Policy, has gone so far as to hall the increase,of women
in the work force "dig szrigle most outstanding phenomenon of
our century.' and to add that "its long-term implications are

,absolutelyunchartable. . . . It will affect women, men, and
children, and the cumulative consequences of that will only be
revealed in the 21st and 22nd centuries."

There are many factors accounting for this increase of women
in the work force. Among them are the availability of jobs. par-
ticularly in those rapidly growing fieldssales, clerical, service
where there is a preponderance of women; the rising divorce
rates, the declining birth rates, and later marriages; the in-
creasing number of women who are educated, particularly
female college graduate's who want to pursue careers; the high
inflation rate which.makes a second income necessary fora fain-
ily to survive 6r to maintain a standard of living; and finally,
the women's movement, which has raised social consciousness,
madi working for pay outside the home more socially accept-
able for mothers, and fostered the view that through work
women can find additional intellectual and personal fulfillment.

Despite the gains in the number of wotnen employed, the
patterns of job segregation that confine women to the tradition-
ally "female" occupations, have not changed. Whether one ex-
amines specific occupations, occupational groups, or concentra-
tion by industry, women ?re less well distributed in the work
force than men. To illustrate, mores than 40 percent of all
women in the work force are employed in 10 occupations: sec-
retary, retail sales clerk, bookkeeper, private household worker,
elementar);-school teacher, waitress, typiit, cashier, nurse, and
seamstress. By comparison, only 20 percent of males are con- .

cerrtrated in the 10 largest occupations employing men.
The occupational segregation of women is also evident in

comparing meal and women by occupational groups. Nearly 70
percent of women arc employed in three occupatiosAl groups:
clerical (35 percent), service (18 percent), and professional
and technical (15 percent). Only 50 percent of men are em-
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ployed in the-largest three occupationai,groups employing men:
skilled crafts (21 percent ) ,tprofessional and technical (14 per-
cent ± . and managers (14 percent ). .

Finally, occupational segregation by sex also exists by indus-
tries Six.-three percent of all %%omen cmplo.ed in nonagricul-
tural positions are concentrated in smices (21 percent), retail

2(1 pet( rut and State and Icii al gosernment ( 18 pert eat. e

iiirgely teachbrs . In comparison. 45 percent of men are con-
,centrated in the three largest industries emploring men. manu-
factut ing . 19 percent retail i 14 percent ., and State and local

g *go. et tunent I 12 percent, .
It 'thin 1)401liptlti115, %t oi ;len are also segregated In medicine, .

thi..,% are oscrrpiesented in pediatrics. pseliiatr). anesthesiol-
ogy, arid pathology but grossly derrepresented in surgery and
surgical specialties In addition.. the re less likely than 'lien to
be in ()mate practice and particular i. in private solo practice.
In law few women are in the upper achelons of law firms, on
judicial 45enches, or in .prominent positions in State and na- .

tional legislatures. And in education, women account for nearly
85 percent of the Nation's 'elementary teachers but los than 50
percent of secondary teachers and only 25 percent of college-
level teachers. In school administration, the figiuts are even

7nore striking Here women account for only 19 percent of all
elemental-% principals, 1 percent of secondary principals, yid

,,,,only one-tenth of 1 percent of sch41 superintendents. Today
there are only 150 women % ho are chief executives of colleges,
most]. 2-year and 1-yearXhurch.related colleges with small en-
rollments Outside education, nearly 1 out of 7 men are in man-
agerial and admihistrative positions; the comparable ratio for
women is 1 out of 20. A .

The result of oiriees occupational segregation in the labor
market is low wages This occurs even in the fastest growing

, industries For example, ttomen who work full time had med-
ian wne1,4 earnings of 5124 in 1974.1:his is about 60 percent of

''the $204 reported for men. In fah, during the last few ;.ears
the difference in earnings ben.% ecn men and women widened
slightly Across industries. female earnings, as 'a percentage of
male earnings are best in agriculture (83 percent) and public
adtniniseration 171 percent). They are worst in finance, insur-
ance, and real estate (56 percent), and in manufacturing (57
petdent)

I
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Even the economic return associated ivith greater, educa-
tional attainment is substantially less for women than for men.
In 1974 the median income for a female college graduate who
worked filli time was $9.711; for men, median earnings were
$16,376.

Low was for women hurt not only women but also children
and men Fa, women work because of economic peed just as
men do Sixty-seven percent of working women are either sin-
gle, divorced. widowed, separated, or have husbands who earn 1
less than $7;000 per year In many instantes the earnings of
wives make the, difference between a middle or a kw standard
of living, ,.

Divorce and separation are increasing in our society, and the
final impact is often severe Only 50 percent of women in di-
vorce actions receive alimony or child support. For those, the
median total payment is $1.300 per year. Yhe inecban annual
wage for a female-headed family is only $5,116 and nearly 33
percent of such families have incomes below' the poverty line.
For minorities the problems are even more severe, and more
than half of all families headed by a minority woman have in- `
comes below the poverty level. A General Accounting Office
report recently found that the combined average monthly in-
come of women and children receiving both welfare and earned
income in 1975 was less than $300 a month; the meylian income
of the man who abandoned them was abotit1800 a month.

The concentration of women in traditional female occupa-
tions is barely changing. In the 10-ear period between 1960
and 1970, the number of women in the skilled tradesa matter
of uttnost importance Co vocatio 1 educators -- increased by

I218,000 (from 277,000 to 493, 1 In specific trades, the
I female share of emploiment incre. sed as follows: for ca en-

ters. from 0.4 to 1.3 percent for electricians, fro40.7 to 1. er-
cent; for plumbers. from 0. to 1.1 percent; for auto mechanics,
from 0.4 to 1.4 percent: for painters, from 1.9 to"44 percent;
for tool- and diernakers. fiopi 06 to 2.1 percent: and for ma-
chinists, from 1 3 to 3.1 percent. In the health professions, by
way of comparison. the proportion of women physicians rose
from 7 to 9 percent and.women dentists increased from 2.3 to
3.4 percent . ,

When measured as a rate of increase. women's entry into non-
traditional occupations showed impressive growth. For example,
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the number of women carpenters quadrupled in the declacle
1960-70. This rate of growth is encouraging, b.ut the absolute
numbers of ssomen in such occupations are so small that it re-
mains to be seen if such growth rates can continue in the future.
For the most part women keep crowding the clerical and serv-
ice fields. and laser the next decade projections indicate that
two-thirds pf the total increase in employment of v. omen will
take place in those...traditionally female occupations.

Because vocational- education -enrollments Mthfullv mirror '
die. occupational segreg;iion by sex in the labor force, it
may

*be inferred that vocational education has done Azle to
,

olcrninate occupational segregation. Although women make
up 55 percent .644 million) of the 11.6 million stutients en-
rolled in fccleralls funded vocational '.duration and two- thirds

of all cecandary vocational enrollments, ,they are heavily con-
centrated into= economics (leading mirk to unpaid horn
making roles and in office and health qccupations. For ex-
ample, about 45 percent of the women receis ing vocational

8
education in 197'2 were enrolled in-consumer and horriemaking
classes. and women constituted' 92 percent., of all enrollees in
these programs 'TssCniyseight percent of all women vocational
students were taking training leading to office occupations. and
.igain they made up a substantial percentage (84.7) of all en-
rollees in such programs.

Corisers.elt, women are underrepresented in trade. in-
dustrial, and tee finical education. In trade an61 industrial oc-
ttipetions. they make tip less than 12 percent a total enroll-
meats and e en then they are heavily Concentratedin such
traditionally ernale fields as cosmetology, textile production
and 'fabrication. commercial and graph rifts, public sersrces,
and supervisory training. In technical occupations, ksis than

!le percent of the total enrollment is femalc, and in only one
occupatiOnal titlefeientific data technologydo ss-cfmeni
make upinore than 30 percent of4otal enrollnients.

Thus almost all the women in vocational education are
concentrated in a few traditional programs. Change has been
slOss, but he changes are interesting to review: Be'tween 1969
and 1973, a few,women began to enroll in tradition4lly "males'
. -
%oration:1i proer anis. Although the number of women enrolled

... it- in theie prom s was small, the increase was significant. In
..

rt...
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air-con ditionintlicouries thee number of women enrollee; went
from70 to 2,664; in auto .body and fender repair, from 7 to
1,082; in auto mechanic", from 906 to 5,299; in carpentry,
from 111 to 1,451; in metal occupatiokis, from 1,,367 to 3,081;
in law-enforcement training, 2;225 to 5,943, and in
woodworking occupations, from 592 to 5,373.

Ending occupational sex-role stereotyping anti segregation
is most. certainly in the nati6nalp interest,. Consider the loss
to the country when one-half of the population. is unable to

k make a full contribution to the general economic, politiCal, and
social welfare-because of occupational sex-role stereotyping.
By limiting male roles and female roles, men as well is women
are affected. If sex-role stereotyping were eliminated, many
more service and whiiektollar opportunities would be open to
m en. Why shouldn't it be considered appropriate for a man
to be an elementary-school teacher, a clerk typist, or a nurse;
and for a woman to be a bus driver or a skilled emit worker?

: Eliminating the "overcrowding" of women in a narrow band
of occupations would tend to equalize incoreirs between merl
and. wornen. And that could. be an advantage to both sexes,

. 4449

The recent recession bi'ought home to many men firsthand
what it was like to have to live on their wives' income. As men

: were laid off, they began to look more seriously, at thektvives'
'low-income and to queltitin why it was so tow

Vocational educators, as much as any othersingt group in
our society, have bclh the responsibility and the, means to do

qt.something about these problems. They are at the critical junc-
: *-

tire- betweerl..sChool and work; they recruit students, provide'
them with the knowledge and skills needed .for

*successful-
job

entry, anti place 'them in qieir.fi'rst jolts. Their responsibility
is to represent the utilitarPan purposes of education and to
meet society's economic needs. Within the world of -ork, they
are concernet with developing their students' 'poterilal to
the fullest and placing students in a work environment that

. finanrialtrtind psycholtigically tewardiog. They must stand
. in the first rank in the battle against occupation4 and educa-

tional segregation. - °

Vocational educators can taste six steps toward combating .
sex -role stereotyping and occupational seeregation4irst, they

P
cab implement fully the vocational-education .sectart of the

4'74>74
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Education Amendmelits of 1976. The Act is unequivocal on the
problem of sex bias in %ocational education, calling for the as-
signment of full-time peisonnel who will. create greater a'w are.;
tress pf vocational-education programs and activities that r -
duce sex stereotyping:gather, anallae. and disseminate data
on the status of male and female students and. employees; re-
view the distribution of grant's by the state boards to ensure
that,women's needs are being met; review vocational programs

ier-sdx
bias; monitor all personhel laws prohibiting discrimina-

lion. review and submit recommendations in the anntial pro-,
gram planind report; and prb%ide assistance to local-eduoa,;,
non agencies or other bodies in dverthming sex stereotyping
and sex bias.

Clearly, the provisions of this ldkv cannot be fulfilled ty lip- '
service, nor do they incite merely an imposition of still- an- -

other layer of bureaucracy. The Act is a charter and a mandate
i'maer...whiat vocational educators can sit their hOuse in order
with support and information from higher lesels of government.
-. As a second step vocational 'educators-can ,fil;ange
mint and admission practices and polities. (far the next few
years, the Office of CivikRights in the Department of Health;
Education: and Welfare will be carefully examining enroll-
ments in yoeattonal schools. courses, and programs. It oral,'
be joined by the Lawyer's Committee forliqual Rights 'kinder
t be Law, funded by the Carnegie and Ford Foundations, which
will be-looking at the same problem. Recruitment policies
.,here and haeprospectke students are reCruitcawilhniost
likelyte a special focus of these investigations.

third effort vocational educators can make. is toward int-
pro% ing guidance and. counseling efforts: Counselors have a

. ;articrelarly iniPr,rtant role. They can-either reinforce sex-role
stereotyl s that narrow occupational choices or they canreni
courage tudehts to think snore broadly about their educational
and. oft upatio,nal detisions. For example, standardized .tests,

$ particularly career - interest in% entories, should be *.iterpreted
in ways that are fair to both sexes aN,K.1tsi ed as tools to expand

the career possibilities explored by both girls and boys. Coun-
silors will be made aware of these problems and o! the ,ways
they can bring'aboitychange only thiouti inservice and pre-..

. sersice.traming.'
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Ill The edUcation and work group of the Natimal Institute oC
Education has funded the development of many excellent ma-
(dials that are now available for* such training, including Sex
Fairnejs in Career Cpidance: A Learning Kit, New Career
Optient for Women: A Counselor's Soureebook, nd two films
with teacher's mid students' kuiclest .

Fourth, vocational educators can revise curricular materials
and teaching,eractices.An :CIE-Itindpd study found that most
career-educaiion ;rnatrials examined were sexblke0. The
Educational Product Inforrnatton Exchange Insticute, tiie con-
tractor for this study, dei eloped a .simple checklist to asstss sex
bits and some specific ways to counter it The checklist is avail-

' able from the EducltiOnal Products . Information Exchange 1
Institute, 463 West Street. New York: NY 10014.

A fifth strategy 444ould be to increase the number of female'
rotational administrators and ogua)ifierl omen teachers in 4

male-dominated courses and vale teachers 1n female-domi-

- n'atecrfields Although: women faculty dominate the tradition-,
ally female vocational subjects, they are all.blit absent in other
vocational programs--agricultural. technical, trade, and indus-
trial At admi istrative levels, women are present in only token

. . z,

numbers. They is only one woman State director of vocational
education. Pewit- than 20 percent of the national and State vo- ....,

, rational., education advisors council members are women. 11.
Training and placement programs need' to be motiEted im- :
mediately to increase the Pooloof qualified women and to, see
that they .arevlaCed in teac,hing andiperdm" inistrathe positions
comb ensurate with theit skills and experience. The develop -,
merit of 'such prograinsshoulcl be a major role for the new :sta-.
tionaI Center for Vocational Education. 4,

Firta114-', vocational educators fun continut important re-
search and development efforts on women in s oca-tional educa-
tion Continu'ed researckand development is sorely needed not
only on theprOblerns facing women in choosing and entering
careers and in progressing in them, but also on intinentions
that ivilf ease their trrsition from school 40 work and 'make
more successful their later., jabor-market experiepces. Pour

4 specific, areas need immediate attention. One is the impact of
' working-women on /amity life. As worrien'iak*e an equal shale

...

vcrf the high - paying join,' two .ciuestiolls will demand answers: :
s is

"

.
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Will the income difference between poor and better-off families.
increase? Will male unemployment increase? Stud* will also'
be needed on nonprofessional vet 80'per-.
cent of women in the labor to arch in
this-field has declined to a poin here has
not'been a single book devote is prob-
lems of-these women.

A third subject that
terests , which, studies Are
plc's career choices. Vocati
with elementary and junior
and through zouthigrourk (4H, YMCA and VW : d'
Boy Scouts) to broaden and deepen the opportunities to explore
nontraditional roSs4Boys,inipacticular'need to feel more toin-.,
tonal* in helping roles, while much work needs to be done in
encouraging girls to assume leadership positions and better rue
their mechanical and technical aptitudes. Further vocational ,

educators need to work more -closely with' par edfilTo inform-
them of trade and 'technical job opporiiinitirg.,so that they will
not inadvertently discourage their youngsters,kom pursuing
nontraditional avocational and i-ocationaI interest's. .. .

educational goal of preparing individuals for work, ey- have

Since ivvocational educators are directly concerned with. the

-an obligation to work' toward elimin'asing. the, negative effects
of praCtices in the home and ea,rly.sclhool that lock individuals
into traditional male or female stereotyped occupational roles.. . . . -
Their efforts should-also be extended aglainst those policies and

s , t
practices of the work'conimunity which overtly Qv, ertly dis-

,
. 'criminate against either sex. . . -

,
Ode NIB response to intervening -in the socinfization process

is a new childien's television series, nol..., tinderaivejopment at
the public televlsion station in LosAnseks. The series, aimed at
children in grpdes 4-6' and their parents and teachels,4s, in-
tended to reduce the limiting effect thdt sex robis may lia1e:on

0

4the aeveiopmenr of interests "anil preferences, t hich in turn at'- -,
feet ediicationaland occupational detisions. . .

Vocavortal-educators should ,also lake the lead in'expandinW
, A....,

cooperative relationships with unions and anployers in order
to.heip women t'ie'd' jobs and take part in exploring careetipos-
sibilities, especially in-nontr itional fields.

A

omen who make up
e. 'Since the 1920s,
where in recent years

o the social and elono

avp aiional
rtant to peo-
be ikorking

n.the schools

more research is
suggest, can be im
at educators diou

Sthooi student
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' third way slacatiOnal educators can intervene isby eiercts-
ing leaders1;ip.._They could. take the leadin.prodding Federal,-.

State, andlocal officials ,to engage in public discussion of im-
portant issues relevant to the social resolution now`takinrplace.
They could, for instance, support the establishment of. a 'Na-
tional Commission Wouien ana-Work. yotild place
special emphasis on tile needs and aspirations of America's non-_
professfohal female; worker --the clerk, the saleswoman, and the
senice,and blue-colliir woman those who make up over 80
perceh't of working %omen.

One reason for such a national commission is that these
..

ivomen, -who are yocational education' constituency, have
largely ben ignored in mi'at public discussioils on' the role of
women today. The focus during. the last decade has almost ex-
closi,vell been on the middle1 -class. upwardly mobile edticated-
woman ThC voice of %vomertss' liberation svasher voice and
spoke of her need lo fitlfilllers;if. to comp te and to succeed in

Nottk Man's world. These toices b ' e'the_ barriers by writing he
. -books. making the spee,lies.filmi g the show s,and'editingIthe '

,magazines that hate made her icklie-class male counterpart
. begin to understand her needs an ambitions... . --- '-

ft is time for the voiieof he ets educated sister to be heard.,

y Althoulh a national com ion is no panacea and lacks the
1. lister of a presentatio e Roots. it can gene rate, public aware-

fiess of the nonp,rothional, working woman's plight; it can
. .

. .
stimulate lefislatise and adniinistraftise initiatives that address.
her special problems; ircan idetitify'researcli andedev_elopment
aetiyities that might help h'er break out Ofr:Ni.iting patterns of
job ste reon ping and improve, hefovn self- image.

--...."
The most important and difficult single barrier in eliminating ,

sex sterepts ping and se gregation is attitude .11fostwornse and -
own ,hay eat one time or another begeved that-there are occupa-

tions %that should be held by onli,.one sex, that women are in-:
'. herently less competent than men. that worrien 'cannot success- ..

fti:' supers ice men or, otherwomen", that if women with
-,
young

children gr-x to work the family will inevitably disintegrate-.

Fifteen years''ago the cis il- rights movement faced similar at-
tittidmaI baNers..i.n tirestrugglefor cquitrurider the law. Those
bariers by ani, largo have been tpppled, revealing how flimsy '0 and nwarungess thet Were and how impotent against theforces......,
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of-learning, Iivin and working. Dare women tope that the at-
titudinal barri to their equity are similarly vulnerable? .

President arter told the United Nations General Assembly:
`"The basic t crust of human affairs pointy toward a more Uni-
versal dema d for fundamental human rights. The United
States has a historical birthright to bc associated with this.-

- .
proce!s.- . .

. Certainlysx fairness is a fundamental -human right,.

.
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ENLARGING THE /AMERICAN DREAM
. ,

by Donna Hart

American'society has been 'willing to acfippt
culturall:i# different peolles if ' They in 'turn were willing
to 'reject their cultural dfunctiveness. Assimilation, until the
lase /19 .as acepted by 'almost ever!.one, educators and
.arge segments of most ethnic communities prominently in-_
eluded. During the past decade, however, anenferging sense
of heniage that is being more and More proudly expressed by
racial minoritind national origin gi.oups is changing altthis.
,,The past definition pf eclueation's-ftinction=4o remodel citi-

'tens for conl'ormit)to a single homogeneous motel of ac,cepta-f-,
bid behoi for and beliefs 'is being eliallenged. Many Americans ,

now contend, (hat democratic education should have cultural
pluralism as almal. They argue that,the rich cultural mix in
Ainericartge di/Yerent value ..4\ `1, traditions, and reli-

.-.
iztortstae expand everyone's heir as it 'affects all aspects
of life; including sex-roleeattitudes and issues of concern in

_ education. .

'this article greserfis an:overviel of the impact of the worn-
en's hlovernent on cultural nouns and heritage and the cultural
differences and educational experience% of five minority t
groullit-Pucrto Rican, Chicano, Black, Asian, and Native
Americalpiough these five groups by no mgans represent all
minority women, they do indicate the needs of a major f_eg-

,

Ms. Hart is on the'faculty of the School of Educa
ington University. The following reviewed drafts
from which-this article was taken: Cecilia Preciad
for Chicano Afla'rs, Stanford Frahcelia Gleams, Pro.)
Educatiott Of WO en, Assoetatiore of American Colleg

.

Hervey, director f Equal Education, Nebraska bepartinev of Eciti
cation. Pat Lot e and Paquito-Vivo, 'directors of Ethnic Spats,
Western Interstate Commission of Higher Education; Jeanid Myer-
son..apd Ec,erly .ors, staff writers, IsAtional Project on Women's
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rrienrof minority w4en as they differ from the nee. cls of Aktglo
wOmeri,

Black Women
-

Black women, vietiiits of defible discilinibation be4ause of
. their race and sex, arc often asked to make a choice with re-

gard to theirpriorities: '".re you black first, or female first?"
The plain fact is that they are.both and hate no way tt. sepa
rate ,the two. Many qlack women eve the the effort to
force a separation of the two, especia as that relates to es-
tablqhment of societt, pri*rities, has w. ked to the detriment
of 'both -the racial inoverrient and th women's movement.
The blaEl, woman is the victim of both rlcism and sexisrn, and

' theratore .represeni potentially powerful unifying force.
Ai dorm kties-tor noWto%'eriretitss."
. 1 rila piece, ncluk$1 in I ;aids of Ore' Nerf Forninistrz- 'ter

_ Pauli MAL rayszas", "lietause black wornee have an cal 'stake
invonten's fjlseration.and-Waat ra "oh, the are hgures ,

juncture
. (,

mane. l these ti o. mover enls. 'tf e feminists
ale :her nOr.l allies in both' 'OAT o %n li ration is

ketl xcitlt the issues thaLare,st ing women todaj.: adequate
,ineoint hiaiateriance and th= imitation o pot erty; repeal or

baitreform a ion 1.20.3, i ationaj system o ,ckild-care centers',
extension oflabor 4o5.1:ers' now excluded, cash
tuatesni.t.y.lienefits, as .11-irt FA systtril (If 3,2cia1 insurance, and

the rethoval ai11.4ex b4-ric toedocationil.and.employment
i ,.

opportunities ;ail let els Bla Neoluen hi'e kspecial stake in
the rv.olt ivg kn.%:".he irmatx4rit of'woirreneprimarlly as sex
objects. ic;r.th (Aso:it has i4t.the4t w:itlide.scars of the!..
rnost.fnutal a cf_ 4/grati:tuf iipeeti. of sittpiti exp tiore,

The nttrio 4;ztile 141i kjeunje- enjty f onorrlic, .

po%ityk to.;;the " he pb1.4f that
blacketcomeri tvh..itivays been therefore,ilo.--
.riot need to solyeq in a macsverevnt tit liberate women ii.
also a. inith, e0ia-farothkeed stereotype, of wornen!s

veiiieritas 4 Odd reCOCI %% omen's struggle to escape
. hotieW,Ork.atici child relini to get out of her home

. 3 d into, tha Jo-I3 in; .tlet ignores ck woman' who may
Ar vs Liern. a Fatri4 ,brcadw inti hut wh lacked theoppor-
1 'any td make free choices corker ng her life.

iiistoricalh,these "breaclwi r'T jobs have been the result
the economic stiliK.ture's need for cfieap labot. Because of.... ... ,--* . ' .
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an economic 'necessity of earning a living to help support the
farm nd a need for the black community. to draw heat ily
u e resources of all its members in order to survive,
black women hate taken fobs that few others would accept:
thercb then um, /nitwit, aided in creating the myth of the
female's dominance in the black family. This illustrates how
racism has ;ifIeited the relationships between black males and
fonales As black men do clop access. to 'the economic potter
structure. black women for the first time 14ve wife or worker

, options that many white s% omen have-hrtc.1 for a long time ..-
Diane Slaughter of the University of Chicago, in examining

different adaptive strategies black'w omen hatearrited at.
-to'-- ests."The strongest cpnception of womanhood that exists
am ng all pre-adult females is that of the woman who has to
to a strong role in the family. They [the pre-adult females)
.ip
3C pted the situaiion as part ogife and tradition in the black f
community It is against this backdrop that the symbol of the
re ourceful woman becokirs In influential model in their lives.",

1s a result of her research. Afra-American sociologist Joyce
.atiner sees three4prirnary agents of alization for the pre -

adolescent black female. (I)
and

rite and extended
family: (2) the peer group: arid (3) 'negatwe community
influences such as expOsure tb.,..rapt,poyerty, violence, and the
like. The strorig" personality that results irom--exPosure to ifre
harshness of- life enhances the girl's chances for, survival and
her actequate tiinctioninc,, within society. To "survive," the
black woman must "inake it" as a motlier and a worker. ,..

Consequently. over the scars. education has been one of
the black- motement's priorities. The black woman's aspira-
tions toward education arc associated -with an emphasis on
career possibilities thaeare, seen as making possible or easing
the maintenance ofNhe black family.

Desnit faith of black women in the ethication stem
. ..
la. .1 71 arts for social and economic advancement,

.
eijual cdu-

i .i.ion has not 'assured them 'equal atcr.ss to opportunity. Black
it omen'w.ith degrees, erRlialent to ihose held by 'men and..
iv lute women hinebeem liable to obtain equivalent jobs The
',.;-.:.lp between the sbIstries of black hien and women has widened.
Bcith black,and %. lute women with 4cnize-college education earn
less than a block male who has only 8 years of educ.ation.
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AltholIgh the black wofnart has made great strides in recot .
years in !osing the 'educational gap, ahe still suffers from in-
adequate education and tra&g. In 197-1, approximately 75
percent of black. w omen had completed high schoolcompared
with 85 percent of white w omen. Although Ahem was a 56,
percent increase in college enrollment of blacks between .1970
and 1971, only 16 percent 4f black ornorf were enrolled in
college at the end of that period ., college degree is attained
by only 7.6 percent of black women. .

,

Since 1970. little evidence esists of any advance in the velar
-. tine earnings of black females. A Xook at the jobs top 5

. ..
percent of the earnings. didistribution shows that black females

,,held none- of then! in 196b and essentially none in 1973. Black

0. women cttrn less tlian whiti woment(a median income or$2,-
810 . 3re emplme'din ireater numbers (about 60 percent be-
tween the ages of 20 and NY; and h *a greater percentage of
lot..payingAow :status jcibs (5-1 perce are einployed as opera- ,
tites dr service workers). In 1975 3 percent of black families
.yore headed by women who earn d a rhedian inc }me of only

,$-1.k65. That there isstill a large n ber of biack % men in the
'labor force reflects to a considerable degrie their continuing

-. obllation tesupply a substantizil proportion of family income.
It also suetzests that educational attainments, no latter how .

.siriafl, raiw participation 'rates more for black than for white ..

women
The qu. andac of bI.0 k Worrieh is how best, to distribute their ...1't

what strategies t pursue to minirnik conflicting interests,
jenergies arnong.the mu iple barriers of paverty,*.ace, and sex,

and w )

hnd objecth es .
More and more. oung black women, are starting to think

about their futures as bilic15 A orrnerifn the United States. [They
% are not accepting .,ocietal interpreatiori4of their roles. Iii the

prolcss of thinking things through they arc being realistic about- ,
the 'role+ that tin will trbrace.131ack wocrien will still have to

-work, but ..they want to work at jobs thatareinore challenging '
stml that more fully use 'then/Strengths and. talents. They want

. . /4:Wit education and training .to de% clop ther abilities andlq-
lrest. They want education that respects cultural differences..
and that educate; for libertitiop arid sarri61. . ,i,

1.
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Puerto.Rzean Women . '
In imtnigrating to the States, Puerto Rifans differ in one

retirin respect front most other minorities who preceded them:
Tilxy come as Amerit an citizens. files ertheless, numerous prciotb-
14sdifferences in customs, racial inequalities, and a limited
knowleclw of English among themhave restricted their social,
econotnic,-and educational success.

Mans Puerto Ricans report that the family, which is very
important in traditional Puerto Rican colture.

,
oxperinces a

tremendous shock when it'is transplanted from Puerto lico to
the mainland No mie in the Pact to RicanAntencartf nth. hai
been more challenged by iminigration than chaiof t...e lather.

* In traditional Puerto Rican culture the man is then disputed
head of the household Meanwhile.the "goodwomap'''obeys her

41 husband and stars at home.. working long hours while-caring
fo- the 'children. But whether head of trousehold or "good ...,

. . woman." the indis"idual subordinates his or her wants and need; '-. .
'. .. :. to those of the family. _ 1." 'p- 1 -

r On_.
the 1." S mainand, m here women* base more prominence

. _ ... _ ...... .

. and stature. these traditional Puerto Ridin roles are undercut
Puerto Rican 'women are not shielded from mainland differ- '.

t ences Econon ic. need often 'projects them Into the labor force
where they are c oh fronted by the greater ,.eer.tation of

,--,
. .. , women's roles. Then, too, the school and community* teach .,_

Puerto kican children that they should have more freedom, be .
more aggfessis and independent, and should speak English .
rather than Spanish. These influences cliartge the traditional
roles within the family. causing trains. role conflicts,.and iden-

.- tits confusion' ir .
. .

i The Puerto Rican woman often drops out of school at an . f 4.

i early age to enter, the> labor tome (at the lowest level} in the
hopc,that !ter wages will help her family out of a life Of povertx. . ..
iVhen she is al* to find a lots. she faces serious disadvantages.
not least among them her lack of knowledge of English apd the _ -

....
' tack of bilingual. programs. inlier communitY A equate'

.

train-
- ,.

.../ mg is another lark that keeps a dere.nt.salary tit of reach, a 11

-sittration_that further compounds her housing, health, and'other
. problems. , ` .. ..

Of no assistance to her plight are discrimintiting hiring pi-ac- .
ticCs that has e Priem; Rican women working for a .1Ower wfige '-

than Puerto -Ric an Trion despite equal pay legislatioh. Mahy, of
.

.'.,71,- 1- -- '
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t ailable opportunities have been,so-caned "wornen's jobs,"

..,... ; -thick are efonomically and politically jruerless and amount
to nothing more than lot paid utskilled uctgery. .

:: Supporting this glum pictent of Pue o llic-an women in
America are the )9Z5 U.S. Census s that shbw 1.7illion

. , Puerte4iaans in the United Stat , 906,000 of them female, of
0, whom oni 1541,140 hate jobs M re than half of Puerto Rican

tvoinen participating in the lal;o force are operatite or service
%tol:vs. and 68 percent of 'tk working earned incomes below .-....\

$5.a00..The most recent tja indicate that 31. percent of Puerto
Rican households, in the Upited States are headed by women
who ea rn.a 'median income ff,$3,889 i ' -

4 . 'Puerto itscan ttornln in'America complete an 'average of 9.5
years of stool. c.../111.1,25 percent of them attain ahigh-school
,education anti a mere 3 percent'are college. graduates. Their
educational attairimpnts. lie their employment, are hampered
by Their imperfect grasp. of English and their itleniity' con-
fusicin, which is often exacerbated by mainland prejudice and
their own sense of being strangers in 'a foreigircoitiitr7.-Orir
nificant concern to Puerto Rlcan womeu is how ntuch the lack

,, Of access to "mainstream's education influences their social and.
aoritinfic situations. .

.

, Puerto Rican women in the United States are still struggling
with racial as A.e11 as sexual discriniinationin housing, educa-
tio and' hiring. Theyfincl the omen's movement defined by
Anglo-American standards and often obliviouis to.the special
needs and, streniths of Minority womenThey feel that the:

-movement has tended 'to. ignore and obscure the racist issue, re-
r : ,

milting Iri double discrimination for minority women.
PtierieRican women willnoi separate themselves from their

cultui.al heritage or be alienated from their men. They strongly
stipport* qualities of womanhood, strong family ties and re- v

.
spe'ct for the fajnily as an institution. They will accept a move-
ment that onfronts 'sexism, blit not one thg divides thesse-xei.t

'.If the.Mot otnent appeals'to die issue of basic human rights, to
'the valueismher'ent in the freattoin of both sexes tem seam,

- and t6 die" proposition that when a ttoman' has freedom of .
.

,," choke thts also frees the man -if this_infact, is the meaning of_ -
.

the t;orrkp's mbvernev, then many Puerto.Riean 'women will ..
support it. -1' '

246-t9 4.431.4
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:%fenean-America; Women

)1exican-Americans constitute the second largest minority in
th4United Stptes today, and more,than 90 percept of them are
cit' dwellers Vi lmi Martini. a soung Chicana (feminine form
of Chicanos lauwer, has speculated that "in 15 or 20 years the
Hispanic population

nri
ill surpass the black population. Our

citiiens must, be aw kened to the ramificatiOns of this fist.
t Hispanos are a nations IN significant, and not a regional: group." .

Historically. the Chicano faMily has been patriarchal and
authoritariaret Ecopbmic, sodal. and political leadership in
Chicano communities traditionally has been male-based. Edu-
cation, sexual liberties, and material comforts have been forNI
the men, with the womep taking a subordinite, supptirtive role
within the family. The-Chicana was controlled lSy her parents -
until ,she married and then had to be faithful to her husband

.and children. .

Chicanos often Ace a greater emphasis on the family as i
snit than on its indiVidiniembers. ilarents stress the use of
Spanislioas their children's primaryanguage, insisting that

--to give up Spanish would, be td say that one's ancestors ac-
counted for nothing and that one's culture had made no im-
pression on The hritOry of the Southwest. The feeling prevails ..
that tht family nucleus would disintegrate if the children could

I not speak in Spanish to their grandparents: V * , i I

Chicana leaders 'see three distinct chotek open to-MexiN. .
..

can-American wo . The 'Chicana can '`adoptpt the tradi.
.

tonal se* x. role, um ting, the rural Mexican woman whose
place is in the home slog can choose a'dual role in which she ....

sill bilinpal and begins to move away from traditional religious'
grad famihf sex-role images; or she can cut her cultural ties

land identify with the 'liberated" in* iddle-ciasswhlte woman. ,
This tliversityrof role mode's for women witfainthe Chicano,

. community reqtfires special.considerattn by ecIcation;Policy-
akers. Chicarias themselves express the need Wt. 4,ine spe-

'Cific rots: models which they can follow at all education levels= ...

..., elementary, secondary, community college, and higher educa- '
tion. Alinti.they're4talking about teachers and-administrators,
not just Chicanasin sc'hool cafeterias. away of thqm are fook-
ing,betond community - college training as secretaries or as
cosmetologists. ...

.. -
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Educational arid vocational training oppOrtunities must,
therefore, be, made more accessible and relevant to Chicanas'!"
lives The deficiencies in our educational system.,as it relate. 4
to Chicanos are underscored in that Chicanas compete an
ai.crage of only 9 years a( school. One-fourth of them have
completed less than 5 -years of school, 23 percent have com-
pleted high school, and only 2 2 percent of those 25 years of
age,anSokler are college graduates.

These low figures do not translate the zeal with which Chi-
. cans seek education despite the many obsAcles. One fornuda-

ble barrier is hydra - headed discrimination because of race,
color, national origin, langu c, and sex -role socialization.
Then ther are damaging or i adequate counseling, ill-pre-

\z#,i

there
pared and unmotivated teachers, culturally biased achieve-
ment tests, inequality of :school finances, tracling_into non:
college preparatory courses, economic deprivation, and a lack

le models.
Parent?_of Chicanas recognize the valurof education as a

,../ tool for survival in a complex society. They encourage their
daughters to puzsue education, and there is a sense of faintly
pride about a daughter's attendance at college, Sut.parents
also want Chic'anas to remember their traditional family values
and roles. Thus under_pressure to succeed as bgth student and

1Chic5na within a strange, impersonal, and often inflexible col-
lege environment, the young woman becomes vulnerable
and little wonder to ate despair and' frustration that account
lot the high dropout rate of Mexican-American women.

Nor can the economic realities that often preclude interest
in and access k educational attainment be tillerlook!d. The
arival income. of chicanas in 1974 demonstrates a cycle of
pderty, with 76 percent of them earning_ less than. $5,004. In
'terms of canting power as compared to all other Spinish-origiri
women, the Chicana is at. the bottom, earning a median annual

..incvrne of $.2;682. It must also be noted that ChIcanas-,are in-
creasingly in the labor force because of economic need' and

onsiliilit; as ,heads of households;-- 14 percent of Chicano
C., (a lies are supported by Chicanas;and one-half-of tieie.are

; bolo v the trty
Ch,ican tended to be suspicious of the woman's %love-

rent, _whit me about just as the inority movement was
gaining momentum Hostility toward hit e tvArnen who have

87
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.moved into the forefrorit with their "sexual politics" results
from -the Chicanas' feelirig that class interests have been ob-
.setwed by the issue of sex ,which is easier to substantiate and
to deal with pan are the complexities of race.

Chicanas, abing with'many other minority ,women, question
whether or, not white women in wer politions *ill perform
any differently than their white.m e predecessors. Will whitd
women work for humanity's benefit. Will they ugeltheir power
to give entry skills and opportunities to minorities? Chicanas
have seen little evidence of white Women addreising these
broader needs or exhibiting an understanding of the minority-
wide issue of redistribution of income levels.

t
Bea Vasquez Robins64 of .the National Chicana Coalitiohisuccinctly states t minority women's position vis-a-vis thee

women's movem : "To expect a Citicana who has felt, }e

degradation or racism to embrace a movement that is once
more, dominated by wIts is childish." And in another in-
stance, "We will join fees to the extent that, you whit; women
are willing to fight, not for token jobs or frills, but rather
go to the roots of our common oppression andstruggle for
economic equality."

The Chicanas' priie concerns are economic survival and
the continuance .of their culture. Their issues are broader than
iexism; t rs are racism and cultural pluralism as well. .

AmericaIndian Women

In Nay discussion of American Indian women, it is necessary
to keep in mind the diversity among the .789 tribal entities
existing today. Writing for the HUD Challenge, social scientist
Regina Holyan says, "Some tribes allow and encourage promi-
nent authoritative behavior on the part of their women, while
other tribes such as the Navajo and Cherokee prefer that their
women not act conspicuously in decisionmaking roles. These
conflicting expectations by different tribes place Indian women
in sensitive situations When they must interact with nrembers of
other tribes."

Nonetheless, like the Chicanas, American .Indian women
miy Choose among three separate subcultural roles:, the tra-
ditionalist, stressing adherence to the tribal religion and cul-
tural patterns; the modetate that retains elements of the nu-

, ditional Indian heritage and customs while adjusting to the
dominant white societal patterns; and the progressive, which

88
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replaces the traditional culture with the modern white beliefs
and values. Educators need to be aware of these differerit role
choices and to avoid influencing Indian students to ,choose
a role based on.the expectations of whites.

Among the cultural values basic to many tribes is an em-
. phasis on living foi todayIn harmony with nature, with no
'time consciousness, with a concern for giving, not accumu-
lating, a respect for age, and a desire for. shiring and cooper-
ating, These values are often in direct opposition to those
stressed by the dominant culture's educational program. The
white way of life is future oriented, time conscious, and com-
petitive. It places great importance on youth, the conquest of
nature, and long-term saving. -

For over a century the Federal Government, largely through
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has assumed the responsibility for
educating Native Americans to the standards of the -general
population. Because the Indians must live in.,the' white man's
world, their sense of survival tells them that education is the
way to success, even though they may not agree ,with many of
the practicis of the schools their children attend. '.

Despite the availability of free schooling, only 6.2 perceni of
Indian females and 5.8 percent of Indian males in ,the'South.
west halie "completed 8 years of school. Data from the 1970
Census, however, indicated that women fir the total American

s Indian population completei_a median of 10.5 years of school
with just over a third (34.6 percent) graduating from high
school. Although female Indians attain more years _of formal
education than do malei"they.have been shown to be dramat-
ically less acculturated Man Indian males. .

Census data also show that only 50 percent of American In-
diin women reporrEnglish as their mother tongue. thisineans
that Ertglish is a second language for half of the Indian women.

.Educational policymakers--especially at the elementary level
must be aware of the high incidence of English language de-
ficiencies among Indian females and plan programs accordifigly.

There is a real need for American Indians to participate in
fomulating education policy for reinforcement of the distinct
tribal belief systems and value systems. Indians look upon self-
determinationas a necessity, especially in view of tribal diversity
and the different learning styles that exist among the tribes.
Yet Indian women often perceive Federal programs and the
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. wornen's inovemenstAs sidestepping their particular wants and

strengths and threatening family unit because these programs
encourage them to seek their own self-satisfying goals. This is to e

...

say-that though Indians will not dispute that edtication is nec-
.. essarik for survival, they dislikithe specific methods because they

disrupt their culture and often have the effect of channeling In-
dian women into domestic jobs and other low-paying positions.

Preservation of the family, with the nurturing of children
S.

within the family structure is the prime goal of Indian-made
policy. Should the Indians feel a*Federal program to be in con- .."
flict wick this policy, they can choose not to take part in it. that
decision, howeverii not without serious consequence : Not to

, participate can result in an effective `131bck to progressive self-
.. help by closing off econoviii and educational opportunities.

Lack of education also prevents the American Indian from
working froin within the education and political systems where

,.:. weighty ivies must bt dealt with: How, for instance, is access
lc, educational funding on both Federal and State levels gained
by Indian tribes individually? Who controls and uses the fund-

* ing once it is gained? How Can self-determination be enacted
within dxistingguidClines for receiving ,echfational funding?

Thus the Indian student has two life styles to learn. On the
one hang, the ways of the white predominant culture must be

learned as a survival skilI, though Indian women caution agaihst -_
thest4eys being permitted to "vitiate" or inflUence tribal style.

. On the other hand, the Indian life content, which now is
learned only through the home, must be learned simultaneously /
as standards and values - The Indian woman must be effective '

.. in foot areas and aware of the appropriate responses expected
of in ifferent situations. .

Employment and job opportunities for Indian women are,
naturally, affected by the level and quality of their educational /
background. More .Indian women thanany other group (86 '
percent) ,earn less than $5,000 per year. Thirty-five percent o - i

Indian women participated in the labor force in 1970, and a a 6

group they earned a median annual income bY $1,697. Se ty .
percent were in the powerless and vulnerable position of erks,

twb wage earners in almost Waif the Indian households n1969, \...
operatives, and domestic service workers. Although the were

their median family income was a mere $3,300. Am rican In-
%

. diens, the smallest and poorest of all-America's et lc groups,
. e
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4f. . . A
,"stand in cliss by themselves when it comes to suffering eco-

d riyation,".according to ecoiomist.Lester Thurow.
For most Hart, Indian women believe that working to.

ward t e impr'bvernent; of the status of -Indians as a people is
where their efforts should be aiii.ct4;d and not solely toward
their = fattus as Indian women. As a Winnebago womantput it, '

3

0.'
"We. "We ndian women do norfeel oppressed in thf Indian world. ' . . ,

-.s We re more concerned with the problem of racial cliseritninaJA ..
.

° ti. ." An Isleta."Pueblo woman observthat Indian women '''.-- /e: J.
ha e a concept of equal rights that is diffelenr Imp. that of the

en's movement; they believe-tbit acquiringt-equal--fights .. .
not necessarily mean t4ar Indian women want to attain .

I ual leverage in tribal matters. And Minerva White, a Seneca,
cently said, "We have had women'' liberation for 5,000 years;
e have been liberated for 5,000 fears, anci" so.tfiat isAtot an
ue for us." . . -

.,
Because Indians do not make the same kinds of sek-role

istinctions whites make, and betairseAndian women, esji.cially,
those of matrilineal tribes, ifilluenfe tribal economic decisions '
and ape in dechionmaking'positions, these women are not gen-

1.

P
erally lynipaticetic to the women's rioeement. They accept the
reality of social changes occurring, blit ablelittle beyond a voice
and some control over the directions of the changes that are/ .
profoundly affecting the lives within their tribe.

'..4sian-ilmfrican Women ,
Asian-Americans, like American Indians, are a highly divers'.

fled ethnic group, The Asian-American populatioh includes I
Koreans, Indians, Pakistani, Vietnamese, Indonesians, Thais,

. , Malaysians,, and a wide tepresetttation of Pacific peoples such *.
As Samoans, Guamanians, and native Hawaiians. Americans 4
Chinese, japanese, and Filipino origins are also included, and
bec'ause more detailed research and description are available for
them, they will, for the purpose of this discussion, represent all .

Asian-Americans. -

Asians tfiday constitute less tha4 1 percent of the population
in the United States, alttiongh the importance of their presence .
in this col)ntry, past and- present, far outweighs their numbeis.
From a background of "unskilled" labor and objects of dis-

..k..
crimination, Asian-Atinericaits have reached comparatively high
levels of educational and obcupational achievement. Chinese

.
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ant Japanese, the most promrent of the Asian-descended
sro4s in Arnerical`are often 'poihted out as the "successful" ***

roinorin groups. ,

. The first Censusdataiof.1910 howed that 78 percent of the .
'..- , Japanese in this cpuhtry were m le, as were 89 percent of the ...

Filipinos and 90 perient of, the Chinese. Because recent im-
don has almost consistently. ntrOducq more females than

males into each of thi Asian-A erican communities, the sex.../ ..ratios have chang .cou1nderabKIThe Japanese and Korean
populations are now redOminantly female, partly a reflection
of the number of war rides brouglIrt.bacjc by returning service-

. men. The Chinese an Filipinos continue to be predornirlantly
. male. . ; :

, 4 comparison'of the Hor -force tatus of women shows that
Amer percentage of sian-Am'elican women:" (50 percent)

. %

work outside the home n do black (48 percent) or white
women (41. percent). ;little over 55 percent of Filipino
women and 42 percent If Korean women work; whereas

)

... Japaiese and Chinese wOnten occupy an intermediate posi-
tion 'pith 49 percent taking jobs, according to 1970 Census

ata.lAll in all the proportion of Asidn-American females gain-
1*".:-.-.... fully 'employed is higher Ul nm the ional average, and this

, does not. take into account the unpaid} women in family-oper-
ated businesses, since manyi, of these women do not classify
themsielires as "employed." '1

1 .
44

Although many Asian-Am i n women are.highly editcated,
having.' attended or complet cbilege, they are nevertheless
concenfrro k the positions; o booklceepecs, secretaries, typ-
ists, filb clerks), and the like.: `4 ey lace qualified for better
jobs," iftys Betty Lee Sung of Dep rtment of Asian Studies
at CityiCollege of the City uni4prsity of New York,'"but aret.

the victims of sexism more than racism.'

I
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Polak Strotegies tp.Metat the:Esincotionoi

:Needs and Strengths of Minority Women

Federal education agencies and foundationi
Conduct and encourage research tokto the prob-

lems and concerns shared lay minority wbmen in the
arpa of eUcation.

e

4 Organize, on stational orregional levels a cleAT-
inghouse for information exchange on minority women
and relevant resaKce personnel, materials, and

,1
programs... -

State departments-4 edudtion
Interptet Title, IX with a sensitivity to

culmrisin, recOgnizing the double jeopardy of sex and
race.

Include, multicultural female reptesentatives in-
plinning and aevelqping p4ograrns for minority-wom-
en and girls.

Encourige'and provide equal employment oppor-
tuirities for hiring minority women in adminislraiive

.nrid sleCiiionmaking jp4tions.
' Retrain educators, counselors;and,administratori

to sensitize them to the special needs and ,concerns
minority female students. .

Require ,teacher-ttairiing and cert ification" pro:'
grams to include intense self-evaluation sensitivity to
Multiculturipn.

Local education agincies
Include minority wonien and cownunity mem-

be:ri on the bilid of directors or trustee$!
f Encourage minority women to prespare for career

Advancement and pitQvide adequate -ttaining oppot-
tuniges .

'Ed4ation institutionsigpreschobl through colleg
'Recruit minority women into administrativ fac-

ulty, end student ranks.
Provide special stipends and allowenc for mi-

noritylfemale students from low-fncome f
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' Adopt day-care, tutorial, ancl counseling serviees
to en le minority women to partake of educational
oppo nities. - A t

'tiate special placement efforts for minority fe
mai4 graduates.

Expand and enrich .adult7educaiion opportunities
so that parents and children are exposed to accultura-
tion at a more cloiely related pace.

Encourage and'preserve
emphasize in school and college curriculums the

literature, music, art, dance; garneS;-tnd sportsaf mi-
.

nbrity cultures.
Make effective use of community resources and,

'develop.incentivei forcommunity participation.
Evaluate regularly and sys*matieally school pto-1:

grams that involve minorities. ,

!: I
Levels of unemployment of Japanese-American and Chinese- ,

American warren are generally low, even slightly, lower than
those for whites. In 1970, for example, the unemployment rate
was only 3.7 percent for Chinese women. The piroblerkis not
gettinia job, but rather in the kind of job and the salary it pays.
Many recent Chinese immigrants, fresh off the plane, can walk

j into one of the small garmeat factories scattered throughoilt any
Chinatown or its peripheral area and start working the next

ay. They work by the piece and their houri air
Pt work at low rates is alwaysivailabl. 4

Th resen very young ohildren has not limit;d the level
of occupa : =,na achievement for young working Asian women.

A

Chinese others show' higher levels of occupational achieve-
ment t childless, never -married Chinese women. This is true.
also for ilipino women, although toa lesser extent thanTor the
Chineset This situation may represent a cultural tarryover from
the traditiOnal Asianisitttern in which middle -class Asian moth;
ers are inclined io be employed. By Asian custom; older children
help to take care of youngT ones, thereby relieving mothers of
these faimly thttiesdurhig the.day. Hence, the Mien "slay- care's
program is conducted within the home and family.

Chinese-American women are marrying later -and limiting
their families probably because they are spending mbie years in
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school. In 1970, the median years of schooling foreach Asian-
. American group was slightly above the white attainment pf 12.1

years. Today, diffgences in years of completed schooling 'among
Asians and whites of both sexes have virtually disappeared.

Census slatefor 1-970 indicate that 23 percent of Filipino and
- 58 percent of Chinese-American women1 benveen 18 and 24

years of age are in college. About threefourths of all Japanese-
Americans finish high school. Figures like these indicate that
many families have shed the centuries-old belief that females
are spoiled for wifehood and motherhood if they acquire some
education. It is generally the foreignborn female whi is the
most deprived and; hence, the most handicapped. Her occupa-
tional sphere is, therefore, extremely circumscribed and limited
to the most sirnple and menial jobs.

Many AmeriCans are unaware that more Chinese-Americans
. are born abroad than are born in the United States.. The for-

eign-born ratio will probably become 'greater as immigratie'nit)c-
ceeds nativebirths. In essence, theatinese-American Polh4r.
tion is largely efirst-generation or immigrant - generation pop-
ulation. The tremendous adjustment that first-generation .

. ,

. Chinese-Americans must ,make 'puts theist at a disadvantage in
every respect. They must re-educate themselves completely and
quickly.

Most; Americans assume that Asian-Americins have no
. social problems, an assumption whieh-restricts the access of

Asian-Americanf to funds available to minority groups. As a re-,
suit they have been forced to form self-help organizations in.
their Mr communities, in action leading to the misconception
that Asks "take care Of their own."

One segment of the Asian population most in need of help are
those who cannot speak, read, or write English. Illiteracy is gen-

. erally, a problem with those over 45, especially the women.-The
younger generations are highljech4catedeand bilingual, regard-

. less of sex. Howder, in the 1970 Census, only 4 percent of the
Chinese riving in New York listed English as their mother
tongue: In California 12 percent and in Hawaii, 44 percent did
so. That the Chinese have clung to their language more terra-.
cionsly than most other national ,gromps is commendable and
could provide a national resource of bilingual people.

Another problem mwAsian-Americans often encounter is the
American cultural values that are in conflict with many tradi-

t t.
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tional Asiarivalues...Por example, many Asian cultures have
emphasized strict loyalty to the family, Which trains children to
avoid controversial, potentially embarrasing situations. Strict
self-cvntrol and discipline tvere mandatory'. As a. result; Asians,
especially women, often have appeared to be reserved, self-
conscio.4 and retjcent, finding continuity, permanence, and
personal security in the close relations of the family. tri contrast,
dominant American culturenow comprises a majority of single,

. nuclear families with few multienerational living arrange.
mints.

Aniother example would be American competitiveness based
on `*act; for himself," a ..notion alien to most Asians. However,
in the process of acculturation and upward .mobility; many
Asians have adopted the more.'iii-pressive and assertive style. of
the dominant culture. Betty Lee Sung bsserts that the tendency
is becoming increasingly prevalent for Asian-Americans to,be-
lieve that, in order to adjust to living in the United Sta 4s, one
must embrace the American wa)in toto and cast off the Asian
heritage completeIy:,.She also believes that gteat psychological
damage will result for these Asiari-Americans Instead, she
holds, Asi/n- American women and men should strive for a cul-
Aurally pluralistic society in which they can preserve their her,

1. itages while contributing to American social, civic, and educa-
tional life.

LikF many 'foreign women, Asian-Americ'an women 'have
Been neatly categorized by stereotype milled in white imagine-

.
(%Aims, Asian women are often described as being docile,'sub-

missive, and sexless. Or they may be exotic, 'sexy, and.diabolinel.
They are often presented as objects or commodities rather than
as persons with ideas, aspiration, talents, and feelingi. '

A situation familiar to mantAsian women comes, as a con-.
seguence of recent immigration. Since the end of World War II,
more than 506,000 women of foreign 'natianality have, entered
:the United States as spouses of Americans. Over one-third of
these women were from Asian countries. Professor NA-Lim
Kim of the University of Illinois has found that many of these
women experieftcb a host of adjustment problems. Reports of
severe physical abpse and deprival* are dot uncommon..In
one study made at Washington State Professor Kim noted that

. divorce or separation among Man wives of military men re«
stilted in over 20 percent of those in the study becoming female
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hem of households. (This figure is in contrast to the 6 percent .

of Chipesemerican and 8 percent of Filipino-American
female heads of households.) These Asian wives areoften un-V
able to seek help because of their isolation, lack of "proficiency
in English, uniarniliarIty with the life-style, and fear of ou
contacts.

Young Asian-American women, especially those
, third generation', are feeling a void and are expriy

and-desire to rediscover their ethnicity. These,. ore
liberated and-more assertive. They are chat = ono-.
cultural ideal of the majority society t edge, analyze;

Arid incorporate Asian-American nd men at all social,
political, educational, and cal levels. Fundamental
changes in the America Clonal process toward a goal of
cultural pluralism is idle response to their peculiar needs
and strengths:

Minority n by and lair are concerned with how Anglo
- society ucationar institutions in particularhas at-

tempt o divorce them from their cultural heritage and alien-
ate em from their men. They want to share thibelief that
the only route to fulfillment of the American-.Dream is by per-

, severance and educatioil. Yet the present educational system
often militates against, such goals for minorities and especially
females.

Many minority "omen are high-school dropouts. Conse-
quently they look to secondary-school programs to be made
more relevant and available to them. In like volzehigher edu-
cation, a recent alternative for many-minority women, need',
to be demystified. College role models in their immediate fam-
ilies are still are), found because most minority women in
college today are the first in their families to be there. Setting

# kind of piecedent puts pressure on the young women,
brought on by expectation; from both their families and them-

non who !make it through 4 years of college soon'be
onie painfully aware that the job benefits which "should fol- -

low are often limited. Many college - educated minority women
are tin-ableto get white-collar jobs at a professional levet

The fact ii that tinority women frequently explain their
problems in eeonopsic terms. The kinds of jobs open io them is
a smatiMg issue to these women. 006 million women in the-
labor force, 4.1 million' are minorities, constituting more than
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40 percent of eltminority workers. Discriminatory hiring prac-
tices based on cist and sexist factors still prevail and are
just further com tented when minority women have educa-
tional attainments, the more educated often finding them-
selves underemployed and underpaid. It is often,the case that
both 'Otte and minority vomen with some college education
earn tas than minority men with less than a high-sohool edu-
eation. '

Generally, however, the more education a woman has the
more likely she is to be in the skilled or professional labor force.
New jub opp6rturiities in expanding occupations and addi-
done, schooling are almost certain to place more minority
women in the laboi force, , .

Statistics indicate that most minority women workers are
high-school graduates. March 1R74, figures showed 61 percent
had graduated from high school, including tp percent who
hact completed 4 or more years of college. The comparable
figure for white women were 75 and 14 percent, respectively.
Been e minority women complete a median 12.3 years of
schoo ing,, the educational system moist plan and implement
instruction that will meet their sp9cial needs during these 12
years.

One purpose of educational system es to equip all learners
with satisfying and rewarding competencies for entering the
world of work,in the field of one's choice. The curriculum and
instruction used in preparing the professionals who will woyk
with minority girls and women must reflectthe heritage, needs,
and concerns of the various minorities. Cultural pluralism,
a relatively new idea in education addresses the cultural dif-
ferences of minority women and Inforrhs majority men and
women about this diversity. This pluraljstic concept is the
hope that ethnic women have in getting others to understand,
promote, and respect differences in cultural patterns and kern-
ing styles that arc so widespread in Americaand, not inci-
dentally, in advancing themselves in the dominant culture.

.
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CHANGING MALE ROLES i .

. by James Harrison

Every new social movement inevitably churns up a meas-
ure of apprehension and uncertainty, and the struggle for
equal rights between the sexes is no exception. Initially there
is no agreement about the social consequences of full equality

- of opportunity for women and men. Nor are men clear about
what exactly is in it for them were they to respond positively
to the changing sex roles revolution.

S questions seeking answers: Will women's gain be men's
loss? at will be the consequences for children? Will men ....
have to ve up options for certain jobs? If yes, what will they
do instead? Do men have it '.'so good" now that changes most
likely_will be detriniental to them? Will the division of labor .

.-and rraditionkl role expectations 'in families,have to change?
These are al realistic and difficult questIonsffhiy are made

more difficult, however, because contemporary society pro-
vides .no models of what an egalitarian world would be like.
In the absence of such models, themponents of social nge

' often create carisatures of the goali of both men and en

who seek greate equality. Their distortions cannot prevail, ,.
however, and aspevitabli as change itself: is an increasing .

understanding of the destructive consequences of traditional
sex-role socializatiOn for i?oth men and women, which makes:
It abundantly clear that change is needed-and desirable. Never-
theless, social change, whether intentionally sought or uninten-
tionally brought about through stresses induced by economic,k 4 . -

Mr. Harrison is a psychologist at 'the Bronx ksychiatrie Institute, the-
following also contributed to the paper on which this article is based:

. Robert Brannon, professor of psychology, Brooklyn Collegi; _Marc

Figen Fastcau, attorney, New York City; Robert Fein, psychologist,
McLean Hospital Harvard. University; Jack Nkhols, freepnre writer,
New York; Joseph Fleck, psychologist, Institute for Social Research,
,University of Michigan; and Robert Townsend, professor of English,
Amherst College.
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plitical,, and technological conditions, is often:accompanied

-t *feelings of uncertainty and anxiety. This is especially so
vi4en the changes 'involve aspects of men's and womb's deft- 1

f ,t On -of themselves, their expected roles, and the trai*.they. .4*

e to one another and the world at large.
e presence of fear or angel among men about the olOges

th4:are taking place hardly needi documentation. Maiii.men
are5" nfused. Some are -defensive. Others are disdainfid=aqd
co ending. Many individuals may have to makc 114just-
meitkin their role expectations, especially if these expe4tions. '
stanttiin the way of the rights and p "tives of othefii:An4,
the itAtiOn that women's gain need n t be men's...loss inquires

:.--..

an alk#1Asment of "gain" and "loss" in. 'eans of.the toCepange
of .hu values, and not exclusively in economic butelitical
to i4/omen need not lose the 'special protection th0 have
had; fead, men can be extended, similarprotectiorikainst
exploi 'on. No one need be required. to give up an ilidividu-
ally ehtioln lifestyle. Couples or families should genii-ally be

.

,,'able tot*ain their role patterii or division of labotif these
.--patterns areffnutually acceptable to all family me*bers, al- l, .

though exceptions are conceivable as, say, in the case pf.ptefer-.

ential hiring. Together men and women can share th, political
and economic responsibility for a society that Will affirmus its

.goal the creation of conditions. under which frliucimtin human
i .deielopment for all citizens is possible.. il,. ..

Creative change, however, is inhibited by.the inertia of the (
status quo, as well as by active forces that inhibit 4ovative

. develipment. Nevertheless many men and Women novkare ar-
,

. ticulitiog exciting visions for the future areworking toward .
i---

0 giving, them reality. Before describing some of their ideas and
some of. the problenis they faie; it is critical that the social con-
text that'makei them 'to difficult tg achieve be examined..

4
Women's-rights advocates and their critics agree that Welt-

em culture is ;I patriarchal," that Is, el;aracterizea hy male dom-
inifion over women. As a framework for' analysis, four separate

> but interrelated dimensions the social reality in .rhich
.- patriarchy is expressed anc.03y which it is perpetuatedinstitul

, tions, ideology, language, and academic scholarshipneed to
....r4 be examined and clarified insofar as they *rye to inhibit social

change-anti-reinforce- the impact traditional-culture-has-upon
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men who are beginning to work toward a more efalitirian
society.

Institutional Sexism
One of .the important insights of the civil righ movement
is the-recognition that racism is not simply I, but that it
is sustained and perpetuated by social st e same

sexism. Just as the racist phenomenon as labeled "in
:

stitutional racism," so too may the social st tutes of a p
archy be rabeled "institutional, sexism." Ever ma* institution
in our society is currently dominated by men? governmeni, law,
education, health care, defense,. entertainment,. religion, indus-
try, or any other sphere of activity. Areas dominated by women,
such as primary teaching or nursing, exist oily within the con-
text of male dominated institutions. Thislaomination cons& .
tutes objetive discrimination, most flagrantly against women,
more subtly against men. It reitiltsinli lack of guarantees of in-
dividual rights to women. it akey access 'to male-controlled
professions more difficult f women/. But it also stigrisatizes men

'who wish to work in areas traditionally coniidried within
"women's sphere " -- child care and nursing, for,exarn pIe. To
understand what sustains institutional sexism, other dimensions
of the patriarchal society must he considered. .

Sex-Role Ideology

Traditional sex-role-ideology has divided the vast range of
human possibility into two mutually exclusive spheres: Psycho-
logical characteristics and social roles that are appropriale for
men represent "masculine strivings" in women; those that are
appropriate for women are stigmatizing for men. Ideology;
however, does not simply provide explanations and justifications
for social structure. As unconsciously inctdcated

thought
or as

taken-for-granted beliefs, ideology also affects our thouglit proc-
esses and our behavior.

T.wp -illustrations of sex-roIe ideology in action may be use-
ful. A young father was seen bouncing a child on his shoulders
as he walked to his car. Both were happily laughing and talk-

. ing when suddenly.the father froze' and was overheird to say,
1144 "Oh; I forgotyou're a girl." He put her down4enfly on the

sidewalk, and when she began to cry, he looked dismayed,
probabiMiiikiTg : "How like a girI to cry-7 TEClither brought

VW'
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pain to' his child and to himself because he is a victim of sex-
role ideology.

,

"A second illustration concerns a 'vignette: While driving, h
m" an and son were,in an accident and the soh, badly hurt,
was rushed to the hospital. As he 'was wheeled into the emer-
gency room the surgeon took one look at him and recoiled say-
ing, "I can't operate on Rim. He's.tny ton!" This straightfor-
ward, descriptive story turns into a,conOndiurn for most read-
Crs andtmates evident to what extent sex-role ideology has a

.profound and pervasive effect on our thought processes. The
surgeon was the boy's mother, of course. 1-)

Sexist Language
It is'well known thatthe English language lacks certain words

. to refer exclusively to both Men and women. Masculine words
and pronbuns are, used generically to refer to both men and
women simultaneously. In the sentence, t`A.good student always

A doeshis homework," the masculine pronoun is used even though
the reference includes girls. And- many persons insist that

.;--..1>eace.on earth, good will toward men" is understood univer-
sally to be inclusive and that to ask for linguistic reform is tan-
tamount to attacking the beauty of our historic linguistic tradi-
tions. Others say, that half .of out fellow humans should not be
excluded by insisting on "the brotherhood of man."

Who is right? The contents Of the Constitution and its first
10 Arnendmetits make no explicit re?erences to men and women,
male or fellialet. The terms "people," "person," or "citizen"
alone with the appropriate masculine pronouns are used. Did
the authors and early interpreters'assume that these terms were.

1.- used in the generic to include both males and females?
Certainly women inhabitants of the.new country were expected

- to obey the laws of the Federal Government and the several
States. On the other hand, the notion that women would vote
or hOld office was so far from possibility in the 18th century that
it was not even felt necessary to address it. In practice it was
simply assumed that active participation, in government was an
exclusive male prerogative.

Consider the subtlety Oith Which linguage mediates sex-role
ideology. The father's phrase, "Oh I forgot, you're a girl," is not
an Innocent declarative' statement. It conveys exclusion from
the world of men's prerogative, ariaaTiucE it comniufficates a_
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laser valuation of the
Via.,

Self-esteem.IR rocall
it-k*. must carefully a d an
V.:",. ,world of women.

/

s rolefolid a concomitant kiln of
order to maintain self - esteem, boys

epithtt which is associated *ith the

in AcademiScholarship
***k`,' ,"Know thyself sume not ,God/to scan; The proper study

otinarildnd is an." In his appeal humanistic scholarship
in the 18th ntury, perhaps Alexander Pope intended his ge-
411C lan age lo include women. Nonetheless, the study of
mittlb in large measure keen' the study pf males. Feminist

. sell" have documented that the studt lot literature and the
; arts often neglected'orunderestirpited the contributions

'of Similarly, historical ichqirship has been shown
uently to.))e-an account l)r theLacts of men.'To dis-

cover presencOlfssucK bias in/the social sciencesthe very
Ascii% **at'seelt'objectike tniderstandng about human bb-
;41igs, th Itures, and their social organizationsis of even
igreateir..

.' In some
institutioi

,.*ihroukh I
INspite

-that have
bilities.

triarchftl society is expressed objectively through
justified subjectively by ideology, transmitted

age, and perpetuated by academic scholarship.
Ijit, is:, seeds of transformation have been present

ailed some persons to envision alternative Possi-
r

The Emerk1c4 Of a ken's Movement , A
-.7 .

... Ctirrent%' *foie issues are characterized by two complemen-
,.... -- .,

tary. and so 9mes overlapping emphases: social change and.
personal gm:1,11. It was recognized that the acceptance of the

,' taken-for-giinted ivorld by many women prevented the. possi-
.v., ' bility of abciitlf-change. As a means for'assisting women totcle-

velop a grepttryn erstanding of the meaning of their own ex-
perience, thi,.. tousness-raising (CR) group evolved. CR
groups may to be one of the important social inventions
of this centu all gniups of women gathered to diScuss
dimensions of « livesparents, schools, dating, work, hus-
bands, childrek# the like. The prOcess of sharing enabled
many wonicw.telec Iwo that the forces that had shaped their
lives had oftertte arbitrary, anethat their dissatisfaction

. t.:F
' with the restrict' their roles was shared by other women-

'. AI, % .'

.1 l'ireSeVCIIIPS: often womme vonpuunitics of support
,.,: ' .

-t;
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enabled individualm en to break out of the confinements of
traditional role No men, too, are developing CR groups.

Men recogniAed: t eir own need for the sort of close com-
munity that deVel. ACR grotips.ancrwished to have this
experience for the Ives. Several, groups oft men -began to
meet during the 1. ter 1900s. As` the numbers of men sympa.
theticsto the worn n's movement and aware of theneed of et
amination of me s roles have grown, broader bases of conunu-
nitalion and acts. n have erierged. IndividuarCR groups have
planned local c nfe'rences, which have in turn spawned new
CR gimps. L rger, more loosely connected groups of men
haveounded en's resource centers. Several periodicals about
Men's issues now published, And books- offering systematic
analysis of me 's roles have begun to appear.

Men's CR gro6s vary in size, duration, focus, and value
for the part 'pants. There are nevertheless, common them-3
which cha terize them. One is the attempt to understand
the individ 1, unique, and highly personal events and expert-

' ences wine ed to each member's socialization as an adult
male. M 4nen s groups give close attention to tendencies
of individ I men to dominate, to monopolize time, to avoid
emotion, nd to compete with each other. Usually the group
will call ttention to any individual who falls ihto such tra-
ditional ale-role patkeins. Individual men's-stories, however?
are hea without judgment or censure. Other members may
respr or mat, but no individual or group opinion is,pre-
sumed to be notrilative for other members.

One 'particularly. successful group; which has met sfor 4
yearstwith high- continuity 'of membership, has adopted "sev-.
nal other guidelines. Each membei of the group rotates in,al.

,

phabetica) order as'the convener. 'The job of the conveneris to
stop, the informal conversation and et the group started; to

the group a quarter of an hour before stopping time and
to stop* group at the agreed upon time. The convener may,Kr
nlsb Propose a particular plan or strategy for getting into a
topic. The group rotates on an irregular basis from home to
home in order to see how other men live and so each may
lervelts host. Group members contract to meet for a specified
number of weeksusually 10 to 12in the fall and spring.

. During the contract period, members ant: expected to consider
weekly attendance among t eirr hiighest priorities; -absences-
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are 'assumcd to be due' to illness
-
or eImergencY. Droponis

1* from the group'are not welcome to drop back in. At the con-.
clusion of the contract period, the group assesses its member-
ship, decides whether to invite new'members and agrecLwhen
to begin the next contract period. The limited time commit-
ment enables the members to make a high level of commitment
for the specified period. This group holds a weekend retreat
for members.

Groups, of course, can be disappointing. They may not de-
velop continuity or the needcd level of trust. Often such prob-..
lems can be avoided by careful planning on the part of a few
members, or the careful working out of a group consensus or
procedure.

However, most men who have been in CR. groups .are en- ,

thusiastic. It is not unusual to hear a man say that his Cit.
group was one of the most important experiences in his life.
For the first time many men break out of a sense of isolation
and lecognize that they have "brothers" who are 'dissatisfied

; with the rigidities of the male role. Many men report that for
the first time they have developed the sort of friendships with
other men in which they can discuss` real personal concerns. .
Some men have reported thil CR groups were. the first oc-
casion in which they actually enjoyed being with other men.
Over aud. over; the contrast between, typical male gatherings
and CR. groups is described. Instead of the familiar attempt
to top the last story, men hear each other; ans) honestly try to -
describe their owti'struggIes.

Human beings' need for approval and affirmation has often I.
locked men into role conformity out of fear that ..expreision
of individuality would bring ridicule anti stigmatization. CR
groups have given many men a new source of support, one that
has encouraged. self-expression arid the deeftning of under.
standing of personal relationships with both men and womo:

Men's Resource Centers gni' Whtit They to. t
In the last few yeas, men's centers have developed, in most

big cities and many university tokns. In contrast to CR groups,
which focus on growth in personal awareness and continuity
of group identity, men's centers are more activitist
tation and serve as .a. base for a variety of divergent programs.
Typically, local centeE itfill have a weekly or monthly' meet-
inrto-discuss-businees--and-peliey-maf.-attempt-to

. .-
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minimjze organIzatipn, and to emphasize decisionmaking
cons sus. Task-oriented committees may be fonied _and's a
treasurer seleattl; jhough a .den's center., rarely has"
tiopal so of officeri. Meetings are often, facilitated by rotating
leadership. Organizational structures whiCh are identified with
traditional patriarChal culture arc generally avoided.

Men's centers sponsor events that tend to correct the imbal-
ance of traditional sex roles. For example, some hold bake .

sales for charity, pot luck suppers prepared for and by the men, 4
and provide child care for feminists' meetings. Others hold
tvorkshops to re-educate men in adult living skills. Most inen's
centers have counseling groups for men in crisis.

. Recently, a Men's Awareness Networ MAN) .has been
formed to serve as a national communi channe
men, and between men's centers. &oc:a will publish a
national newsletter on a totaling, basis, including theoretical
articles, personal stories, reviews and notices of relevant beaks,

. and announcements of meetings and conferences.

What yea Are Learning
Most men have tiasically good feelings about their Parents,

some fond memories about their schools, and are on-the whole,
satisfied with their accomplishments. Many men are aware that

, parents and teachers worked hard to help therrn,tt where they
are. The sepse of gratitude they experience, ltifeevet, often in-
hibits critical scrutiny of their early experiences of growinrup4
They look back and take for granted that things were as they
had to be because their parerits and teachers took these things
for granted.

From analysis of the women's movement and closer exam-
ination of personal 'experience, some men are becoming con-
. vinced that growing uptlid not have to be as difficult as it was.
They are taking a fiord look at the world around them, and are
making some critical observations. These observations are not
judgmental; sic) one is 'being blamed. Rather, these Criticisms
are based on a recognition, of a destructive and erroneous as-
sumption at the heart Of the socialization process in our culture.:
that the traditional male role is the nortp for organization/Ode,
and that boys have' to be bent, khaped, cut down to size, or -

stretched out ,to firit. The *sults of.this view is that the child
staetiwith..a.defict_He_knotaunknafejs_tagght_that be must

IU&
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bbcome a Ivan. Becoming it man has turned into an scam-
. plishment, an achievement.

The problem does not lie in the expectation that children
should be encouraged and taught to'ineet certain standards. No
one doubts that h is sood to encourage children to be strong
honest, or responsibTe, or fair. Rather, the problem lies in

. elusive and contradictory elements that fuse to form the con-
'44 cep ti n of the male role. The message that is repeatedly corn-
s municated to boys is "You must be a man." But boys often do

not grasp the intended message, only hearing that they are not
men and that to achieve self-esteem and respect from others

.,; theyf'must be something that they are notwhatever it is. Some
will grasp the impossibility of the situation early in their de-
velopment slid stop trying to conform. Others will develop dis7

s. toned perspectives in their attempt to achieve the elusive goal
The form these distortions take in the contemporary male can
be niade evident in the context of a description of the male role.
To formulate a 'clear, description is difficult, hoirever, for the

. ,
same reasons that it it illusive for children. It contains contra-..
dictory elements, and its expectations are transmitted differ-
endy to individual men, depending on in ex-
perience within their families, schools, or t ltural groups:

In spite of these variations in context, nuance, and style, some
common themes can be discerned. Author Robert Brannon has
abstracted four core elements ctfthe male role which seem t? be
present regardless of individual variations in the way the,/ are
expressed. First, tbeclearly underitood rule is "No sissy stuff."
The problemn attempting to live up to this standard is that it
constitutes a negative 'definition 'of manhood, rooted in tbesec-
ondaty status of: women in our culture. Those emotions,
thoughts, or interest.; of an individual male child that have been ,
labeled "women's stuff" have to be hidden or represied.

`The second element is the struggle torsion, to be "The Big
Wheel."' The problem is not the emphasis on accomplishment,
but rather the emphasis, on external validation and competition
with others. To achieve success a boy has to be the biggest or the `1.-

strongeit; men have to be the most powerful, the most com-
petent, the richest. .

The third element is the image of the "Sturdy Oak." Men
learn that they must always cope, can never admit defeat, and
artist never express imotione_of hurt, sadness, and grief. No

r
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quivers are pennittid in fhe 'Stiff upper hp." To do so is to
"lose you; cool," andby implication theitatus,X being a 'man.

So far the pres4iption is: be the best, po.failiiret:, and no
women stuff three i'mpossitle standards. The fourth element
provides a Sway out if a man shoufd experience some inner
doubts: "Give 'em hell.".This aspectot the male role sometimes
is expressed in violence toward wornen'and other men, 'some-
timeAt Ioud and ostentatious braggatdocio, sometimes in the
subtle intelltctual putdown. It may be symbolized irilmages of
male toughness: swaKer, smoking, and 'drinking io create an
image, motorcycles'"and. cars used as' weaponsvnrentional
roughness in sports, all boiling down to the assertion, always
with a competitive anctsometimeiVith a sadistic iflavor, "I can . .

C 1

ote- dominate." .
. '

. Taken together', these elements leave boys and men with
limited alternatives. Manx boys don't know how to meld ,these
,elements together or, with other publicly affirmed values like
fairness, sensitivity, helpfulaess, gentleness.

Many contemporary men are rejecting the fyraarly o f the
male role, but this is not for boys and adolescent Men who con-.
tinue to model themselves on what they hold to be-the best
images of adults as they see and understand 'them: Adolescents
have no alternatives until adults proyide, alternative models.
These models must be- made on a different conception.of the
possibilities for men. A first stepls a .rejection Of the sex-role
ideology that sustains traditional sex-role expectations. The
polarizatign of human characteristics into two separate spheres
flirted "masculine" and "feminine" is a fiction..At worst this
has produced men whg are brittle, rigidrand.violent; It best,
men with damaged self-esteem and hamperecicreattvity.

Men in,Sehool

Most men remember school as the time when they did not
have to carry a load of responsibilities.*When they look aeeper...:_,
and attempt to remember the details of growing up, hoWever, *4_

they recognize-that not everything ryas fun. The unpleasant
memories are not about the ork that was required,. but about
thkfeelings that were genera ed by the competitive mold in
which most school activities we cast.

Takb sports for example.' s boys, some men were clumsy,;161
uncoordinated, an y inept physicall y. Their firobIeW
may 'have ue to visual or physickbandicaps, Iackotex;

ti , 1tare
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perience, rural isolation from other playmates, or an absent
father. They max lave dreamed of learning td throw or.catch

'a ballIell'or how to bat. Buf what happened? They recall that
the two best athletes ip the class would,be selected as tehm.cap.
tains, the other boys being chosen, one by one, according to their
skill. The embarrassment of being among thedast chosen, was
increased 1Ny the uival sneers or-groans from the captains forced
to pick from among the remaining "undesirable" players. If the

e was football, the "unwanted" tried be invisible and
rout- of the way; if the game was baseball, they tried to get

it o. right -field wherewthey hoped the inactivity would afford
them the best,charice of escaping the role of lid "goat."

SOmetinies a well- intentioned teacher "would redognize a
,.boy'scleficiencies ana attempt to help, in front Vf other children, .

again expoOng him to ridicule. Thus boys who most needed
physical education devised elaborate schemesto avoid it When-
ever poslible. It never seemed to occui tb mot teachers tbat.

jor these children had performance anxiety and needed to have
the experience of success. No tine took them aside in 'Privacy
to ttiach them how' to c'atclt and throw a ball so they could over-.

. .

, -come their fear of trying; no oneltjopght td devise other games
or sports by which .thmtkildren could gain a b'etter sense ,of
self-esteem. . "

ether men rec.411 that they were good at sitrts, but we
never made to feel' thailhey were good enough. They folk back
now with curious wonder at the emphasis placed -en romped.
tition and winning. Supposedly, the theorywas " teamwork,"
are theme, "It doesn't Matter whether you win or lose, it's how
you play the game," but most pen ao not remember being -

.taught much about teamwork. They remember the emphasis
on winning and the entreaties of.the cheerleaders to "Hit 'em
again, harder, harder." They, now wonder why iv:4r of the

.1

resources of the *boo) were spent on team sports in which dnt
a minority.could participate while the rest, gs it turned out,
were ;aught $o' be' With a different illcscatiou of
resources they might have learned a lot -more about individual
and partners sports, which could be of 30111e use to them now
that /hey are 0, overweight, and flaj)by. In Shorywhat most
men'remember about physical education is that' if they! 'had
the skills, they enjoyed playing; if they didn't, they were,hu-
miliatecl and learned nothing. .

,
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. A good ninny men alsornember thrsame sort of exxierience
in the clastrooni, where, again, theie was too much emphasis
bn competition. Some were failures in boili.places; others who
were humiliated on the Playground served as: the agents' of
humiliation in-she classroom -=but were oblivious to it there:

Looking back, men may ask why they could not have been
taught to help one another..., why 'teachers were riot more sen-
sitive to the fact that children can learn only in secure situa-
tions. Tericherit did not intend to humiliate children, but they
often assumed that recognition: -of inadequacies would spur
the child to achieveMany meth recall being frozen ihr angiety
when asked to ;Ave- an equation or conjugate a verb. Failure
left them withIhe.feeling they could accomplish nothing: Few
were assured that it was no diigrace to make an error; most
report that, in retrospect, they learned les?, both physically
and academically, than they could have if they had not been-

. made so ahxious by_the constant pressure to compete.
Mn e also remember that there were some ihingf they should

not know. To have anything to do with "feminiihe"*.subjects
would endanger a boy's tenuous claim On the 'masculine" la-,
bet Of course, school did not teach this prejudice. It Came
along. with, earliest socialization, with laligUage, with uncon-
sciously inculcated values, with observations *about who really
does the "important' work in the grehvn-iip 'world. But school
did little to counteract the stereotypes, aril so there was little
or no opportrinitk for boys to learn about such things airpo-
tritibn, shopping, cooking, clothing, and child care a gross
oversight in view of the nurnter of men who don't marry or
who are divorced or widowers.

Spelling out the implications of the observatidiu is a com-
plex task that A1,4,Cre Cooperation 4nd collaboration among
men and beiWeenakand women. Those who have thought
carefully about 'their experience agree that there is need for
serious educational reform that would recognize all knowledge
as appropriate subject matter for all human beings and would
permit and encourage, the expression of a-vist range of indi-
vidnat variation among all ptudents,,both men and women;

en Are Teachers
A hundred years ago the school was part of the...mak world.

Toil4 the majority of administratbrs and principalsthe 13o-
.. N.`
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sition's of traditional power and prestige are still men. How-
ever, a majority of high-school teachers are women, as are an
even(largerproportion of elementary-school teachers. ..

Several years ago the greater learning difficfaties of some
boys were attributed to the relative absence of men in the
csrocirn, and the suggestion that more men be "feminized,"
for teacher roles implied that men whi; taught were "effern-

. Mate." 4 ,.... .

Recent advocacy:for more male elementary teachers has
. emphasized that teaching small children does not "feminize"

men, and that elementary (cachets are indeed "real men." This
s.

emphasis may be a delayed reaction to the previous unfortu- *
nate conceptualization, or perhaps a protest against the per:

.460:ty,,e sexism in the culture. Nonetheless, it would .be are un-
fortunate consequent e.if male elementary - school teachers ha
to develop "compensatory masculinity" to survive in a 6 = d
that'is currentlystafted predominantly by women. Sexis n-
not transform sexism; maleteacherstryirig to prove their "mas-
culinity" could be even more destructive than 'unbalanced
staffing patterns. The valid reasons for men to be in elemen-'
tary teaching is their wish to be there, their capacity to do the ,

. job, and their abilitFtin el equality in a stilt sexist sociay. , .
Fathers lire Parents, Too , .t. ..

It was once thought that only mothers could care for infant
children, This was considered "natural° and usually attributed '

to the difference in hormonal balance between men and
ANir

women. Such an ob'vious "fact" hardly required research. Re-
cent stildiFs suggest that the salient factor in arousing in par-
ents protective and Caring feeling for their child is the depend-
ency of thp child and not the hormones of the adult,,posing
the question whether most men have not livedtheir lives with
"infantile" deprivation because a patriarchal society has as-, ...
sumed that they are incompeteidi3 care at Fabief.-SToii1V
the recognition is growing that men are not incaPable.of being
hilly competent parents, but that sex-role 'ideology has pre-
vented them from realizing these possibilities to everyone's -J
detriment. ,

.

Fathers are still discouraged from 'taking responsibility, for
childrendren in some families. The continuing sot-role ideology
Makes it difficult for -thein to gain custody of their children

-.4c 1
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in divace cases. Courts and their investigative officers often
assume that metcare unable to carry out parental responsi-
bilities, and mothers are stigmatized if they ate willing to give
up custody. To gain custody.in some States, fathers. have to

,4ftip prove that their former mate is an "unfit Mother," a require-
:Jr ment hardly in the interest of the child. .

The Future for the Men's Movement

While women's consciousness and men's awareness are hav-
ing some impact upon all.Eultural groups, there the important
disagreements among social-change advocates as to strategies,
priorities, and tirhing of efforts for social change. The critical
issue will be whether the advocates of human liberation can
coordinate their struggles witliout subordination or domination,

Within the emergent men's movements, these differences
also surface. Some men are most interested in focusing upon

-their own personal growth and change. Others observe that
men's fieedom from socially imposed roles is cohtingint upon .
.women's freedom and for that reason urge political support

. -
for women as the priority. Or thiy urge that the focus be the
patriarchal social structures that not only enable men to donii-

.11211! WeirnPril, ithrartilaPM.St
racist, and Class oppression that makes some men and women
dominatOrs of others. For some men the "movement" Li under-

0 stood to be precisely the place where such questions must be
faced and clarified. Others argue that the men's movements

. must adopt a correct analysis of the structures of oppression
at the outset ii order to avoid replicating the oppressive char-
acter prevalent in other institutions.

Clearly then, the issues of ideology, organization, and struc-
ture are important open questions for the men's movement.
The questions -that have been foremost in the minds of move-
ment activists have been : How can hierarchies, bureaucracies,

- entrenched-leadership, "intgroups'lall hearing_the. InArks of
patriarchal societyb avoided? How can the necessary in:
,formation be disseminated and communication facilitated with-

- out replicating elitist patterns? How can men who are 'begin..
fling to recognize something amiss in traditional role`expecta-

..Vons bethelped:to develop their own analysis and awareness
of the problem? How can the many skills of individuals be.used
without developing newoligarchies? 'Carl therebe division of
tabor without difference in status?
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None of the movements for social change has accomplished
.. .

its goals without problems, reversals, and strategic errors. Per-
laps more than any other movement, a men'smovemen

have
t needs

4)4 crucial insight: that , peoplemen included the
right to make errors'. 6
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